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Start of MemoMaster

Start MemoMaster with a doubleclick on the program icon on your Windows desktop or a Memo
database.
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1 Welcome to MemoMaster

THE DATABASE FOR YOUR KNOWLEDGE!

We thank you for your trust and are happy that you have chosen to work with MemoMaster.

The daily workload and information you receive will become less and easier to handle by using
MemoMaster effectively. 

With the support of the intuitive user interface, ideas and information can be put together easily,
organized individually as well as shared with others and used in a team.

Further, importing external data increases the information content of your Memo database. 

You are only one mouse click away of being able to export Memos to *Microsoft Word, Excel and
other external applications. You will also be able to create or optimize reports, presentations,
websites, Customer-Relationship-Management (CRM) systems and send much more via e-mail. 

MemoMaster is available in three versions (as Freeware, Standalone or Network Version).

For further product information, please go to our JBSoftware Website.

   *Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

For more information, please go to:

What is MemoMaster?

Install MemoMaster

First Steps

Licensing, Update and Contact

http://www.JBSoftware.org
http://www.JBSoftware.de
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2 Introduction

This help manual serves as an introduction. It allows you to find fundamental information concerning
the program. 

Among others, the following questions will be answered:

What is MemoMaster?

What are the system requirements?

How does the online help work? 

What functions and elements are available in MemoMaster? 

How can a file be stored?

For further information, please go to:

What is MemoMaster?

System Requirements

Online Help

Database Protection

Start MemoMaster Minimized

Screen Layout

Toolbars and Menu Bars

Tree

Detailed View

2.1 What is MemoMaster?

MemoMaster is a modern structured filing system for text information of all kinds that is based on
hierarchies.

The layout of a Memo database can be created by using folders, sub-folders and Memos in a tree
structure on the right of the screen.

Notes, calculations, tables, forms, graphics, links and/or file attachments are stored in the Memos.

The integrated full-text search, including an And/Or search tool, allows you to always search and
find information quickly.

The Professional-Edition allows you to create shareable knowledge files. Several users can have
access to these files, can work with or use them in a creative way.

The usage of MemoMaster is universal. MemoMaster allows you to administrate texts or
descriptions, useful information, ideas, scrap texts, addresses; calculations and charges or recipes
may be collected. You may also arrange organizational instructions, archive support databases or
entries according to date.
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AMONG OTHER THINGS, MEMOMASTER ALLOWS YOU TO:

Create and open several Memo databases at the same time;

Create folders, name, delete, move, duplicate and sort alphanumerically; 

Create, rename, delete, move, duplicate and sort Text Memos and Calculation Memos;

Administrate folders and Memos in a tree structure;

Highlight Memos in the tree structure;

Create icons for Memos and folders;

Protect Memos and the Memo databases with a password;

Assign access permissions on the Memo level (Professional-Edition);

Work on the contents of Memos with known and familiar functions;

Undo or redo changes;

Insert a timestamp at the end of a Memo;

Insert tables, tabulators, numerations, enumerations or a line;

Insert form fields, graphics, text borders and clippings into the text field;

Block field elements for the work;

Save and open Memos as templates;

Create web, e-mail, file or folder links and shortcuts;

Attach documents;

Import and export content per drag & drop;

Import documents of different formats directly as Memos;

Import e-mails from *Microsoft Outlook as Memo;

Create and manage favorites;

Export Memos as Word, text or PDF document;

Send Memos directly as e-mail attachment;

Position the Auto Save Option when leaving a Memo;

Search for single words or word connections in all Memo formats, titles and contents;

Search for the date;

Exclude certain words in the search, including the usage of the And/OR search tool;

Replace search words;

Search for content in archived documents (Professional-Edition);

Look up a word from a text directly in Google or Wikipedia;

Adjust which Memo databases are to be opened during the startup;

Take a look at the print preview before printing;

Adjust pages for printing;

Print out selected Memos at once, including folder directory;
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Block the automated page break after each Memo during exporting and printing;

Design standard directories for importing and exporting and for the storage of the Memo

databases;

Narrow down the selection and usage of fonts for editing;

Specify a default font and set a format for the date and time;

Determine standard titles for 

new memos and folders;

Set an expiration date for Memos;

Choose and select text synonyms to selected fields of the text;

Compact and repair Memo databases.

*Microsoft Outlook is a registered trademark of Microsoft.

For further information, please go to:

System Requirements

Online Help

Database Protection

Start MemoMaster Minimized

2.2 System Requirements

In order for MemoMaster to operate effectively, the computer system must meet the following
requirements:

 ->   www.MemoMaster.net/Systemreq

SIZE RESTRICTIONS

Size Restrictions of the Freeware Version and Private-Edition: 1 Gigabyte (1GB);

Size Restrictions of Small-Business-Edition: 2 Gigabyte (2 GB);

Size Restrictions of Professional-Edition: 1 Exabyte (Million Terabyte).

TIP The size restriction of a MemoMaster database file is 2 Gigabyte (GB).

In order to keep the size of a MemoMaster database file as small as possible and to
ensure a good performance, you should compact your databases from time to time. It
can be done via the button "Tools" and "Compact & Repair..." in the menu bar. (This is
not necessary for users of the Professional-Edition.)

http://www.memomaster.net/systemreq.htm
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For further information, please got to:

Install MemoMaster

What is MemoMaster?

Online Help

Database Protection

Start MemoMaster Minimized

2.3 Online Help

You can use the Online Help if you need any help.

If you are working with the program, the key <F1> always allows you to open the Help in the
particular window you are currently working in.

There is a "HELP" field in the dialog boxes, which also opens a title of the particular dialog box.

If you are searching for a certain help topic, you may use the tabs "Index" and/or "Search" of the
Online Help's navigation page (top left area). These tabs open search fields in which you may enter
specific keywords you are searching for.

What do you need help with?

Open Help

Use Help Buttons

Index Search

Search for a Word

Add to Favorites

Further Information

OPEN HELP

If you are working in a window you need help with, either press on the key <F1> or click on the
question mark in the menu bar on top.

USE HELP BUTTONS

Show (Help Topics)

If you have selected to hide the navigation page on the left, you can unhide it again by clicking on
"Show".
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Hide (Help Topics)

Via the button "Hide" displayed on top, the navigation page can be faded out. Due to the increase in
size, this option allows you to read the actual help text better. You may especially consider using
this option for longer texts.

Back

The button "Back" allows you to go back to the previously viewed help topic.

Forward

After having viewed the previous help topic, you may choose to go forward again by clicking on the
button "Forward".

Print

You may print out the current help text by clicking on "Print".

Options

You may adjust several settings here, e.g. for Internet Options or you may turn on or off the Search
Highlighting to highlight matches of your search. You may also hide tabs or refresh a page.

TABS OF THE NAVIGATION PAGE

Contents

All help topics are shown in the tree structure in the table of contents of the opened navigation tab
on the left. One book either contains further subordinate books or single help pages. You can either
open a book to see its content by double-clicking or by clicking on the plus sign.

Index (Search)

In order to minimize the help topics, please click on the tab "Index".

You may enter the desired word or the word group and then select from the list of given words/
structures.

The list of found topics can be influenced by adding additional keywords or by deleting them from the
search. This allows you to limit your search, until you are able to find related topics and keywords of
your search.

Search (for a Word)

In order to search for specific words, enter the word to be searched in the text field below the tab
"Search". Then, click on the button "List Topics" or press <ENTER>.

In the following, topics will be presented that contain the keyword in their help text.

Select one topic to display it. This can be done by double-clicking, by clicking on "Display" or press
<ENTER> .
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TIP You can search for a related word group by using quotation marks.

E.g. entering "MOVE CLIPBOARD" with quotation marks, helps you find pages/texts
in which the words "CLIPBOARD" and "MOVE" are directly related to each other.

This allows you to exclude those help pages in which both words are presented
independently from each other, namely aren't related to each other (here).

Favorites

If you would like to add the open help topic to Favorites to be able to find it again and open it in the
future, click on the tab "Favorites".

The title of the opened help topic will be displayed in the text field "Current Topic". You may rename
it. 

Click on "Display" to view the help text.

Click on "Add" to move the topic to Favorites.

Click on "Remove" to remove the selected topic from Favorites.

Further Information

Each help topic generally consists of a headline. The help topics are separated by an individual
introduction and single text paragraphs.

Further, hyperlinks allow you to go to certain topic parts and to other related topics.

2.4 Database Protection

Over time, databases grow in size and unnecessarily use disk space. Repeated modifications to the
database file may result in data corruption. Therefore, it's a good idea to periodically run "Compact &
Repair" to ensure the consistency of your data.

The menu bar button "Tools" and the selectable option "Compact & Repair..." (see also Compact &
Repair Database) allow you to automatically execute this function.

The database backup with the file extension ".bak" can be found in the same directory, in which the
created Memo database is located.

Please change the file name of the backup file in order to avoid having two databases with the same
name. Further, please also change the file extension ".bak" to ".mmr".

Thereafter, please select the database by double-clicking on "File" in the menu bar and the
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selectable option "Open Memo Database" (or also: "Others"). Please make sure that MemoMaster
is open during this process.

Also, you can select and open a Memo database directly via the menu bar button   .

IMPORTA
NT

Please Compact & Repair your Memo database regularly to increase its performance
and to minimize errors.

This means that your database can be protected. In case of data loss, you will be
able to easily access lost data.

For further information, please go to:

Compact & Repair Database

2.5 Start MemoMaster Minimized

It is possible to start MemoMaster minimized, i.e. once MemoMaster starts up, the program
appears minimized as an icon in the taskbar. The desktop remains empty. If needed, you can
access and work with MemoMaster by clicking on the icon.

SET PROPERTIES FOR MINIMIZED START

1. With the right mouse key, please click on the MemoMaster icon, which is located on the
desktop.

2. Click on "Properties" in the menu bar.

3. The tab "Shortcut" allows you to make a selection on how to run MemoMaster. Please click on
the arrow next to the  window  "Run" and select "Minimized".
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After this selection and a restart, the MemoMaster icon will appear in the info area of your taskbar.

ADD MEMOMASTER TO STARTUP 

To open MemoMaster during the startup of your computer automatically, please create a shortcut of
the program in the startup folder.

1. Please click on "Start" and "All Programs".

2. Open the folder "Startup" by pushing the right mouse button.

3. Create a shortcut from your MemoMaster icon located on your desktop by using your right mouse
button. The created shortcut will be placed on your desktop.

4. Move the placed shortcut by using Drag & Drop (keep mouse button pushed) in the open folder
"Startup".

For further information, please go to:

Options/General

Toolbars
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3 First Steps

After the installation, the first steps are the startup of the program and the opening of the example
database.

If you need help, while working with the program, you can use the Online Help by pressing the key
<F1>.

Please keep in mind that all functions for the usage of several users are not available in the Freeware
Version, the Standalone Version or the Small-Business-Edition.

For further information, please go to:

Open Example Database

Create Database

Create New Folder

Create New Memo

Create New Entry Form

Import

Online Help

Options

Professional-Edition

Licensing, Update and Contact

3.1 Open Example Database/other Database

The example database makes it easy to collect structured information, drop and find this information
again with MemoMaster. Simply test the example database by moving Memos via Drag & Drop, by
changing their name or by creating new Memos, or import any *Microsoft Word documents via Drag
& Drop.

After the startup, you can open the example database by clicking on the button "File" located in the
menu bar.

OPEN A DATABASE

To open a database, please click...and choose by double clicking an existing database (see
creating a database).
To open quickly a database – you last used – please click the arrow to the right...then you will see a
list of recently opened databases.
Databases that are needed more frequently, can pinned in the selection of recently opened
databases.

Click to „pin“ on a database … The icon changes to  . To delete the „pinned“ database, click
again on the icon.
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OPEN A DATABASE PER DRAG & DROP

1. Open MemoMaster and also the additional directory your MemoMaster databases are saved in.
Please note that MemoMaster databases have the file extension ".mmr".

2. Select on the database you wish to open with the right mouse button.

3. While keeping the mouse button pushed, move the mouse to the desired tree in MemoMaster.
You may release the mouse button now.

  *Microsoft Word is a registered trademark of Microsoft.

For further information, please go to:

Create Database

Move, Close, Position Memo Database

Create New Folder

Create New Memo

Create New Entry Form

Memo Search

3.2 Create Database

To create a new database, please click on the button "File" in the menu bar and select "New Memo
Database".

Thereafter, please enter the file name for the Memo database and click on "Save" or confirm with
<ENTER>.

The new database is created, but does not contain any elements yet. Fill the database with
information by creating folders, sub-folders and Memos, by entering content or by importing
documents (see Import).

For further information, please go to:

Move, Close, Position Memo Database

Create New Folder

Create New Memo

Create New Entry Form

Import

3.3 Create New Folder

By clicking on the button  in the toolbar, create a new folder in the selected element
of the tree structure.  
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Thereafter, please enter the folder name and confirm your entry with <ENTER>.

A file name may not contain the following symbols/characters:

\ * " | 

In the tree structure, a new element with the (folder) icon  was added. If the folder is kept open,

the icon will change to .

MOVE A FOLDER

Drag & Drop allows you to move a folder within a database.

DELETE A FOLDER

By using the keys Ctrl+Delete, a selected element may be deleted from the tree.

For further information, please go to:

Memo Folder

Create New Memo

Tree

Context Menu Tree

3.4 Create New Memo

What do you need help with?

Create New Text Memo

Create New Code Memo

Create New Calculation Memo

Create New Memo from External File

Create New Memo from Template

Delete Memo

CREATE NEW TEXT MEMO

By clicking on the button  of the selection arrow in the toolbar or via clicking on the
selectable option "New Text Memo" you can create a new Text Memo in the selected folder of the
tree. Thereafter, enter the name and confirm with <ENTER>.

Drag & Drop allows you to move the Memo to another folder.

Via the context menu and the menu item "Change Name", you may change the name of the created
Memo.
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CREATE NEW CODE MEMO

To create a new Code Memo, please click on the menu button "New Memo"; select the option "New
Code Memo" (see also Code Memo). Thereafter, enter the name and confirm with <ENTER>.

Drag & Drop allows you to move the Memo to another folder.

Via the context menu and the menu item "Change Name", you may change the name of the created
Memo.

CREATE NEW CALCULATION MEMO

To create a new Calculation Memo, please click on the menu button "New Memo"; select the option
"New Calculation Memo" (see also Calculation Memo). Thereafter, enter the name and confirm with
<ENTER>.

Drag & Drop allows you to move the Memo to another folder.

Via the menu item "Rename" in the context bar, you may change the name of the created Memo or
click on the button "Rename" located in the toolbar.

CREATE NEW MEMO FROM EXTERNAL FILE

To create a new Memo from an external file, please click on the menu button "New Memo"; select
the option "New Memo from External File". Thereafter, please choose the desired file and by double-
clicking you may transfer it to MemoMaster.

A new Memo was added to the tree structure. The content of the external file was transferred to the
new Memo.

The cursor is blinking in the text field of the Memo; you may enter a Memo name immediately .

A name may not include one of the following symbols/characters:

\ * " | 

Drag & Drop allows you to move the Memo to a different folder.

Via the context menu and the menu item "Rename", you may change the name of the created
Memo or click on the button "Rename" located in the toolbar.

CREATE NEW MEMO FROM TEMPLATE

You may create a Memo from a template that was saved in the template list earlier (see also 
Templates).

Open the template list by clicking on the tab "Templates"  in the tree.

There you will be able to create a new Memo via the selectable option "New Memo from Template" 

 or via double-clicking on the available template.
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Also, you may click on the selection arrow of the button  . Click on the selectable
option "New Memo from Template" to select an existing group (own created category).

Additionally, a further selection menu shows the subordinate templates (created by you) that may be
selected. By clicking on one of them, you may apply the desired template as a new Memo in your
tree.

DELETE MEMO

By using the keys Ctrl+Delete, a selected element may be deleted from the tree.

For further information, please got to:

Text Memo

Calculation Memo

Code Memo

Create New Entry Form

Templates

Context Menu Tree

3.5 Create New Entry Form

To create a new (data) entry form, you can paste text fields in the text view of a Text Memo. 

The entry form will be blocked after the completion of the editing so that only the text fields of the
entry form may be filled or edited.

For editing, MemoMaster offers entry forms of three different sizes:

 Short Text Field

 Long Text Field

 Memo Field

All varieties are based on the same text field, which may be minimized, maximized and moved.

What do you need help with?

Insert Text Field

Move Text Field

Collapse/Expand Text Field

Delete Text Field

Lock/Unlock Field Elements

Create Entry Form Step-by-Step
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INSERT TEXT FIELD

The text fields may be inserted to any positions in the Text Memo. First, place the cursor at the

desired position. Then, click on the desired button for a Short Text Field , Long Text Field   or

Memo Field  in the toolbar. This allows you to insert various text fields in your data entry form.

Thereafter, the text fields can be moved to any positions, directly one below the other or next to
each other. There are no guides or grids are needed to do this.

To place the fields exactly below or next to each other, you may also Insert a Table. The text fields
may be inserted in it (see also Create New Entry Form).

MOVE TEXT FIELD

The text field may be moved via Drag & Drop. Please move your mouse button to the border of the
text field and keep the mouse button pushed while clicking when the cross appears. Now, the text
field can be moved and placed at the desired position of the text view.

COLLAPSE/EXPAND TEXT FIELD

In order to be able to collapse/expand the text field, please move the mouse button on the bottom or
top corner of the text field and collapse/expand the field while keeping the mouse button pushed.
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DELETE TEXT FIELD 

Please select the text field you wish to delete per mouse click. The selection is highlighted in
yellow. To delete the field, please click on "Delete Field" or press <Delete> on your keyboard.

LOCK/UNLOCK FIELD ELEMENTS 

To edit the inserted text fields, the field elements in the entry form must be locked. To do so, please
click on the lock to lock the field elements (above shown symbol).

If the field elements are locked, you will not be able to edit the text outside the text fields any further.
Only the text fields can be edited.

To work on the entry form any further, click on the lock again to unlock the field elements.

CREATE ENTRY FORM STEP-BY-STEP 

To place the text fields exactly below or next to each other, no guides or grids are needed. Simply
create a table and then insert the text fields in the fields of the table. The following explains in detail
how to create an entry form by using a table:

Step 1: Insert Table

By clicking on the button  in the toolbar, you can quickly and easily create a table in your Text
Memo. You can select however many columns and rows you would like to work with (see also Insert
Table).

Step 2: Insert Text Field in Table

First, place your cursor in the desired cell of the table. Then, please click on the button for Short

Text Field , Long Text Field  or Memo Field   located in the the toolbar.
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To compact/expand the inserted text field, click in the text field. Then move your mouse on one of
the appearing corners of the text field. The mouse becomes an arrow now. By keeping the mouse
button pushed, you may drag the text field in the desired direction to compact or expand it.

Step 3: Adjust Table Row to Text Field

Use a table to position the text fields. You can adjust the table lines of the inserted text fields by
clicking on the line, while keeping the mouse button pushed. By doing so, the cursor will change.
Now, you may move the line by keeping the mouse button pushed. 

Step 4: Arrange Text Fields

You can insert the table cells in the desired test fields one by one now. If necessary, they may be
compacted or expanded.

You can enter names for the fields or adjust them in the cell. To do so, click in the cell and open the
context menu by pushing the right mouse button. Select "Table" in the menu bar to show further
options. Please select "Table Attributes". Here, you can e.g. define the space of the cell border. The
names may be arranged directly next to the inserted text fields. If needed, you may also format the
names, e.g. bold or colored.

Step 5: Lock Fields  

If you have inserted and arranged all text fields, you can lock the fields via the button  (see also
Lock/Unlock Field Elements). If locked, they may not be edited again, only text may be added. Then
no more grids will be visible.
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For further information, please go to:

Text Memo

Format Bar Text Memo

Insert Table

Ruler

3.6 Move, Close, Position Memo Database

MOVE MEMO DATABASE

If there are several open Memo databases, you can change the order of the open Memo databases
by moving the tab with Drag & Drop.

CLOSE MEMO DATABASE

You can close an open Memo database by double-clicking on the tab. Further, the corresponding
context menu may be opened by pushing the right mouse button and by clicking on "Close" next.

It is also possible to close the Memo database via the button "File" menu bar and "Close Memo
Database".

POSITION SEVERAL MEMO DATABASES

You can arrange two open Memo databases next to or below each other per Drag & Drop.

1. To do so, simply click on the tab of an open database and drag it to either the bottom or to the
right half of the screen by keeping your mouse button pushed.

2. After a horizontal or vertical line appears, you may release the mouse button.

3. Now, two databases are displayed - either below or next to each other - with tree and details (see
also Copy Database  Comprehensively).

To show only one open database on the screen again, close either the database from the horizontal
or vertical group via the close symbol or drag it to the top into the bar of all open databases. You do
this by clicking on the tab of the database while keeping the mouse button pushed.
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4 Screen Layout

Parts of the screen layout are menu bar, toolbar, status bar and the tree bar.

The tree bar includes the Memo Search, Favorites, Properties and Templates. These tabs are
arranged on the left bottom of the screen (below the tree).

You find the detailed view (also: Details) on the right, including the format and function bar (available
in Calculation Memos only).

If available and needed, added attachments may be viewed via the detailed view. To show or hide the
attachment/s, click on  the button "View" and the select the option "Show/Hide Attachment".

The status bar is located on the very bottom of the screen.

For further information, please go to:

Toolbars and Menu Bars

Tree

Detailed View

View Attachments

4.1 Toolbars and Menu Bars

In MemoMaster you have access to several Toolbars and Menu Bars.

For further information, please go to:

Menu Bar

Toolbars

Format Bar Text Memo

Format Bar Calculation Memo

Format Bar Code Memo

Function Bar

Status Bar

4.1.1 Menu Bar

The menu bar is located directly below the title bar and offers a variety of menu buttons.

A menu button allows you to select between several options. By clicking on a menu button you can
open a menu to make a selection.

For further information, please go to: 

File
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Edit

Insert

View

Format

Tools

Table

Window

? (Help)

4.1.1.1 File

New Memo Database Creates a new Memo database (see also Create New Database)

Close Memo Database Closes the selected Memo database

Close All Memo Databases Closes all opened Memo databases

Import Starts the Import Wizard: documents of various formats may be
transferred in the selected folder as independent Memo (see also 
Import) or imports a single document

Export Exports the content of the open Memo in a different file format of
another application (also see Export)

Page Setup Paper size and borders can be adjusted (see also Print)

Print Preview Displays the open Memo in a page view, as it will be printed (see
also Print)

Print Prints the open Memo (see also Print)

Exit Closes the MemoMaster application

4.1.1.2 Edit

Undo Undoes the last editing

Redo

 

Redoes (goes back) to the last entry (opposite of Undo)

Cut Cuts the highlighted text and saves it to the clipboard
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Copy Copies the selected text to the clipboard

Paste Enters the text from the clipboard after the position of the cursor

Delete > Rows/Columns* Deletes one selected row/column in a Calculation Memo

Delete > Contents Only* Deletes contents of a selected row/column in a Calculation Memo

Delete > Formats Only* Deletes formats of a selected cell in a Calculation Memo, but not
its content 

Delete > All Contents and
Formats* 

Deleted formats and contents of a selected cell in a Calculation
Memo 

Select All** Selects the whole text content of a Text Memo

Copy to Folder... Copies the open Memo to another selectable folder 

Move to Folder... Moves the open Memo to another selectable folder

Replace The text gets replaced by the entry of new text

Rename Renames the title of the open Memo 

Delete Deletes the open Memo 

Expiration Date of Memo Sets an expiration date for the selected element and moves it to
the recycle bin on this date or deletes it irrevocably.

* This option is available for Calculation Memos only.

** This option is available for Text Memos only.

4.1.1.3 Insert

New Folder Inserts a new folder (see also Create New Folder)

New Memo Inserts a new Memo (see also Create New Memo)

Insert Row* Inserts one row in the Calculation Memo, via the cursor position
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Insert Column* Inserts one column in the Calculation Memo, via the cursor position

Insert Rows or Columns* Inserts several rows (above/below or columns (before/after)
selectively

Timestamp Inserts a timestamp at the position of the cursor or at the end of a
text, with weekday, time and the logged-in user in parenthesis

Date Inserts the current date after the cursor position

Time Inserts the current time after the cursor position

Screen Clipping** Inserts an individual clipping to an open application

Horizontal Line** Inserts a horizontal line above the cursor position

Page Break Inserts a page break below the cursor position

Short Text Field** Inserts a Short Text Field (see also Create New Entry Form)

Long Text Field** Inserts a Long Text Field (see also Create New Entry Form)

Memo Field** Inserts a Memo Field (see also Create New Entry Form)

Picture** Inserts an existing selectable picture

Text Box** Inserts a text box that can be adjusted individually

File** Inserts the content of a file

Comment* Inserts a cell comment in the Calculation Memo

Hyperlink Inserts a hyperlink for a web or e-mail address, for a file or folder
link (see also Links & Attachments); reserves a Memo link or
creates a desktop shortcut

Attachment Inserts an attachment/deletes an existing attachment (see also 
View Attachment)

* This option is available for Calculation Memos only.

** This option is available for Text Memos only.
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4.1.1.4 View

Horizontal Grid Lines* Calculation Memo: only here, are the horizontal grids shown and
the vertical ones  hidden

Vertical Grid Lines* Calculation Memo: only here, are the vertical grids shown and the
horizontal ones  hidden

Page Layout** Switches the view of the open Memo to the page layout or back to
the normal view 

Text Wrap** Adjusts the line break to the screen width automatically

Header and Footer adds on each "memo page" a header and footer

Ruler** Turns the ruler for the text view on/off (see also Text View)

Attachment Show/Hide Shows hides the attachment view (see also Attachment View)

Show All** Shows or hides all existing formatting symbols  of the text of the
open Memo

Expand Opens the folder including all sub-folders

Collapse Closes the folder including all sub-folders

Sort Tree Elements Sorts the elements of the tree of the highlighted folder ascending

Sort Tree Elements
Descending

Sorts the elements of the tree of the highlighted folder ascending or
descending, in regards to title, creation date and date of change

Refresh Data Saves the last refresh

* This option is available for Calculation Memos only.

** This option is available for Text Memos only.

4.1.1.5 Format

Row*

 

Changes the row height (see Change Row Height), shows and
hides rows (see Hide and Unhide Rows/Columns), fixes the
position of  the cursor (see Freeze/Unfreeze Panes) and changes
the maximum amount of rows (see  Calculation Memo/Change
Maximum Rows/Columns)
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Column* Changes the column width (see Change Column Width), shows
and hides columns (see Hide and Unhide Rows/Columns), fixes
the position of the cursor (see Freeze/Unfreeze Panes) and
changes the maximum amount of columns (see Calculation Memo/
Change Maximum Rows/Columns)

Font... Setting of font, font style, size, font color, effects, position, color
and text background

Paragraph...** Setting of line spacing, alignment, intends and spacing of the
highlighted text

Bullets and Numbering...** Highlighted text lines can be equipped with definable new starting
or continuing bullets or numbering

Tabs...** Setting of tabulators at certain positions with chosen alignment
(see also Tabulators)

Page Color changes the page color. To remove the page color, click below on
“Format” the ”Page Color”. Please note that the page color is not
saved until a change is made in the text. The colors are compatible
with „Microsoft Word“.

* This option is available for Calculation Memos only.

** This option is available for Text Memos only.

4.1.1.6 Tools

Set Database Password... Provides a database password for the open Memo database to
protect against unauthorized access (see also Password Protection)

 

Memo Password Protection Setting of password for current Memo

User and Group Permissions
**

Setting access permissions on Memo level in the Professional-
Edition

Compact & Repair... Compact and repairs a damaged Memo database (see also 
Compact and Repair Database)

Calculator Opens the calculator

Tax Calculator* Opens the tax calculator (see also Use Tax Calculator)
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Character Map Opens the character map to select from various characters/symbols

Word Count...*** Counts pages, words, symbols (with and without spaces),
paragraphs and lines of the Memo

Clipboard Monitor Places copied texts/elements on the clipboard from different
applications, e.g.  Microsoft Word* or Outlook*, directly as a new
Memo in their open MemoMaster (see also Clipboard Monitor)

Open During Next Work
Session

Remembers the selected element and opens it directly during the
startup (see also Open During Next Work Session).

Send as E-mail Sends the content of the open memo as e-mail message, e-mail
attachment in Word, RTF or PDF format (see also Send Memo as
E-Mail)

Create Microsoft Outlook
Item

Creates an appointment or a task with the attachment of the current
Memo

Search Wizard open the search wizard (see also Search wizard)

Research Opens search tools Google and Wikipedia. Searches for the
previously selected text in the Memo

Synonyms Shows a selection of synonymous words via the selection arrow,
from which one may be selected per mouse click. It will appear in
the text instead of the selected one in the text; or offers the usage
of Thesaurus

MS-Word Spell Check...*** Performs a spell check of the current Memo

Options... Adjusts options regarding program performance (startup, Memos,
automatic startup with Windows), of files and directories (standard
directory, Windows integration) and of the Memo Editor (standard
font, date and time format, usage of fonts) (see also Settings)

* This option is available for Calculation Memos only.

** This option is available in the Professional-Edition only.

*** This option is available for Text Memos only.

4.1.1.7 Table

Insert Inserts rows or columns in a new table or in an existing table
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Delete Deletes the selected table, the row or column

Select Selects the selected table, row or column 

AutoFit fits columns of content or paper width.

Split Table Splits the table at the cursor position in two independent tables

Show Grids Shows or hides in all existing grids in the Memo

Table Properties... Borders, background, sizes and formats for the table can be
adjusted

This menu option is available for Text Memos only.

For further information, please go to: 

Insert Table

4.1.1.8 Window

This menu bar will only be displayed if a minimum of two databases are open.

New Horizontal Group Shows the open databases below to each other in a horizontal view

New Vertical Group Shows the open databases next to each other in a vertical view

Further, the menu bar "Window" shows you all opened databases and allows you to make a
selection.

It can be viewed by clicking on the desired database.

4.1.1.9 ? (Help)

Show Help Opens the Online Help of MemoMaster

JBSoftware on the Web Opens the website of JBSoftware

E-mail Support... Opens a new e-mail to Support@JBSoftware.org to transfer support
enquiries. Here you are able to ask your question/describe the
problem via e-mail.

mailto:Support@JBSoftware.org
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Check for Online Updates Searches online for product updates and updates the program
version; shows new products and offers support

About MemoMaster... Displays version, copyright and the program's edition

For further information, please go to:

Online Help

Online Update

4.1.2 Toolbar

MemoMaster's toolbars are directly located below the menu bar, and contain buttons to edit the text
and tree. The functions of the toolbar are represented optically by graphic icons. Please move the
mouse button over the toolbar to be able to read the corresponding description of the icons.

Some arrowheads that point down next to an icon in the toolbar menu shows that there are more
containing options in a drop-down menu.

MemoMaster's user interface is comprehensible and can easily be operated. The main buttons will
be displayed and briefly explained in the following.

What do you need help with?

Elements of Toolbar for Detailed View

Elements of Toolbar for Tree

Elements of Toolbar for Text Search

ELEMENTS OF TOOLBAR FOR DETAILED VIEW

Creates a new Memo database

Opens an existing Memo database (see also Open Database)

Prints the selected Memo 

Displays the open Memo as a page, as it gets printed

Transfers the Text Memo directly to MS-Word

Transfers the Calculation Memo directly to MS-Excel
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Deletes the selection arrow with one mouse click and the desired option, either a selected
row, column, only content, only format, all contents or all formats

Cuts the selected text and saves it to the clipboard

Copies the selected text to the clipboard

Inserts content from the clipboard after the cursor position. Via the selection arrow you may
select that only text from the clipboard gets inserted. This allows that no spaces for
pictures, etc. get inserted as well.

Applies format (font, color) from the selected text to a new/another selected text

Undoes the last entry (also possible in the Form mode)

Repeats the last undone entry - opposite of undo (also possible in the Form mode)

Inserts an attachment/deletes an existing selected attachment (see also Attachment View)

Inserts a (hyper)link of a web address, an e-mail, file or folder

Inserts a timestamp to the cursor position or at the end of the content with weekday, date,
time and user name

Inserts the current date after the cursor position

Inserts the current time after the cursor position

Chooses a picture clipping, which will then be copied and pasted into MemoMaster

Inserts a new table or rows and columns to an existing table

Sets tabs (tabulators) to certain positions with selected alignment

Turns the ruler for the print preview on and off (see also Print Preview)

Switch between headers and footers in a text memo (see header and footer)

Changes the distances to the margin and defined the first page different. (see header and
footer)
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Inserts a Short Text Field (see also Create New Entry Form)

Inserts a Long Text Field (see also Create New Entry Form)

Inserts a Memo Field (see also Create New Entry Form)

Sorts the selected columns and rows of a Calculation Memo ascending/descending

Locks/Unlocks all field elements (see also Create New Entry Form)

Turns on/off the clipboard monitor (see also Clipboard Monitor)

Minimizes MemoMaster to the taskbar, as small icon; which allows to open the program
with one click at anytime

Displays the Online Help

ITEMS OF TOOLBAR FOR TREE

Jumps one position back in the tree or opens one of the 10 last clicked-on
elements backwards via the selection arrow (see also History)

Jumps to one previous position in the tree or opens one of the 10 last clicked-on
elements forward via the selection arrow (see also History)

Expands/opens the selected item in the tree

Collapses/closes the selected item in the tree

Moves the selected folder or the Memo each one position up or down

Moves the selected item to the top of the tree

Moves the selected item to the very bottom of the tree

Creates a new folder under the selected folder

Creates a new Text Memo under the selected folder (via the selection arrow, also a
Memo from an external file as well as a new Calculation Memo or a new Code
Memo)
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Changes the title/name of the selected folder or Memo

Deletes the selected folder or the Memo

Moves the selected item to a selectable target folder

Copies the selected item to a selectable target folder

Selects an icon for the selected item

Selects a background color for the selected item

Refresh Data: saves the last update of the tree

ITEMS OF TOOLBAR FOR TEXT SEARCH

Searches the Memo text during the entry process, and highlights the found
strings of letters in the text

Continues the search of the entered text of the open Memo in the text search
field

Jumps to the last previous references in the text

Opens the list of matches for text search (see Text Search/Match list for text
view)

For further information, please go to:

Menu Bar

Format Bar Text Memo

Format Bar Calculation Memo

Format Bar Code Memo

Function Bar

Status Bar
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4.1.3 Format Bar Text Memo

Saves the last entry of the Memo text

Marked lines of text are provided with new definable beginning or
continuing leading numbering or bullets.

By clicking on the arrow pointer, there are other numbering options
directly available.

Selects a font for the selected text via the selection arrow 

Selects a font size for the selected text via the selection arrow

Formats the selected text Bold (B), Italics (I), Underlined (U) or
Strikethrough (ABC)

Formats the selected text aligned left, centered, aligned right or justified

Displays the text in the size of the selected percentage

Selected text lines get equipped with definable new beginning or
continuing numbering or bullets

Highlights selected text (by color)

Adjusts font color

For further information, please go to:

Text Memo

Menu Bar

Format Bar Calculation Memo

Format Bar Code Memo

Function Bar

Status Bar
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4.1.4 Format Bar Code Memo

Saves the last entry of the Code Memo

Syntax: Selects the programming language for the code via the selection arrow

Suffix: Automatically inserts the suffix (of the programming language)

Shows properties/methods (see also code-memo)

For further information, please go to:

Code Memo

Menu Bar

Toolbars

Format Bar Calculation Memo

Format Bar Text Memo

Function Bar

Status Bar

4.1.5 Format Bar Calculation Memo

Saves the last entry of the Memo text

Selects a font for the selected text via the selection arrow

Selects a font size for the selected text via the selection arrow

Formats the selected text Bold (B), Italics (I), Underlined (U) or Strike
through (ABC)

Formats the selected text aligned left, centered, aligned right or justified

Inserts a word wrap/deletes an existing word wrap (see also Word Wrap
within a Cell)

Connects selected cells/splits connected cells (see also Connect/Split
Cells)

Changes the cell format (alphanumerical, number, percent, currency,
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date, time, static) or inserts a hyperlink or a control box (see also format
cells/Cell Formats (Currency, Percent, etc.)

Adds each a decimal of the number in the selected cell or deletes each
a decimal of the number in the selected cell

Via the selection arrow, different borders for the selected cells can be
adopted (see also Add/Delete Border to Cells and Change Border Color)

 Via the selection arrow, fill color, font color and border color can be
changed (see also Add Fill Color to Cells and Change Font Color as well
as Change Border Color) and the  Table Templates can be opened

For further information, please go to:

Calculation Memo

Menu Bar

Toolbars

Format Bar Text Memo

Format Bar Code Memo

Function Bar

Status Bar

4.1.5.1 Function Bar

Name Field 
Allows you to enter a description/name of a cell (see also 
Name Cell)

Function Field  Allows you to insert a function (SUM, MIN, MAX, AVERAGE
and ABS) and calculates accordingly

Editing Field Allows you to edit the content of a cell (text, functions)

For further information, please got to:

Calculation Memo

Format Bar Calculation Memo
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4.1.6 Status Bar

The status bar is located at the center of the very bottom of the screen and contains a short
description of the just selected menu command in the left part or the reference to the Online Help.

Also, the current date is shown in the status bar.

In the Professional-Edition: Access permissions for the selected item in the status bar are
displayed. Icons appearing in gray indicate that there is no access permission.

ITEMS OF STATUS BAR OF AN OPEN MEMO

Ze Displays the position where the cursor is located

Sp Displays the column where the cursor is located

Modified on, by Weekday, date, time of the last modification of the open Memo and by whom the
modification was done

 Permission: Read (Professional-Edition only)

Permission: Edit (Professional-Edition only)

Permission: Delete (Professional-Edition only)

Permission: Drag & Drop/Export/Print (Professional-Edition only)

Custom Permissions: Adjusts, assigns permissions (Professional-Edition only)

CAPS Turn on/off capitalization

INS Turn on/off insert key

NUM Turn on/off NUM key of the numeric pad

If you select a folder, it will be displayed in the status bar how many folders and Memos the folder
contains and what the title of the folder is - instead of row, column and last change/s.

For further information, please go to:

Menu Bar

Toolbars
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Format Bar Text Memo

Format Bar Calculation Memo

Format Bar Code Memo

Function Bar

Status Bar

4.2 Detailed View

The detailed view is located on the right next to the tree. It displays the content of the selected
element of the tree.

For further information, please go to:

Folder

Text Memo

Calculation Memo

Code Memo

4.2.1 Text Search

The Text Search is located in the menu bar all the way to the right.

This search allows you to search the content of Memos by items, character strings or word
combinations.

What do you need help with?

Search for entered term

Use history search terms

Continue searching

Go back to the last reference

match list for text view

Replace text

SEARCH FOR ENTERED TERM 

Please enter the search term for the text search. 

While entering a string of characters in the field of the test search, the current entry will always be
searched for first and the first found position in the text will be highlighted. When adding any letters,
each new string of characters is searched and highlighted.
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If you select a certain word in a Text Memo and click on the field "Text Search", it will automatically
be transferred to the text search.

If the searched string of characters shows no matches in the text, the red symbol "Continue

Searching..."  appears nest to the search field. It indicates that the searched term could not be
found contained in the Memo.

USE HISTORY SEARCH TERMS

Last used search terms may be found in the history via the selection arrow. One word at a time can
be transferred to the text search field by clicking on it. 

CONTINUE SEARCHING 

By clicking on the above shown icon with the green arrow pointing to the right, you may search for a
term in additional text.

GO BACK TO THE LAST REFERENCE 

Clicking this button you can have a reference in the text to jump back.

MATCH LIST FOR TEXT VIEW 

1. Click on the button, Open next to the detail view, the result with the list of matches for the entered
text in the search text.

2. After clicking on an entry in the hit list, the cursor jumps in the „memo content“ to the requested
reference which is marked in black.

3. With the „Up down keys“ on your keyboard you can get in the hit list for each top or bottom entry.

REPLACE TEXT 

You may replace text by clicking on "Edit" and the selectable option "Replace...".

1. To replace a term, please enter the text you wish to have replaced into the line that says "Find
what:", and enter the new term in the field "Replace with:".

2. Regarding Calculation Memos, please also select whether you would like to search/replace in
rows or columns.

3. You may also consider the caption by checking the box in front of it.

4. Shall the searched text be equivalent to the whole cell content in a Calculation Memo, check the
mark accordingly.

Start Search
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After entering the search term, please click on "Continue Searching...". Each additional click on
"Continue Searching..." allows you to search the Memo for the search term again. The highlighting
shows each match.

Replace

In order to replace a highlighted match with a new term, please click on "Replace" (via "Edit").

Replace All

In order to replace all matches of the whole Memo, please click on "Replace All". If you choose this
option, you will be told how many matches were being replaced.

For further information, please go to:

Search

4.2.2 Thesaurus

MemoMaster contains a synonym dictionary.

It offers you the possibility to alternatively search for recommendations in regards to synonymous
words for a highlighted term in a Memo.

 SYNONYMS ... are synonymous words, term relationships (also in regards to its sense),
equivalent terms, alternative nomenclatures.

REPLACE WORD WITH SYNONYM

Select the word you wish to replace by double-clicking on it; and open the context menu by clicking
on the right mouse button.

USE THESAURUS

The selection of synonyms is not enough? For further synonyms, you may use Thesaurus.

1. Select the word you wish to replace by double-clicking on it; and open the context menu by
clicking on the right mouse button.

2. Thereafter, please move the mouse pointer on synonyms and then select Thesaurus by clicking
on it.

3. In Thesaurus you may view other synonyms of synonyms again and again in the selection list by
double-clicking on a synonym. You may repeat this until you have found a fitting synonym. By
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clicking on "Replace", you may apply the selected word instead of the selected term in the text.

For further information, please go to:

Context Menu

4.3 Attachment...

The option "Attachment..." allows you to view all added documents of an open Memo in a vertical
order.

SHOW/HIDE ATTACHMENT

You may select "Show/Hide Attachment" to view attachments enlarged in the text view. It's
accessible via the menu tab "View" by clicking on "Show/Hide Attachment".

ADD/REMOVE ATTACHMENT 

To add an attachment to the Memo, please click on the above shown icon in the top toolbar, and
select the desired file by double-clicking on it.

Also, you may delete the attached selected document from the Attachment option again, by
choosing the option "Remove Attachment" via the little arrow pointing down right next to the above
shown icon.

A selected attachment may also be deleted by pressing on the key "Delete" on your keyboard.

OPEN ATTACHMENT

By double-clicking, the desired attachment can be opened easily.

COMMENT

You have the possibility to insert a comment to an attachment.

1. Please click on the attachment and then on the right mouse button. In the context menu, please
select "Comment on Attachment" (besides the two other options "Add Attachment" and "Remove
Attachment").
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2. Thereafter, please enter the desired text and confirm your entry with "OK".

For further information, please go to:

Text Memo

Import

Links & Attachments

Professional-Edition/Document Archive (SQL)
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5 Memos

MemoMaster provides a structured filing system for text information of all kinds, based on
hierarchies.

Your notes, calculations, tables, forms, graphics, links, code snipes and file attachments can be
saved in the Memos.

Memos are administrated in a Tree.

MemoMaster offers three categories of Memos. Texts, tables or pictures can be saved in Text
Memos. Also, Entry Formscan be created. In Calculation Memos a table sheet gets displayed in
detail. Table sheets allow you to list data or do calculations. Code Memos allow software engineers
to collect code snipes.

You are able to create a new Memo from the content of an external file or you may also import a
single file directly with file name as a new element in MemoMaster (Import Single File).

The following formats are supported:

Rich Text Documents;

Microsoft Word* Documents;

Microsoft Excel* Workbooks/Tables;

Text Documents;

Web Documents (HTML);

MemoMaster Documents.

While importing Microsoft Word* documents, Rich Text documents, text documents and web
documents, Text Memos are  created in MemoMaster; Calculation Memos work with Microsoft
Excel* workbooks.

   *Microsoft Word and *Microsoft Excel are registered trademarks of Microsoft.

For further information, please go to:

Open Memos

Memo Folder

Text Memo

Calculation Memo

Code Memo

Import
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5.1 Open Memos

To open a memo and view the contents in detail view, click on this in the “Tree View”.

If instead you open another memo, the first opened will closed up again.

OPEN SEVERAL MEMOS

It is possible, in addition to open in detail view opened memo, opened more memos, among which
you can switch by clicking on the corresponding tabs.

Above the detail view it will be automatically displayed a colored tab, for each open memo.

To open multiple messages, do the following:

1. First, click in the “Tree View” in a memo that you want to open first.

2. Have you opened in memo and now you want to open another, please click on the tab ...
Here, the first open memo is "determined" automatically.

3. Now click on any another memo in the “Tree View” to open it.

4. To open a third memo, repeat the above procedure.

Attention Please note that by the choice of  a memo in the " Tree View", which is already open
in the details and realized that this not open a second time.

5. Do you have all messages that you want to keep open, open, make the last currently open memo
also laid by clicking on the lock icon.

Determined Memo close

To close a well-defined message, you click the lock icon ... If you click on another memo, the
previously identified memo is automatically closed.

For further information, please go to:

Memo Folder

Text Memo

Calculation Memo

Code Memo
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5.2 Memo Folder

A folder is an element in the tree with the icon . If the folder is open, the icon will change to .

Drag & Drop allows you to move a folder to another folder in the tree.

If you select a folder, details are shown in the folder list. The folder list contains all subordinate
elements of the selected folder.

On top of the folder list the element type appears as an icon (folders, Text Memo, Calculation
Memo, Code Memo). Then, in the next line, the title of the element appears. Further, the dates
regarding creation (date created) and modifications (date modified) are presented. 

The Professional-Edition -- due to its integrated possibility to create User and Access Permissions --
shows who created the element or who modified the element last.

What do you need help with?

Create New Folder

Copy Database Elements Comprehensibly

Sort Folder List

Field Selection (Remove, Insert, Move)

Delete Several Selected Elements of Folder

Memo-Details

SORT FOLDER LIST

You may sort the list regarding type (folder, Text Memo, Calculation Memo), regarding date created,
date modified, regarding creator and editor:

1. Click on "View" and the selectable option "Sort Tree Elements...".

2. You may now select the desired sorting (e.g. "Ascending by Title") by clicking on it.

After each sorting, the elements are displayed vertically. Depending on your selection, e.g. the most
current date will appear on top. It is possible to sort the column ascending or descending. To do so,
click on the top cell of the column.

FIELD SELECTION (REMOVE, INSERT, MOVE)

Please keep in mind that the columns can only be edited  by the creator ("Created by") and the
editor ("Date Modified") in the Network Version.

Remove Column

All columns can be removed from the folder list individually. This can be done, by moving each of
them via Drag & Drop from below or above the column.
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Insert Column

1. Click on the button "Field Selection" .

2. Drag & Drop allows you to insert ("Drop") the desired row from the window "Field Selection" to the
desired position in the header.

The red arrows indicate that the column gets inserted to the right.

By clicking on the close button , you may close the window "Field Selection" again.

Move Columns

Drag & Drop allows you to move ("Drop") the desired column to the desired position in the header.

The red arrows indicate that the column will be inserted to the right.

DELETE SEVERAL SELECTED ELEMENTS OF A FOLDER

1. Select either one of the elements you wish to delete by clicking on it while keeping the Ctrl key
pushed, or select several connected by clicking on the first element and the last one while
keeping the Ctrl key pushed.

2. Click on the button  via the folder list.

3. Please confirm the deletion by clicking on "Yes".

For further information, please go to:

Open Memos

Text Memo

Calculation Memo

Code Memo

5.3 Text Memo

In Text Memos you can save texts, tables or pictures. Also, you can create data entry forms. A Text

Memo is represented by the icon  in the tree.

Drag & Drop allows you to move the Memo to another folder in the tree.

A selected Memo's text content is shown in the detailed view. The usage of the format bar allows
you to edit a text, e.g. change of font, inserting of numbering, etc. (see also Format Bar Text Memo
).
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For further information, please go to:

Create New Memo

Open Memos

Screen Clipping

Insert Table

Tabs

Header and Footer

Format Style

Ruler

Create New Entry Form

Use Tax Calculator

Memo Expiration Date

Memo Password Protection

5.3.1 Screen Clipping

To insert a clipping (graphic) in a Text Memo, please follow these instructions:

1. Please click on the button  in the toolbar or go to "Insert" and select "Screen Clipping..." in the
context menu.

2. Create a border around the desired screen clipping by keeping your left mouse button pushed.

3. Release the mouse button to transfer the screen clipping.

The process may be canceled by either clicking on the right mouse button or press on Esc.

What do you need help with?

Cut, Copy, Insert

Open in Viewer...

Save as...

Size and Properties

For further information, please go to:

Text Memo

Insert Table

Tabs

Ruler
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Header and Footer

Format Styles

5.3.2 Insert Table

What do you need help with?

Create Simple Table

Insert Columns/Rows

Delete Table/Column/Row

Select Table/Column/Row

Adjust the table columns automatically

Split Table

Show/Hide Grids

Table Properties

CREATE TABLE 

With the button  in the toolbar or "Table"/"Insert Table..." in the menu bar, you can easily create a
basic table in your text view.

 

1. Please place the cursor at the position where you wish to insert the table.

2. In the toolbar, click on the above shown button.

3. Move the mouse button until you have got the desired amount of rows and columns.

Additionally, the menu button "Table" and "Table (AutoFormat)..." allows you to choose and insert a
table template. The table style window also allows you to specify a name/title of the table head or of
the column.
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1. Please choose the amount to rows and columns via the selection arrow. Also, choose whether
your table shall be created with table borders or not.

2. The preview allows you to to see what your table will look like. By clicking on "Apply" the table
will be added to your Text Memo.

3. To make adjustments to the border, background, size and formats, please click in the created
table and select "Table" via the menu button. Also, you may select the option "Table Properties".

INSERT COLUMNS/ROWS

Insert Row Below 

In order to insert another row below, simply go further by pressing the Tab key. If there is a line
break, another row will be inserted automatically.

Insert Rows/Columns to the Table

In order to add additional rows or columns to your table, please click on the menu button "Table",
then click on "Insert" and choose whether you would like to insert a column left, right or whether you
would like to add a row above or below, of the position the cursor is located.

DELETE TABLE/COLUMN/ROW

In order to delete a table, column or row, where the cursor is located, please click on the menu
button "Table". Then, click on "Delete" and choose the element you would like to delete.

SELECT TABLE/COLUMN/ROW

In order to select the table, column or row, in which the cursor is located, please click on the menu
button "Table". Then,  click on "Select" and choose the element you would like to select.
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ADJUST THE TABLE COLUMNS AUTOMATICALLY

If you want to adjust the column of a created table, to the content or paper width etc. evenly
distributed, please click at first in the table and then in the menu bar on „Table“ and on „AutoFit“.

Then click on the option you want, to customize the columns to the content or the paper width.

SPLIT TABLE

This option allows you to split a table horizontally.

You may split the table once by pressing the key combination Ctrl+Enter below the cursor position.

Two independent tables can also be created by clicking on the menu button "Table" and the option
"Split Table" (splits where the cursor is located).

SHOW/HIDE GRIDS

The menu button "Table" and the option "Show Grids..." or "Hide Grids..." allows you to show or hide
grid lines if desired.

TABLE OPTIONS

The option "Table Options" located under the menu button "Table" allows you to define border,
background, size and formats of the table.

For further information, please go to:

Text Memo

Screen Clipping

Header and Footer

Format Style

Tabs

Ruler

5.3.3 Tabs

1. In order to set tabs aligned left or right, centered or decimal numbers, please click on the button 

 in the toolbar.

2. The window that will appear allows you to enter a new tab or change the tab position in mm. Also,
you may adjust the alignment of the tab.

3. By clicking on "OK", the tab will be transferred to the highlighted text or after the cursor position
for each new text line. Also, it will appear in the ruler.
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1 = left-aligned tab

2 = centered tab

3 = right-aligned tab

4 = decimal tab

For further information, please go to:

Text Memo

Screen Clipping

Header and Footer

Format Style

Insert Table

Ruler

5.3.4 Header and Footer

In text memos you can add a fixed header and footer.

INSERT HEADERS AND FOOTERS

Open the text memo

Click on the top menu bar “view” and on the menu select "header and footers”

SWITCH BETWEEN HEADERS AND FOOTERS

Click  to switch between the header and footer in the text memo.

PROPERTIES / SETTINGS FOR THE HEADER AND FOOTER

You can adjust the distance to the margin of the header or footer. In addition, you can customize the
header and footer of the first page different.

1. Click … to edit the properties of the inserted twice in the header and footer.

2. Then click .

3. Enter the new distance to the margin.

4. If the first page of the memo has a different header and footer, put a check mark by clicking
"different first page" before.

5. Confirm your entries by clicking on "OK".

EDIT/ARRANGE HEADERS AND FOOTERS

To get into the already inserted headers and footers, double-click on the header and footer.
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To leave the header and footer, double-click outside the header and footer in the detail view.

NOTE Please note that the inserted headers and footers are not supported when using the
table of contents when exporting or printing.

In the option "number on each page”, then any existing footer is overwritten.

For further information, please go to:

Text Memo

Screen Clipping

Insert Table

Tabs

Format Style

Ruler

5.3.5 Format Style

Format styles enable automated allocation of defined formatting (bold, italics, etc.) for certain text
fields, such as headings, footnotes or lists.

The format styles of “MemoMaster” are compatible with "Microsoft Word".

Format styles are supported only from the “Small Business Edition” of MemoMaster.

CREATE FORMAT STYLE

1. Open a text memo and click in the “Modify Styles”.

2. Click on “New” and enter a name for the format.

3. Choose in “Based on:”, on with format style the new format style should based.

4. Choose the style type: “Paragraph” or “Characters”.

5. In the style type "Paragraph" chooses by clicking on the Combo Box, as a basis, an existing
format style.

6. Then you can define the font, font characteristics, the paragraph alignment, spacing, indentation,
borders, tabs positions and the positions and characters for numbering.

7. To confirm your settings, click “OK”.

8. Click again on "OK" to finish editing and save.

CHANGE FORMAT STYLE

1. Open a text memo and click in the “Modify Styles”.
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2. Click on the created style that you want to modify and click “Modify”.

3. Now you can change all the characteristics of the style, such as "name", "based on", "font",
"paragraph character", "tabs", etc.

4. To confirm your settings, click “OK”.

5. Click again on “OK” to finish editing and save.

DELETE FORMAT STYLE

1. Open a text memo and click in the “Modify Styles”.

2. Click on the format style that you want to remove and click “Delete”.

3. Click on “OK”, to finish the processing.

USE FORMAT STYLE

To use a style, please mark the text in the text memo that you want to format.

Click on the arrow pointer next to [Normal] and choose with another click the desired created style.

RESET FORMAT

To reset the format to [Normal], either click the undo arrow or on [Normal] in the format toolbar.

If the format does not changed by style, but changed individually by example, e.g. text highlighted
and underlined or  the font color has changed with the format toolbar, you get with a click on
"paragraph font" with one step back to the original format.

For further information, please go to:

Text Memo

Screen Clipping

Insert Table

Tabs

Header and Footer

Ruler

Format

5.3.6 Ruler

The button  in the toolbar allows you to show or hide the ruler in the text view.

The mouse button allows you to move the text position of the selected Memo text individually to the
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left or right.

By clicking on the ruler, you may simply set tabs aligned to the left in the selected Memo text.

For further information, please go to:

Text Memo

Screen Clipping

Header and Foot

Format Style

Insert Table

Tabs

5.3.7 Insert Text Only

You can copy any content from websites, e-mails or from external documents (Ctrl+C); and insert

this content in a Text Memo (Ctrl+V or ).

Websites, e.g., there are placeholders inserted for pictures, which blows up Text Memos

unnecessarily. You may eliminate this by clicking on the arrow next to the button  and by
selecting "Insert Text Only".

Thereby, only text from the clipboard will be inserted in a structured manner.

1. Copy the external content via Ctrl+C.

2. In the tree, click on the Text Memo which you would like the text added to.

3. Click on the selection arrow of the button   and on "Insert Text Only".

For further information, please go to:

Clipboard Monitor

Insert 

Insert Table

Screen Clipping
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5.4 Calculation Memo

A Calculation Memo is represented by the icon  in the tree.

Drag & Drop allows you to move the Memo to another folder in the tree.

In a Calculation Memo a table sheet is shown in the detailed view. In the table sheet, you may list
data and execute calculations. You may also copy external tables and insert it to the table sheet of
a Calculation Memo.

The format bar, the toolbar and the context menu are available for editing purposes.

What do you need help with?

Create New Memo

Open Memos

Format Bar Calculation Memo

Toolbar

Context Menu

Select Cells

Format Cells

Name Cell

Move, Cut, Copy Cells

Insert Rows or Columns

Delete Rows or Columns

Unhide and Hide Rows/Columns

Freeze Panes

Change Maximum Amount of Rows/Columns

Show Horizontal or Vertical Grids

Use Tax Calculator

Use Functions

CHANGE MAXIMUM AMOUNT OF ROWS/COLUMNS

You may change the maximum amount of rows/columns in the current table sheet. A maximum of
150 rows and 100 columns is set.

1. In the menu "Format", point to row or column, then click on "Maximum Amount of Rows" or
"Maximum Amount to Columns".

2. Thereafter, a small window will open in which you may enter the desired maximum amount of
rows/columns.
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3. By pressing on <ENTER> or clicking on <OK> your changes are applied and the window will
close.

SHOW HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL GRIDS ONLY

Horizontal Grids

In order to show the horizontal grids in the Calculation Memo only, please follow these instructions:

1. Open the Calculation Memo.

2. Click on the menu button "View".

3. Click on the selection "Horizontal Grids".

With an additional click on "Horizontal Grids", the vertical grids will appear again.

Vertical Grids

In order to show the vertical grids in the Calculation Memo only, please follow these instructions:

4. Open the Calculation Memo.

5. Click on the menu button "View".

6. Click on the selection "Vertical Grids".

With an additional click on "Vertical Grids", the horizontal grids will appear again.

By clicking on both options, the lines will be hidden.

For further information, please go to:

Select Cells
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Format Cells

Name Cells

Move, Cut, Copy Cells

Insert Rows or Columns

Delete Rows or Columns

Show and Hide Rows/Columns

Freeze Panes

Use Tax Calculator

Memo Expiration Date

Memo Password Protection

Use Functions

5.4.1 Select Cells

Text of a Cell By double-clicking on the cell, the whole text will be selected and may then be
deleted or overwritten.

With an additional click, the blinking cursor by keeping the mouse button pushed,
it is possible to choose an individual text area.

Single Cell By clicking on the cell, the cell gets selected.

The highlight in the row numbering and the column description (name) shows
clearly which cell is selected. Further, the cell description is also displayed on the
left in the toolbar.

Cell Area Click on one cell and move the mouse button by keeping it pushed over the cells
you would like to select.

To select a large cell area, click on the first cell of the cell area. Keep the shift key
pushed and click on the last cell of the area. You may execute a scrolling so that
your last cells becomes visible.

Columns If you would like to select a column, click on the head cell of the column.

You may also move the selection, by keeping the mouse button pushed, over
several column-head cells to select several columns located next to each other.
Also, you may select the first column, hold the shift key, and then select the last
column.

Rows If you would like to select a cell, please click on the horizontal head cell
(numbering) of the row. 
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You may move the selection, by keeping the mouse button pushed, over several
rows in the numbering column to select several cells located below each other.
You may also select the first row, hold the shift key, and then select the last row.

In order to delete a set selection, please simply click in any cell.

For further information, please go to:

Calculation Memo

5.4.2 Format Cells

What do you need help with?

Add Fill Color to Cells

Change Font Color

Add/Remove Cell Borders

Change Border Color

Copying and Inserting Format

Change Font Size and Font Style

Display Text in Bold, Italics, Underlined or Strikethrough

Wrap Text within Cell

Merge/Split Cells

Change Column/Cell Width

Apply Cell Formats (Currency, Percent, etc.)

Change Row Height

Change Column Width

Table Format Template

Format Bar Calculation Memo

ADD FILL COLOR TO CELLS

1. Select the cells you would like to format.

2. To choose a fill color, click on the arrow next to the icon "Colors"  in the format bar.

3. Click on the selection arrow on the right next to the selection possibility "Fill Color". Then choose
the desired color of the palette.

Delete Fill Color

1. Select the cells of which you would like to delete the fill color.

2. Click on the icon "Colors"  in the format bar, and on the selection arrow next to "Fill Color".
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3. In the open color palette, please click on the button "Automatic".

CHANGE FONT COLOR

1. Select the cells you would like to format.

2. To select "Font Color", please click on the arrow next to the icon "Colors"  in the format bar
first.

3. Click on the arrow next to the selection possibility "Font Color" and then choose the desired color
in the color palette. 

BORDER

Add Borders to Cells

1. Select the cells you would like to add borders to.

2. To use the last selected border style, click on the border icon  in the format bar.

3. To use another border style, click on the selection arrow next to the border icon and choose the
border in the selection menu.

Delete Borders

1. Select the cells of which you would like to delete the borders.

2. In the format bar, click on the arrow next to the icon with the border. Then, select "No Border" 
in the selection menu.

Change Border Color

1. Select the cells you would like to format.

2. Add a Border to the cells you would like to format.

3. To choose a "Border Color", click on the arrow next to the icon "Colors"  in the format bar
first.

4. Click on the selection arrow next to the selection possibility "Border Color" and then on the
desired color.

By clicking on the appropriate color button, you may also choose between "Standard" and "Pastel".

Further, you may choose and use individual colors by clicking on "More Colors...".

COPY AND INSERTING FORMAT

1. Select the cell which format (cell format, color, font size, font style, border ...) you would like to
transfer to another cell. 

2. For the detailed view (see also Toolbars) in the toolbar, click on the button with the "Format
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Painter" .

3. Click on the cell in which you would like to transfer the format to.

CHANGE FONT SIZE AND FONT STYLE

1. Select the cells you would like to format (see Select Cells).

2. To change the font style, click on the selection arrow next to the current font 

 in the format bar, and choose the desired font style.

3. To change the font size, click on the selection arrow  next to the current font size in the
format bar, and choose the desired font size.

SHOW TEXT IN BOLD, ITALICS, UNDERLINED AND STRIKETHROUGH

Select the cells you would like to format (see Select Cells). 

In the format bar, click on the according button to select the desired format.

shows the cell text in Bold

shows the cell test in Italics

shows the cell test underlined

shows the cell text strike through

WRAP TEXT WITHIN A CELL

1. Select the cell in which you would like to show several text lines vertically.

2. In the format bar, click on the button "Wrap Text" .

MERGE CELLS

1. Select the cells you would like to merge (see Select Cells).

2. Now, in the format bar click on the symbol "Merge and Center" . 

 

NOTE The contents in the above left cell of the selected area only will be transferred to the
merged cell.

To transfer all data in the selected area to the merged cell, you may copy the data to
the above left cell of the selected area.
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The text alignment in the merged cell may be changed, by clicking on "Align Left", "Center" or "Align
Right" in the format bar.

Split Merged Cells

3. Select the merged cell by distributing them to the original cells.

4. In the format bar, click on the button "Merge and Center" .

The contents of each cell that was merged remains as is. After the split of the merged cells, they
will be displayed in individual cells again.

CHANGE COLUMN/CELL WIDTH

To change the column width, please pull the gauge of the column head cell to the desired width.

To change the cell width, please pull the gauge of the cell head cell to the desired width.

To adjust the cell or column width to the contents, please double-click on the according gauge. 

To change the cell or column width for several cells or columns, select the according cells or
columns and pull the gauge on the right next to a selected column headline to the desired position.

APPLY CELL FORMATS

You may change the display of numbers (e.g. alphanumerical, currency, percent). The assigned cell
format does not have an effect on the actual cell value.

MemoMaster contains different cell formats, which you may select from. To do so, go to the

selection arrow with the button  in  the format bar.

The button  in the format bar displays the current format of the selected cell.

alphanumerical The cell may contain text, numbers and symbols.

number The cell content will be formatted to a number without decimals.

number
(formatted)

The cell content will be formatted to a number without decimals with 1,000-
delimiters.

currency The cell content will be formatted to a currency in Euro with two decimals.
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percent value The cell content will be formatted to percent value with two decimals.

date Only a current date may be inserted in the cell.

time A date can be inserted. Hour and minutes will be divided by a colon.

hyperlink It will be displayed whether the cell content is a hyperlink.

control box A control box will be inserted in the cell. By clicking on it, you may check it off
and you may delete the check again.

static Static cells behave like names. The content may not be edited in the cell
directly, but via the toolbar.

5.4.2.1 Adjust Cell Height

To change the cell height, please drag the gauge below the cell heading, until the desired cell height
is reached. 

To change the cell height for several cells, select the appropriate cells (see Select Cells). Then, drag
the gauge below the  cell heading to the desired position. The cells will have the same height.

ENTERING ROW HEIGHT

Alternatively, you may change the height by entering numbers directly:

1. Click into the cell you would like to change.

2. Via the button "Table" in the menu bar, please go to "Row".

3. Then, click on the first option "Height".

4. The current cell height will be displayed in the opening window "Row Height" as a number in mm.
Now, simply overwrite the number with the desired height and confirm your entry with <OK>.

AUTOFIT ROW HEIGHT

You may adjust the cell height to fit the font size via "AutoFit".

1. Click on the cell you would like to adjust or select several cells.

2. Please click on the button "Format" in the menu bar and on "Row".

3. Then, select "AutoFit" by clicking on it.
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For further information, please go to:

Change Column Width

5.4.2.2 Adjust Column Width

To change the column width, please drag the gauge on the right next to the column heading, until
the desired width is reached.

To change the column width for several columns, select the appropriate columns (see Select Cells).
Then, drag the gauge on the right next to the selected column heading to the desired position. The
columns will have the same width.

ENTERING COLUMN WIDTH

Alternatively, you may change the width by entering numbers directly:

1. Click into the column you would like to adjust.

2. Via the button "Table" in the menu bar, please go to "Column".

1. Then, click on the first option "Width".

2. The current column width will be displayed in the opening window "Column Width" as a number in
mm. Now, simply overwrite the number with the desired width and confirm your entry with <OK>.

AUTOFIT COLUMN WIDTH

You may adjust the column width to fit the font size via "Optimal Width".

1. Click on the column you would like to adjust or select several columns.

2. Please click on the button "Format" in the menu bar and on "Column".

3. Then, select "AutoFit" by clicking on it.

FIT THE COLUMN WIDTH TO CELL CONTENT

To fit the column width to the cell content, double-click on the gauge on the right next to the column
heading.

If you would like to do this for several columns, select the columns (see Select Cells) and double-
click on the gauge on the right next to one of the column's headings.
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For further information, please go to:

Change Cell Height

5.4.2.3 Table Format Template

By using MemoMaster's integrated option of table styles, you can select or custom define a table
style of a fixed cell area of a Calculation Memo.

What do you need help with?

Select Table Format Template

Custom Define Table Format

Transfer Only Table Values Without Lines

Transfer Table Format

Return to Default Table Format

SELECT TABLE FORMAT TEMPLATE

1. Select the cell area (see Select Cells).

2. In the Format Bar Calculation Memo, please click on the the button Colors . Then select
"Table Format Templates".

3. In the open Wizard, select a desired style in the right selection window by clicking on it:

4. By scrolling, you will get to the end of the list.

5. In the preview on the bottom, you see what the selected table format template will look like:
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6. By clicking on "Apply", the selected table format template will be transferred to the previously
selected cell area.

CUSTOM DEFINE TABLE FORMAT

1. Select the cell area (see Select Cells).

2. In the Format Bar Calculation Memo, please click on the the button Colors . Then select
"Table Format Templates".

3. In the open Wizard, please check off the control box in front of the format option you would like to
custom define by clicking in it.

4. Choose the desired color via the selection arrow of the color field next to the defining format
option, e.g. the background color of the table in red, and the header's text color in white.

By doing this, you are able to custom define the header, footer, the background color of the even and
odd cells, the cell text color and the cell border color individually. 

5. In the preview, you see what the custom defined table format template will look like.

6. By clicking on "Apply", the selected table format template will be transferred to the previously
selected cell area.

Note

You may either custom define the default table format or an existing table format template.

The custom defined setting for the formatting of further cell areas remains the same for as long as
you change it via the Wizard "Table Format Templates" again.

This allows you to choose this once selected table template format in each and any Calculation
Memo for further cell areas; and by clicking on "Colors" and "Table Format Templates" you will be
able to transfer this custom defined format again and again.
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TRANSFER ONLY TABLE VALUES WITHOUT LINES

1. Fill your table with values.

2. Select the cell area of the table (see Select Cells).

3. In the Format Bar Calculation Memo, please click on the the button Colors . Then select
"Table Format Templates".

4. In the open Wizard, choose "Only Table Values" by clicking on the right selection window.

5. In the preview you see that cell borders were removed. The background color is white.

6. By clicking on "Apply", the selection "Only Table Values" will be transferred to the previously
selected cell area. The previously entered table values remain the same.

TRANSFER TABLE FORMAT

If you have chosen a Table Format Template or a Custom Define Table Format, this selection
remains valid in the wizard "Table Format Templates", even after closing it and as long as won't you
choose another table format template or make  custom defined changes.

This allows you to use this once chosen table format template in each and any Calculation Memo for
further cell areas or this "Custom" setting again and again.

1. Select the new cell area (see Select Cells) which you would like to transfer the once chosen table
format to.

2. In the Format Bar Calculation Memo, please click on the the button Colors . Then select
"Table Format Templates".

3. By clicking on "Apply", the table format template that has already been selected and is
highlighted in blue will be transferred to the previously selected cell area.

Transfer Table Format With Format Painter

You may also transfer table formats by using the "Format Painter"  .

1. If needed, add e.g. more cells to the table.

2. Select the cell area you would like to transfer. Cells of one column are sufficient to transfer their
format to further following columns by keeping the mouse button pushed.

3. Click on the button "Format Painter" . The mouse pointer will turn into a paint brush.

4. By keeping the mouse button pushed, select the cell area which the previously selected format
shall be transferred to. Then, you may release the mouse button again.

RETURN TO DEFAULT TABLE FORMAT

1. Select the cell area (see Select Cells).
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2. In the Format Bar Calculation Memo, please click on the the button Colors . Then select
"Table Format Templates".

3. In the open Wizard, choose "Default Table Format" by clicking on the right selection window.

4. All chosen format options will get deleted again. You may either change user-defined settings or
by clicking on "Apply" you may completely delete the existing table format in the Calculation
Memo.

For further information, please go to:

Format Cells

5.4.3 Name Cell

In a Calculation Memo, cells may be named individually, in order to be able to get to the selection of
the previously entered name directly via the selection arrow.

1. Select the cell you would like to name.

2. Click on the "Name Field" on the very left in the editing bar.

3.

4. Enter any name for the cell.

5.

6. Confirm with <ENTER>.

In order to return to the cell "TOTAL", please click on the selection arrow of the name field and
select "TOTAL". The cursor will jump in the cell named "TOTAL".

NOTE You will not be able to name a cell while editing the cell content.

For further information, please go to:

Calculation Memo
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5.4.4 Move, Cut, Copy Cells

You may move cells by selecting the cell or the cell area by clicking in it. Then, with one click on

the button  in the  toolbar you may cut them. By clicking in another cell, allows you to insert them

again via the button  .

Or: you can click in the cell and move the mouse pointer (wide cell cross) over the cell border. The
mouse pointer will change to a cross with arrows. While keeping your mouse button pushed, you
may drag the cell to another position now.

Copy Cells

1. Select the cells you would like to copy.

2. Click on "Copy" .

3. Select the cell on the top left of the inserting area.

4. Click on "Paste"  .

For further information, please go to:

Calculation Memo

5.4.5 Insert Rows and Columns

To insert rows or columns in a Calculation Memo, via "Insert" you may select between "Insert Row",
"Insert Column" and "Insert Rows or Columns...".

When choosing the options "Insert Row" and "Insert Column", only one row or column above or
below the cursor position gets inserted. If you would like to insert several rows or columns, please
select "Insert Rows or Columns...".

1. Select the row, column or cell, above/below or before/after you would like to insert rows or
columns.

2. Click on the menu button "Insert".

3. Click on the selection "Insert Rows or Columns...".

4. By clicking into the options window, choose whether you would like to insert rows or columns.

5. Insert the desired amount of rows or columns.

6. By clicking into the options window, choose where you would like to insert the rows or columns.

7. Click on <OK>.
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Also, if you would like to insert a row or column in the Calculation Memo via the context menu.

1. Select the row, column or cell, before/above you would like to insert a row or column (see also 
Select Cells).

2. In the context menu, choose the selection "Insert Rows" or "Insert Columns".

For further information, please go to:

Calculation Memo

5.4.6 Delete Rows and Columns

If you delete rows/columns, they will be removed from the table sheet and the adjoining cells will be
moved to fill the gap. 

If you delete cell contents, only the contents (functions and dates) will be removed. Further, you may
only delete the cell formats (see also Format Cells) or everything - contents and formats - while the
empty cells remain in the table sheet.

DELETE ROWS

1. Select the rows or one cell of the row which you would like to delete (see also Select Cells).

2. Via "Edit", go to the option "Delete" to the context menu and then select "Rows".

DELETE COLUMNS

1. Select the columns or one cell of the column you would like to delete (see also Select Cells).

2. Via "Edit", go to the option "Delete" to the context menu and then select "Columns".

DELETE CELL CONTENT

If cell content gets deleted, the deposited function will be deleted too.

1. Select the cells whose content you would like to delete (see also Select Cells).

2. Via "Edit", go to the option "Delete" to the context menu and then select "Contents Only".

DELETE CELL FORMAT

1. Select the cells whose format you would like to delete (see also Select Cells).

2. Via "Edit", go to the option "Delete" to the context menu and then select "Formats Only". Now,
the cell is alphanumerical (see also Format Cells).
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DELETE ALL CONTENTS AND FORMATS

1. Select the cells whose content and format you would like to delete (see also Select Cells).

2. Via "Edit", go to the option "Delete" to the context menu and then select "All Contents and
Formats". Now, the cell is alphanumerical (see also Format Cells). 

For further information, please go to:

Calculation Memo

5.4.7 Hide and Unhide Rows/Columns

HIDE

1. Select the rows or columns you would like to hide (see also Select Cells). 

2. Either select "Row" or "Column" via the button "Format" in the menu bar. Then, click on "Unhide"
or "Hide".

UNHIDE ROWS AND COLUMNS

1. To unhide hidden rows, select the cells in the row above and below the hidden rows. To unhide
hidden columns, select the cells to the left and right next to the hidden columns.

2. Either select "Row" or "Column" via the button "Format" in the menu bar. Then, click on "Unhide".

For further information, please go to:

Calculation Memo

5.4.8 Freeze/Unfreeze Panes

You can freeze row or column panes so that the area above and the including row or to the left next
to the frozen one; the frozen column won't disappear from the screen while scrolling.

This allows you to always see the row or column names while scrolling.

1. Select the row/column which you would like to freeze, including the further ones above the rows or
to the left of the columns. 

2. Click on "Format" in the menu bar.

3. Click on "Row" or "Column", depending what you would like to freeze it to.

4. Click on the selection "Freeze Panes".

To remove the freezing, click on "Format" in the menu bar again, then on "Row" or "Column" and on
the desired selection "Unfreeze Panes".
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For further information, please go to:

Calculation Memo

5.4.9 Use Functions

WHAT IS A FUNCTION IN MEMOMASTER?

The existing functions in MemoMaster allow you to solve equations, i.e. additions or execute
comparisons of cell values as well.

SELECTION OF FUNCTIONS

The following functions are available in the selection menu:

SUM Adds the numerical values of the selected cells. Only numerical values will be included.

MIN Delivers the smallest value of the selected cells; including empty cells or alphanumerical
values. If the values don't contain numbers, MIN delivers the value 0. MIN is opposite of
MAX.

MAX Delivers the highest value of the selected cells; including alphanumerical values. If the
values don't contain numbers, MIN delivers the value 0. MAX is opposite of MIN.

Average Delivers the average (sum of all numerical values divided by the amount) of the selected
cells. Alphanumerical  values will be ignored. Cells, that contain the value 0 will be
included.

ABS Delivers the absolute value of a number. The absolute value of a number is a number
without its algebraic sign (e.g. ABS (3) equals 3 and ABS (-3) equals 3). Does the cell
contain the value -32, the division delivers the division by 4 equals the value 8 (function:
=ABS(D138:D138)/4) .

What do you need help with?

Create Sum of Selected Numerical Values

Calculate Smallest Value of Selected Numerical Values

Calculate Highest Value of Selected Numerical Values

Calculate Average (Value) of All Numerical Values

Calculate Absolute Value of Number
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CREATE SUM OF SELECTED NUMERICAL VALUES

Please note that only numerical values will be taken into consideration here (see also Transfer Cell
Formats and SUM).

1. Enter each numerical value you wish to add in separate cells of the Calculation Memo vertically or
horizontally.

2. Go to the function bar and choose the function "SUM" via the selection menu (see also Function
Bar).

3. Click into the cell the sum shall be created in.

4. In the function bar, click on <fx>.

5. Now select the cells that shall be added with the mouse pointer.

6. Confirm with <ENTER> or by clicking on the green check .

CALCULATE SMALLEST VALUE OF SELECTED NUMERICAL VALUES (MIN)

The function "MIN" delivers the smallest value over zero within selected numerical values (see also 
MIN).

Please note that only numerical values will be taken into consideration here (see also Transfer Cell
Formats).

1. Enter each numerical value you wish to be considered in separate cells of the Calculation Memo
vertically or horizontally.

2. Go to the function bar and choose the function "MIN" via the selection menu (see also Function
Bar).

3. Click into the cell the smallest value shall be created in.

4. In the function bar, click on <fx>.

5. Now select the cells that shall be considered with the mouse pointer.

6. Confirm with <ENTER> or by clicking on the green check in the function bar.

CALCULATE HIGHEST VALUE OF SELECTED NUMERICAL VALUES (MAX)

The function "MAX" delivers the highest value within selected numerical values (see also Max).

Please note that only numerical values will be taken into consideration here (see also Transfer Cell
Formats).

1. Enter each numerical value you wish to be considered in separate cells of the Calculation Memo
vertically or horizontally.
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2. Go to the function bar and choose the function "MAX" via the selection menu (see also Function
Bar).

3. Click into the cell the highest value shall be created in.

4. In the function bar, click on <fx>.

5. Now select the cells that shall be considered with the mouse pointer.

6. Confirm with <ENTER> or by clicking on the green check in the function bar.

CALCULATE AVERAGE (VALUE) OF SELECTED NUMERICAL VALUES

The function "Average" delivers the average value in which all selected numerical values are added
and divided by the amount (see also Average).

Please note that only numerical values are considered here (see also Transfer Cell Formats).

1. Enter each numerical value you wish to be considered in separate cells of the Calculation Memo
vertically or horizontally.

2. Go to the function bar and choose the function "AVERAGE" via the selection menu (see also 
Function Bar).

3. Click into the cell the average shall be created in.

4. In the function bar, click on <fx>.

5. Now select the cells that shall be considered with the mouse pointer.

6. Confirm with <ENTER> or by clicking on the green check in the function bar.

CALCULATE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF A NUMBER

The function "Absolute Value" delivers the absolute value of a number without its algebraic sign (see
also ABS).

Please note that only numerical values will be taken into consideration here (see also Transfer Cell
Formats).

1. By clicking on the function bar, select from the menu that the function "ABS" shall be used (see
also Function Bar).

2. Click into the cell the absolute value shall be created in.

3. In the function bar, click on <fx>.

4. Now click into the cell of the number whose absolute value shall be displayed.

5. Confirm with <ENTER> or by clicking on the green check in the function bar.

For further information, please go to:
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Calculation Memo

Toolbar

5.4.10 Cell Comments

The Calculation Memo allows you to add, edit or delete a comment to a cell.

INSERT COMMENT TO A CELL

1. Click in the cell the comment shall be inserted to.

2. Either click on "Insert" in the menu or click on "Comment" via the context menu (by using the
right mouse button).

3. Enter the text in the window now.

4. To save it, click on <OK>.

DISPLAY A COMMENT

To display an existing comment of a cell, please move the mouse pointer over the little red square in
the top left corner of the cell. 

EDIT COMMENT

1. Click in the cell of which you would like to edit the comment.

2. Either click on "Insert" in the menu bar or click on "Edit Comment" (via the context menu by
pushing the right mouse button).

3. Edit the text of the comment in the window.

4. To save it, click on <OK>.

DELETE COMMENT

1. Click in the cell which comment shall be deleted.

2. Open the context menue by clicking on it via the right mouse button; choose "Delete Comment".

For further information, please go to:

Calculation Memo
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5.4.11 Index of Functions

The values after the function are always placed in parenthesis. Besides entering the whole function,
please also make sure to enter the reference of single cells manually to the toolbar and if necessary
delete the formatting via the context menu and "Delete"/"Formats Only".

Please note that some functions exist due to compatibility reasons regarding MS-Excel. Therefore,
they may not be inserted reasonably in MemoMaster .

MemoMaster supports the following Microsoft-Excel compatible functions:

ABS Returns the absolute value of a number, a number without its sign.

ACOS Returns the arccosine of a number.

ACOSH Returns the inverse hyperbolic cosine of a number.

AND Returns TRUE if all its arguments are TRUE; returns FALSE if one or more argument
is FALSE.

ASIN Returns the arc sinus of a number.

ASINH Returns the inverse hyperbolic sinus of a number.

ATAN Returns the inverse tangent of a number.

ATAN2 Returns the inverse tangent of the specified x- and y-coordinates.

ATANH Returns the inverse hyperbolic tangent of a number.

AVERAGE Rounds up the amount of decimals of the number.

CEILING Returns number rounded up, away from zero, to the nearest multiple of significance. 

CHAR Returns the character specified by a number. 

CODE Returns a numeric code for the first character in a text string.

COMBIN Returns the number of combinations for a given number of items. 
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CONCATENAT
E

Joins several text strings into one text string.

COS Returns the cosine of a number/an angle.

COSH Returns the hyperbolic cosine of a number. 

DATUM Returns the number that represents the date, displays a certain date.

DAY Returns the day of a date, represented by a serial number. 

DB Returns the depreciation of an asset for a specified period, using the fixed-declining
balance method.

DDB Returns the depreciation of an asset for a specified period using the double-declining
balance method or some other method you specify.

DEGREES Converts radians into degrees.

EVEN Returns number rounded up to the nearest even integer. 

EXACT Compares two text strings and returns TRUE if they are exactly the same, FALSE
otherwise. EXACT is case-sensitive but ignores formatting differences.

EXP Returns e raised to the power of number. 

FACT Returns the factorial of a number.

FALSE Returns the logical value FALSE.

FIND Finds one text string (find_text) within another text string (within_text), and returns
the number of the starting position of find_text, from the first character of within_text.

FLOOR Rounds the number down, toward zero, to the nearest multiple of significance.

FV Returns the future value of an investment based on periodic, constant payments and
a constant interest rate.

HOUR Returns the hour of a time value. 

IF Returns one value if a condition you specify evaluates to TRUE and another value if it
evaluates to FALSE.

INT Rounds down a number to the nearest smaller whole number (integer).

ISBLANK Part of IS functions; checks the type of value and returns TRUE or FALSE
depending on the outcome.
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ISNONTEXT Part of IS functions; checks the type of value and returns TRUE or FALSE
depending on the outcome.

ISNUMBER Part of IS functions; checks the type of value and returns TRUE or FALSE
depending on the outcome.

ISREF Part of IS functions; checks the type of value and returns TRUE or FALSE
depending on the outcome.

ISTEXT Part of IS functions; checks the type of value and returns TRUE or FALSE
depending on the outcome.

LEFT Returns the first character or characters in a text string, based on the number of
characters you specify.

LN Returns the natural logarithm of a number. 

LEN Returns the number of characters in a text string.

LOG Returns the logarithm of a number to the base you specify.

LOG10 Returns the base-10 logarithm of a number.

LOWER Converts all uppercase letters in a text string to lowercase.

MAX Returns the largest value in a set of values.

MEDIAN Returns the median of the given numbers. 

MID MID returns a specific number of characters from a text string, starting at the
position you specify, based on the number of characters you specify.

MIN Returns the smallest number in a set of values.

MINUTE Returns the minutes of a time value.

MOD Returns the remainder after number is divided by divisor.

MODE Returns the most frequently occurring, or repetitive, value in an array or range of
data. 
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MONTH Returns the month of a date represented by a serial number. 

NOT Reverses the value of its argument. Use NOT when you want to make sure a value is
not equal to one particular value.

NOW Returns the serial number of the current date and time.

NPER Returns the number of periods for an investment based on periodic, constant
payments and a constant interest rate.

ODD Returns number rounded up to the nearest odd integer.

OR Returns TRUE if any argument is TRUE; returns FALSE if all arguments are FALSE.

PERMUT Returns the number of permutations for a given number of objects that can be
selected from number objects.

PI Returns the number 3.14159265358979, the mathematical constant pi, accurate to
15 digits.

POWER Returns the result of a number raised to a power.

PROPER Capitalizes the first letter in a text string and any other letters in text that follow any
character other than a letter.

PV Returns the present value of an investment.

RADIANS Converts degrees to radians.

RAND Returns no evenly distributed random number greater than or equal to 0 and less
than 1. 

RANK Returns the rank of a number in a list of numbers.

REPLACE Replaces part of a text string, based on the number of characters you specify, with a
different text string.

REPT Repeats text a given number of times.

RIGHT Returns the last character or characters in a text string, based on the number of
characters you specify.
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ROUND Rounds a number to a specified number of digits.

ROUNDDOWN Rounds a number down, toward zero.

ROUNDUP Rounds a number up, away from 0 (zero).

SECOND Returns the seconds of a time value. The second is given as an integer in the range
0 (zero) to 59.

SIGN Determines the sign of a number. Returns 1 if the number is positive, zero (0) if the
number is 0, and -1 if the number is negative.

SIN Returns the sinus of a number/an angle.

SINH Returns the hyperbolic sine of a number.

SLN Returns the straight-line depreciation of an asset for one period.

SQRT Returns a positive square root.

STDEV Estimates standard deviation based on a sample.

STDEVP Calculates standard deviation based on the entire population given as arguments.

SUBSTITUTE Substitutes new text for old text in a text string.

SUM Adds all the numbers in a range of cells.

SUMSQ Returns the sum of the squares of the arguments.

SYD Returns the sum-of-years' digits depreciation of an asset for a specified period.

TAN Returns the tangent of the given angle.

TANH Returns the hyperbolic tangent of a number.

TIME Returns the decimal number for a particular time.

TODAY Returns the progressional number of today's date.
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TRIM Deletes blank lines in a text that each don't serve as single separators between
words.

TRUE Returns the logical value TRUE.

TRUNC Truncates a number to an integer by removing the fractional part of the number.

UPPER Converts text to uppercase.

Hyperlink Creates a shortcut or jump that opens a document stored on a network server, an 
intranet, or the Internet. 

VAR Estimates variance based on a sample.

VARP Calculates variance based on the entire population.

WEEKDAY Returns the day of the week corresponding to a date. 

YEAR Changes a progressive number to a year.

   *Microsoft Excel is a registered trademark of Microsoft.

5.4.11.1 ABS

The function ABS returns the absolute value of a number. The absolute value of a number is the
number without its sign.

SYNTAX:

ABS(number)

Number is the real number of which you want the absolute value.

Examples:

=ABS(2) Absolute value of 2 (2).

=ABS(-2) Absolute value of -2 (2).

=ABS(A2) Absolute value of -4 (4).
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5.4.11.2 ACOS

The function ACOS returns the arccosine, or inverse cosine, of a number. The arccosine is the angle
whose cosine is number. The returned angle is given in radians in the range 0 (zero) to pi.

If you want to convert the result from radians to degrees, multiply it by 180/PI() or use the
DEGREES function.

SYNTAX:

ACOS(number)

Number is the cosine of the angle you want and must be from -1 to 1.

Examples:

ACOS(-0,5) / Arccosine of -0.5 in radians, 2*pi/3 (2.094395).

ACOS(-0,5)*180/PI() / Arccosine of -0.5 in degrees (120).

5.4.11.3 ACOSH

The function ACOSH returns the inverse hyperbolic cosine of a number. Number must be greater
than or equal to 1. The inverse hyperbolic cosine is the value whose hyperbolic cosine is number, so
ACOSH(COSH(number)) equals number.

SYNTAX:

ACOSH(number)

Number is any real number equal to or greater than 1.

Examples:

ACOSH(1) equals 0.

ACOSH(10) equals 2,993223.

5.4.11.4 AND

The function AND Returns 1 (True) if all its arguments are true; otherwise, returns 0 (False) if one or
more arguments

are false.

Accepts numeric (boolean) data. Returns numeric (boolean) data. 

Accepts up to 30 arguments. Provide numeric or logical values for the arguments.

See also FALSE, IF, NOT, OR, and TRUE.
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SYNTAX:

AND(logical1,logical2, ...)

Logical1, logical2, ... are 1 to 30 conditions you want to test that can be either TRUE or FALSE.

Examples: 
1.
AND(TRUE(), FALSE()) = 0 (False).
AND(5+3=8, 5+1=6) = 1 (True).

2. 
If the data given in A2:A3 is 50, 104, the result is as follows:

=AND(1<A2, A2<100) Because 50 is between 1 and 100 (TRUE).

=IF(AND(1<A3, A3<100), A3,
"The value is out of range.")

Displays the second number above, if it is between 1 and 100,
otherwise displays a message (The value is out of range.).

=IF(AND(1<A2, A2<100), A2,
"The value is out of range.")

Displays the first number above, if it is between 1 and 100, otherwise
displays a message (50).

 

5.4.11.5 ASIN

The function ASIN returns the arcsine, or inverse sine, of a number. The arcsine is the angle whose
sine is number. The returned angle is given in radians in the range -pi/2 to pi/2.

To express the arcsine in degrees, multiply the result by 180/PI( ) or use the DEGREES function. 

SYNTAX:

ASIN(number)

Number is the sine of the angle you want and must be from -1 to 1.

Examples:

ASIN(-0,5) equals -0,5236 (-pi/6 radians).

ASIN(-0,5)*180/PI() equals -30 (degree).
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5.4.11.6 ASINH

The function ASINH returns the inverse hyperbolic sine of a number. The inverse hyperbolic sine is
the value whose hyperbolic sine is number, so ASINH(SINH(number)) equals number.

SYNTAX:

ASINH(number)

Number is any real number.

Examples:

ASINH(-2,5) equals -1,64723.

ASINH(10) equals 2,998223.

5.4.11.7 ATAN

The function ATAN returns the arctangent, or inverse tangent, of a number. The arctangent is the
angle whose tangent is number. The returned angle is given in radians in the range -pi/2 to pi/2.

To express the arctangent in degrees, multiply the result by 180/PI( ) or use the DEGREES function.

SYNTAX:

ATAN(number)

Number is the tangent of the angle you want.

Examples:

ARCTAN(1) equals 0,785398 (pi/4 radians).

ARCTAN(1)*180/PI() equals 45 (degree).

5.4.11.8 ATAN2

The function ATAN2 returns the arctangent, or inverse tangent, of the specified x- and y-coordinates.
The arctangent is the angle from the x-axis to a line containing the origin (0, 0) and a point with
coordinates (x_num, y_num). The angle is given in radians between -pi and pi, excluding -pi.

A positive result represents a counterclockwise angle from the x-axis; a negative result represents a
clockwise angle. 

ATAN2(a,b) equals ATAN(b/a), except that a can equal 0 in ATAN2. 

If both x_num and y_num are 0, ATAN2 returns the #DIV/0! error value. 
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To express the arctangent in degrees, multiply the result by 180/PI( ) or use the DEGREES
function. 

SYNTAX:

ATAN2(x_num,y_num)

X_num is the x-coordinate of the point.

Y_num is the y-coordinate of the point.

Examples:

ATAN2(1; 1) equals 0,785398 (pi/4 radians).

ATAN2(-1; -1) equals -2,35619 (-3*pi/4 radians).

ATAN2(-1; -1)*180/PI() equals -135 (degree).

5.4.11.9 ATANH

The function ATANH returns the inverse hyperbolic tangent of a number. Number must be between -1
and 1 (excluding -1 and 1). The inverse hyperbolic tangent is the value whose hyperbolic tangent is 
number, so ATANH(TANH(number)) equals number.

SYNTAX:

ATANH(number)

Number is any real number between 1 and -1.

Examples:

ATANH(0,76159416) equals approximately 1.

ATANH(-0,1) equals -0,10034.

5.4.11.10 AVERAGE

The function AVERAGE returns the average of the specified values.

The arguments must either be numbers or be names, arrays, or references that contain numbers. 

If an array or reference argument contains text, logical values, or empty cells, those values are
ignored; however, cells with the value zero are included. 
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SYNTAX:

AVERAGE(number1, number2, . . . )

Number1, number2, ... are 1 to 30 numeric arguments for which you want the average.

Example:

If the date given in A2:A6 is 10, 7, 9, 27, 2, the result is as follows:

=AVERAGE(A2:A6) Average of the numbers above (11).

=AVERAGE(A2:A6, 5) Average of the numbers above and 5 (10).

5.4.11.11 CEILING

The function CEILING returns number rounded up, away from zero, to the nearest multiple of
significance. 

For example, if you want to avoid using pennies in your prices and your product is priced at $4.42,
use the formula =CEILING(4.42,0.05) to round prices up to the nearest nickel.

If either argument is non-numeric, CEILING returns the #VALUE! error value. 

Regardless of the sign of number, a value is rounded up when adjusted away from zero. If number is
an exact multiple of significance, no rounding occurs. 

If number and significance have different signs, CEILING returns the #NUM! error value. 

SYNTAX:

CEILING(number,significance)

Number is the value you want to round. Significance is the multiple to which you want to round.

Examples:

=CEILING(2.5, 1) Rounds 2.5 up to nearest multiple of 1 (3).

=CEILING(-2.5, -2) Rounds -2.5 up to nearest multiple of -2 (-4).

=CEILING(-2.5, 2) Returns an error, because -2.5 and 2 have different signs (#NUM!).

=CEILING(1.5, 0.1) Rounds 1.5 up to the nearest multiple of 0.1 (1.5).

=CEILING(0.234, 0.01) Rounds 0.234 up to the nearest multiple of 0.01 (0.24).
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5.4.11.12 CHAR

The function CHAR returns the character specified by a number. Use CHAR to translate code page
numbers you might get from files on other types of computers into characters.

SYNTAX:

CHAR(number)

Number is a number between 1 and 255 specifying which character you want. The character is from
the character set used by your computer.

Examples:

=CHAR(65) Displays the 65 character in the set (A).

=CHAR(33) Displays the 33 character in the set (!).

5.4.11.13 CODE

The function CODE returns a numeric code for the first character in a text string. The returned code
corresponds to the character set used by your computer.

Operating environment Character set

Macintosh Macintosh character set

Windows ANSI

SYNTAX:
CODE(text)

Text is the text for which you want the code of the first character.

Examples:

=CODE("A") Displays the numeric code for A (65).

=CODE("!") Displays the numeric code for ! (33).

5.4.11.14 COMBIN

The function COMBIN returns the number of combinations for a given number of items. Use COMBIN
to determine the total possible number of groups for a given number of items.

Numeric arguments are truncated to integers. 

If either argument is nonnumeric, COMBIN returns the #VALUE! error value.
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If number < 0, number_chosen < 0, or number < number_chosen, COMBIN returns the #NUM! error
value. 

A combination is any set or subset of items, regardless of their internal order. Combinations are
distinct from permutations, for which the internal order is significant. 

SYNTAX:

COMBIN(number,number_chosen)

Number is the number of items.

Number chosen is the number of items in each combination.

Example:

=COMBIN(8,2) Possible two-person teams that can be formed from 8 candidates (28).

5.4.11.15 CONCATENATE

The function CONCATENANTE  joins several text strings into one text string. 

The "&" operator can be used instead of CONCATENATE to join text items.

SYNTAX:

CONCATENATE (text1,text2,...)

Text1, text2, ... are 1 to 30 text items to be joined into a single text item. The text items can be
text strings, numbers, or single-cell references.

Example:

If the data given in A2:A4 is brook trout, species, 32, the result is as follows:

=CONCATENATE
("Stream population for
",A2," ",A3," is ",A4,"/
mile") 

Concatenates a sentence from the data above (Stream population for brook
trout species is 32/mile).
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5.4.11.16 COS

The function COS returns the cosine of the given angle.

If the angle is in degrees, multiply it by PI()/180 or use the COS function to convert it to radians.

SYNTAX:

COS(number)

Number is the angle in radians for which you want the cosine.

Examples:

=COS(1.047) Cosine of 1.047 radians (0.500171).

=COS(60*PI()/180) Cosine of 60 degrees (0.5).

=COS(RADIANS(60)) Cosine of 60 degrees (0.5).

5.4.11.17 COSH

The function COSH returns the hyperbolic cosine of a number.

SYNTAX:

COSH(number)

Number is any real number for which you want to find the hyperbolic cosine.

Examples:

=COSH(4) Hyperbolic cosine of 4 (27.30823).

=COSH(EXP(1)) Hyperbolic cosine of the base of the natural logarithm (7.610125).

5.4.11.18 DATE

The function DATE returns the sequential serial number that represents a particular date. If the cell
format was General before the function was entered, the result is formatted as a date.

Dates are sequential serial numbers so they can be used in calculations. By default, January 1,
1900 is serial number 1, and January 1, 2008 is serial number 39448 because it is 39,448 days after
January 1, 1900.

The DATE function is most useful in formulas where year, month, and day are formulas, not
constants.
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SYNTAX:

DATE(year,month,day)

Year   The year argument can be one to four digits. 

For the 1900 date system / For the 1904 date system

If year is between 0 (zero) and 1899 (inclusive), Excel adds that value to 1900 to calculate the year.
For example, DATE(108,1,2) returns January 2, 2008 (1900+108).

If year is between 1900 and 9999 (inclusive), Excel uses that value as the year. For example, DATE
(2008,1,2) returns January 2, 2008.

If year is less than 0 or is 10000 or greater, Excel returns the #NUM! error value.

If year is between 4 and 1899 (inclusive), Excel adds that value to 1900 to calculate the year. For
example, DATE(108,1,2) returns January 2, 2008 (1900+108).

If year is between 1904 and 9999 (inclusive), Excel uses that value as the year. For example, DATE
(2008,1,2) returns January 2, 2008.

If year is less than 4 or is 10000 or greater or if year is between 1900 and 1903 (inclusive), Excel
returns the #NUM! error value.

Month is a number representing the month of the year. If month is greater than 12, month adds that
number of months to the first month in the year specified. For example, DATE(2008,14,2) returns the
serial number representing February 2, 2009.

Day is a number representing the day of the month. If day is greater than the number of days in the
month specified, day adds that number of days to the first day in the month. For example, DATE
(2008,1,35) returns the serial number representing February 4, 2008.

Example:

If the data given in A2, B2, C2 is 28, 1 , 1, the result is as follows:

=DATE(A2,B2,C2) Serial date for the date above, using the 1900 date system
(1/1/2008 or 39448).

5.4.11.19 DAY

The function DAY returns the day of a date, represented by a serial number. 

The day is given as an integer ranging from 1 to 31.

SYNTAX:

DAY(serial_number)
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Serial_number is the date of the day you are trying to find. Dates should be entered by using the
DATE function, or as results of other formulas or functions. For example, use DATE(2008,5,23) for
the 23rd day of May, 2008. Problems can occur if dates are entered as text.

Examples:
If the data given in A2 is 15-Apr-2008, the result is as follows:

=DAY(A2) Day of the date above (15).

5.4.11.20 DB

The function DB returns the depreciation of an asset for a specified period using the fixed-declining
balance method.

The fixed-declining balance method computes depreciation at a fixed rate. DB uses the following
formulas to calculate depreciation for a period: 

(cost - total depreciation from prior periods) * rate

where:

rate = 1 - ((salvage / cost)  ̂(1 / life)), rounded to three decimal places

Depreciation for the first and last periods is a special case. For the first period, DB uses this
formula:

cost * rate * month / 12 

For the last period, DB uses this formula: 

((cost - total depreciation from prior periods) * rate * (12 - month)) / 12

SYNTAX:

DB(cost,salvage,life,period,month)

Cost is the initial cost of the asset.

Salvage is the value at the end of the depreciation (sometimes called the salvage value of the
asset).

Life is the number of periods over which the asset is being depreciated (sometimes called the useful
life of the asset).

Period is the period for which you want to calculate the depreciation. Period must use the same
units as life.

Month is the number of months in the first year. If month is omitted, it is assumed to be 12.

Examples:

If the data given in A2:A4 and B2:B4 is:

1,000,000 = Initial cost, 100,000 = Salvage value, 6 = Lifetime in years,
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the result is as follows:

=DB(A2,A3,A4,1,7) Depreciation in first year, with only 7 months calculated
(186,083.33).
=DB(A2,A3,A4,2,7) Depreciation in second year (259,639.42).
=DB(A2,A3,A4,3,7) Depreciation in third year (176,814.44).
=DB(A2,A3,A4,4,7) Depreciation in fourth year (120,410.64).
=DB(A2,A3,A4,5,7) Depreciation in fifth year (81,999.64).
=DB(A2,A3,A4,6,7) Depreciation in sixth year (55,841.76).
=DB(A2,A3,A4,7,7) Depreciation in seventh year, with only 5 months calculated
(15,845.10).

5.4.11.21 DDB

The function DDB returns the depreciation of an asset for a specified period using the double-
declining balance method or some other method you specify.

The double-declining balance method computes depreciation at an accelerated rate. Depreciation is
highest in the first period and decreases in successive periods. DDB uses the following formula to
calculate depreciation for a period: 

((cost-salvage) - total depreciation from prior periods) * (factor/life)

Change factor if you do not want to use the double-declining balance method. 

Use the VDB function if you want to switch to the straight-line depreciation method when
depreciation is greater than the declining balance calculation. 

SYNTAX:

DDB(cost,salvage,life,period,factor)

Cost is the initial cost of the asset.

Salvage is the value at the end of the depreciation (sometimes called the salvage value of the
asset).

Life is the number of periods over which the asset is being depreciated (sometimes called the useful
life of the asset).

Period is the period for which you want to calculate the depreciation. Period must use the same
units as life.

Factor is the rate at which the balance declines. If factor is omitted, it is assumed to be 2 (the
double-declining balance method).

It is important that all five arguments are positive numbers.

Example:

If the data given in A2:A4 and B2:B4 is given:
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2400 = Initial cost, 300 = Salvage value, 10 = Lifetime in years, 

the result is as follows:

=DDB(A2,A3,A4*365,1) First day's depreciation. Microsoft Excel automatically assumes
that factor is 2. (1.32).=DDB(A2,A3,A4*12,1,2) First month's depreciation (40.00).
=DDB(A2,A3,A4,1,2) First year's depreciation (480.00).
=DDB(A2,A3,A4,2,1.5) Second year's depreciation using a factor of 1.5 instead of the
double-declining balance method (306.00).
=DDB(A2,A3,A4,10) Tenth year's depreciation. Microsoft Excel automatically assumes
that factor is 2 (22.12).

5.4.11.22 DEGREES

The function DEGREES converts radians into degrees.

SYNTAX

DEGREES(angle)

Angle is the angle in radians that you want to convert.

Examples:

DEGREES(PI()) equals the degrees of pi radians (180).

5.4.11.23 EVEN

The function EVEN returns number rounded up to the nearest even integer. You can use this
function for processing items that come in twos. For example, a packing crate accepts rows of one
or two items. The crate is full when the number of items, rounded up to the nearest two, matches the
crate's capacity.

If number is non-numeric, EVEN returns the #VALUE! error value. 

Regardless of the sign of number, a value is rounded up when adjusted away from zero. If number is
an even integer, no rounding occurs. 

SYNTAX:

EVEN(number)

Number is the value to round.

Examples:

=EVEN(1.5) Rounds 1.5 up to the nearest even integer (2).
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=EVEN(3) Rounds 3 up to the nearest even integer (4).

=EVEN(2) Rounds 2 up to the nearest even integer (2).

=EVEN(-1) Rounds -1 up to the nearest even integer (-2).

5.4.11.24 EXACT

The function EXACT compares two text strings and returns TRUE if they are exactly the same,
FALSE otherwise. EXACT is case-sensitive but ignores formatting differences. Use EXACT to test
text being entered into a document.

SYNTAX:

EXACT(text1,text2)

Text1 is the first text string.

Text2 is the second text string.

Examples:

If the data given in A2:A4 and in B2:B4 is word, word, word, word, word, word, the result is as
follows:

=EXACT(A2,B2) Checks whether the strings in the first row match (TRUE).

=EXACT(A3,B3) Checks whether the strings in the second row match (FALSE).

=EXACT(A4,B4) Checks whether the strings in the third row match (FALSE).

5.4.11.25 EXP

The function EXP returns e raised to the power of number. The constant e equals
2.71828182845904, the base of the natural logarithm.

SYNTAX:

EXP(number)

Number is the exponent applied to the base e.

Examples:

=EXP(1) Approximate value of e (2.718282).

=EXP(2) Base of the natural logarithm e raised to the power of 2 (7.389056).
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5.4.11.26 FACT

The function FACT returns the factorial of a number. The factorial of a number is equal to 1*2*3*...*
number.

SYNTAX:

FACT(number)

Number is the nonnegative number you want the factorial of. If number is not an integer, it is
truncated.

Examples:

=FACT(5) Factorial of 5, or 1*2*3*4*5 (120).

=FACT(1.9) Factorial of the integer of 1.9 (1).

=FACT(0) Factorial of 0 (1).

=FACT(-1) Negative numbers cause an error value (#NUM!).

=FACT(1) Factorial of 1 (1).

5.4.11.27 FALSE

The function FALSE returns the logical value FALSE.

SYNTAX:

FALSE( )

5.4.11.28 FIND

The function FIND finds one text string (find_text) within another text string (within_text), and returns
the number of the starting position of find_text, from the first character of within_text. You can also
use SEARCH to find one text string within another, but unlike SEARCH, FIND is case sensitive and
doesn't allow wildcard characters.

If find_text is "" (empty text), FIND matches the first character in the search string (that is, the
character numbered start_num or 1). Find_text cannot contain any wildcard characters. 

If find_text does not appear in within_text, FIND and FINDB return the #VALUE! error value. 
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If start_num is not greater than zero, FIND and FINDB return the #VALUE! error value. 

If start_num is greater than the length of within_text, FIND and FINDB return the #VALUE! error
value. 

SYNTAX:

FIND(find_text,within_text,start_num)

Find_text is the text you want to find.

Within_text is the text containing the text you want to find.

Start_num specifies the character at which to start the search. The first character in within_text is
character number 1. If you omit start_num, it is assumed to be 1.

Examples:

1. 

If the data given in A2 is Miriam McGovern, the result is as follows:

=FIND("M",A2) Position of the first "M" in the string above (1).
=FIND("m",A2) Position of the first "m" in the string above (6).
=FIND("M",A2,3) Position of the first "M" in the string above, starting with the third character (8).

2.

If the data given in A2:A4 is Ceramic Insulators #124-TD45-87; Copper Coils #12-671-6772; Variable
Resistors #116010, the result is as follows:

=MID(A2,1,FIND(" #",A2,1)-1) Extracts text from position 1 to the position of "#" in the
first string above (Ceramic Insulators).
=MID(A3,1,FIND(" #",A3,1)-1) Extracts text from position 1 to the position of "#" in the
second string above (Copper Coils).
=MID(A4,1,FIND(" #",A4,1)-1) Extracts text from position 1 to the position of "#" in the
third string above (Variable Resistors).
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5.4.11.29 FLOOR

The function FLOOR rounds the number down, toward zero, to the nearest multiple of significance.

SYNTAX:

FLOOR(number,significance)

Number is the numeric value you want to round.

Significance is the multiple to which you want to round.

Examples:

=FLOOR(2.5, 1) Rounds 2.5 down to nearest multiple of 1 (2).

=FLOOR(-2.5, -2) Rounds -2.5 down to nearest multiple of -2 (-2).

=FLOOR(-2.5, 2) Returns an error, because -2.5 and 2 have different signs (#NUM!).

=FLOOR(1.5, 0.1) Rounds 1.5 down to the nearest multiple of 0.1 (1.5).

=FLOOR(0.234, 0.01) Rounds 0.234 down to the nearest multiple of 0.01 (0.23).

5.4.11.30 FV

The function FV returns the future value of an investment based on periodic, constant payments and
a constant interest rate.

SYNTAX:

FV(rate,nper,pmt,pv,type)

Rate is the interest rate per period.

Nper is the total number of payment periods in an annuity.

Pmt is the payment made each period; it cannot change over the life of the annuity. Typically, pmt
contains principal and interest but no other fees or taxes. If pmt is omitted, you must include the pv
argument.

Pv is the present value, or the lump-sum amount that a series of future payments is worth right now.
If pv is omitted, it is assumed to be 0 (zero), and you must include the pmt argument.

Type is the number 0 or 1 and indicates when payments are due. If type is omitted, it is assumed to
be 0.

Set type equal to 0 if payments are due at the end of the period.
Set type equal to1 if payments are due at the beginning of the period.

Make sure that you are consistent about the units you use for specifying rate and nper. If you make
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monthly payments on a four-year loan at 12 percent annual interest, use 12%/12 for rate and 4*12
for nper. If you make annual payments on the same loan, use 12% for rate and 4 for nper. 

For all the arguments, cash you pay out, such as deposits to savings, is represented by negative
numbers; cash you receive, such as dividend checks, is represented by positive numbers. 

Example:

If the data given in A2:A7 and B2:B7 is:

A B

6% Annual interest rate

10 Number of payments

200 Amount of the payment

500 Present value

1 Payment that is due at the beginning of the period

the result is as follows:

=FV(A2/12, A3, A4, A5, A6) Future value of an investment with the above terms
(2581.40).

5.4.11.31 HOUR

The function HOUR returns the hour of a time value. The hour is given as an integer, ranging from 0
(12:00 A.M.) to 23 (11:00 P.M.).

SYNTAX:

HOUR(serial_number)

Serial_number is the time that contains the hour you want to find. Times may be entered as text
strings within quotation marks (for example, "6:45 PM"), as decimal numbers (for example, 0.78125,
which represents 6:45 PM), or as results of other formulas or functions (for example, TIMEVALUE
("6:45 PM")).

Examples:

If the data given in A2:A4 (Time) is 3:30:30 AM, 3:30:00 PM, 15:30, the result is as follows:

=HOUR(A2) Hour of first time (3).
=HOUR(A3) Hour of second time (15).
=HOUR(A4) Hour of third time (15).
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5.4.11.32 Hyperlink

The function HYPERLINK creates a shortcut or jump that opens a document stored on a network
server, an intranet, or the Internet. When you click the cell that contains the HYPERLINK function,
Microsoft Excel opens the file stored at link_location.

SYNTAX:

HYPERLINK(link_location,friendly_name)

Link_location is the path and file name to the document to be opened as text. 

Link_location can refer to a place in a document— such as a specific cell or named range in an
Excel worksheet or workbook, or to a bookmark in a Microsoft Word document. The path can be to
a file stored on a hard disk drive, or the path can be a universal naming convention (UNC) path on a
server (in Microsoft Excel for Windows) or a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) path on the Internet or
an intranet.

Link_location can be a text string enclosed in quotation marks or a cell that contains the
link as a text string.

If the jump specified in link_location does not exist or cannot be navigated, an error appears
when you click the cell.

Friendly_name is the jump text or numeric value that is displayed in the cell. 

Friendly_name is displayed in blue and is underlined. 

If friendly_name is omitted, the cell displays the link_location as the jump text.

Friendly_name can be a value, a text string, a name, or a cell that contains the jump text or
value.

If friendly_name returns an error value (for example, #VALUE!), the cell displays the error
instead of the jump text.

Examples:

1. The following example opens a worksheet named Budget Report.xls that is stored on the Internet
at the location named example.microsoft.com/report and displays the text "Click for report":

=HYPERLINK("http://example.microsoft.com/report/budget report.xls", "Click for report")

2. The following example creates a hyperlink to cell F10 on the worksheet named Annual in the
workbook Budget Report.xls, which is stored on the Internet at the location named example.
microsoft.com/report. The cell on the worksheet that contains the hyperlink displays the contents of
cell D1 as the jump text:

=HYPERLINK("[http://example.microsoft.com/report/budget report.xls]Annual!F10", D1)

3. The following example creates a hyperlink to the range named DeptTotal on the worksheet named
First Quarter in the workbook Budget Report.xls, which is stored on the Internet at the location
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named example.microsoft.com/report. The cell on the worksheet that contains the hyperlink displays
the text "Click to see First Quarter Department Total":

=HYPERLINK("[http://example.microsoft.com/report/budget report.xls]First Quarter!DeptTotal",
"Click to see First Quarter Department Total")

4. To create a hyperlink to a specific location in a Microsoft Word document, you must use a
bookmark to define the location you want to jump to in the document. The following example creates
a hyperlink to the bookmark named QrtlyProfits in the document named Annual Report.doc located
at example.microsoft.com:

=HYPERLINK("[http://example.microsoft.com/Annual Report.doc]QrtlyProfits", "Quarterly Profit
Report")

5. In Excel for Windows, the following example displays the contents of cell D5 as the jump text in
the cell and opens the file named 1stqtr.xls, which is stored on the server named FINANCE in the
Statements share. This example uses a UNC path:

=HYPERLINK("\\FINANCE\Statements\1stqtr.xls", D5)

6. The following example opens the file 1stqtr.xls in Excel for Windows that is stored in a directory
named Finance on drive D, and displays the numeric value stored in cell H10:

=HYPERLINK("D:\FINANCE\1stqtr.xls", H10)

7. In Excel for Windows, the following example creates a hyperlink to the area named Totals in
another (external) workbook, Mybook.xls:

=HYPERLINK("[C:\My Documents\Mybook.xls]Totals")

8. In Microsoft Excel for the Macintosh, the following example displays "Click here" in the cell and
opens the file named First Quarter that is stored in a folder named Budget Reports on the hard drive
named Macintosh HD:

=HYPERLINK("Macintosh HD:Budget Reports:First Quarter", "Click here")

9. You can create hyperlinks within a worksheet to jump from one cell to another cell. For example,
if the active worksheet is the sheet named June in the workbook named Budget, the following
formula creates a hyperlink to cell E56. The link text itself is the value in cell E56.

=HYPERLINK("[Budget]June!E56", E56)

To jump to a different sheet in the same workbook, change the name of the sheet in the link. In the
previous example, to create a link to cell E56 on the September sheet, change the word "June" to
"September."

5.4.11.33 IF

The function IF returns one value if a condition you specify evaluates to TRUE and another value if it
evaluates to FALSE.

Use IF to conduct conditional tests on values and formulas.

Up to seven IF functions can be nested as value_if_true and value_if_false arguments to construct
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more elaborate tests. See the last of the following examples. 

When the value_if_true and value_if_false arguments are evaluated, IF returns the value returned by
those statements. 

If any of the arguments to IF are arrays, every element of the array is evaluated when the IF
statement is carried out.

SYNTAX:

IF(logical_test,value_if_true,value_if_false)

Logical_test is any value or expression that can be evaluated to TRUE or FALSE. For example,
A10=100 is a logical expression; if the value in cell A10 is equal to 100, the expression evaluates to
TRUE. Otherwise, the expression evaluates to FALSE.

Value_if_true is the value that is returned if logical_test is TRUE. For example, if this argument is
the text string "Within budget" and the logical_test argument evaluates to TRUE, then the IF function
displays the text "Within budget". If logical_test is TRUE and value_if_true is blank, this argument
returns 0 (zero). To display the word TRUE, use the logical value TRUE for this argument.
Value_if_true can be another formula.

Value_if_false is the value that is returned if logical_test is FALSE. For example, if this argument is
the text string "Over budget" and the logical_test argument evaluates to FALSE, then the IF function
displays the text "Over budget". If logical_test is FALSE and value_if_false is omitted, (that is, after
value_if_true, there is no comma), then the logical value FALSE is returned. If logical_test is FALSE
and value_if_false is blank (that is, after value_if_true, there is a comma followed by the closing
parenthesis), then the value 0 (zero) is returned. Value_if_false can be another formula.

Examples:

1. If the data given in A2 is 50, the result is as follows:
=IF(A2<=100,"Within budget","Over budget") If the number above is less than or equal to 100, then
the formula displays "Within budget". Otherwise, the function displays "Over budget" (Within
budget).
=IF(A2=100,SUM(B5:B15),"") If the number above is 100, then the range B5:B15 is calculated.
Otherwise, empty text ("") is returned ().

2. If the data given is:

A2:A4 Actual Expenses 1500 500 500

B2:B4 Predicted Expenses 900 900 925

the result is as follows:

=IF(A2>B2,"Over Budget","OK") Checks whether the first row is over budget (Over Budget).
=IF(A3>B3,"Over Budget","OK") Checks whether the second row is over budget (OK).
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5.4.11.34 INT

The function INT rounds a number down to the nearest integer.

SYNTAX:

INT(number)

Number is the real number you want to round down to an integer.

Example:

If the data given in A2  is 19.5, the result is as follows:
=INT(8.9) Rounds 8.9 down (8).
=INT(-8.9) Rounds -8.9 down (-9).
=A2-INT(A2) Returns the decimal part of a positive real number in cell A2 (0.5).

5.4.11.35 ISBLANK

The function ISBLANK is part of the IS functions. This section describes the nine worksheet
functions used for testing the type of a value or reference.

Each of these functions, referred to collectively as the IS functions, checks the type of value and
returns TRUE or FALSE depending on the outcome. For example, the ISBLANK function returns the
logical value TRUE if value is a reference to an empty cell; otherwise it returns FALSE.

The value arguments of the IS functions are not converted. For example, in most other functions
where a number is required, the text value "19" is converted to the number 19. However, in the
formula ISNUMBER("19"), "19" is not converted from a text value, and the ISNUMBER function
returns FALSE. 

The IS functions are useful in formulas for testing the outcome of a calculation. When combined with
the IF function, they provide a method for locating errors in formulas.

SYNTAX:

ISBLANK(value)

Value is the value you want tested. 

Value can be a blank (empty cell), error, logical, text, number, or reference value, or a name
referring to any of these, that you want to test.

Function Returns TRUE if

ISBLANK Value refers to an empty cell.

Example:
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If the data given in A2:A6 is Gold, Region1, #REF!, 330.92, #N/A, the result is as follows:

=ISBLANK(A2) Checks whether cell C2 is blank (FALSE)

5.4.11.36 ISNONTEXT

The function ISNONTEXT is part of the IS functions. This section describes the nine worksheet
functions used for testing the type of a value or reference.

Each of these functions, referred to collectively as the IS functions, checks the type of value and
returns TRUE or FALSE depending on the outcome. For example, the ISBLANK function returns the
logical value TRUE if value is a reference to an empty cell; otherwise it returns FALSE.

The value arguments of the IS functions are not converted. For example, in most other functions
where a number is required, the text value "19" is converted to the number 19. However, in the
formula ISNUMBER("19"), "19" is not converted from a text value, and the ISNUMBER function
returns FALSE. 

The IS functions are useful in formulas for testing the outcome of a calculation. When combined with
the IF function, they provide a method for locating errors in formulas.

SYNTAX:

ISNONTEXT(value)

Value is the value you want tested. 

Value can be a blank (empty cell), error, logical, text, number, or reference value, or a name
referring to any of these, that you want to test.

Function Returns TRUE if

ISNONTEX
T

Value refers to any item that is not text. (Note that this function returns TRUE if value
refers to a blank cell.)

Example:

See function "ISBLANK".
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5.4.11.37 ISNUMBER

The function ISNUMBER is part of the IS functions. This section describes the nine worksheet
functions used for testing the type of a value or reference.

Each of these functions, referred to collectively as the IS functions, checks the type of value and
returns TRUE or FALSE depending on the outcome. For example, the ISBLANK function returns the
logical value TRUE if value is a reference to an empty cell; otherwise it returns FALSE.

The value arguments of the IS functions are not converted. For example, in most other functions
where a number is required, the text value "19" is converted to the number 19. However, in the
formula ISNUMBER("19"), "19" is not converted from a text value, and the ISNUMBER function
returns FALSE. 

The IS functions are useful in formulas for testing the outcome of a calculation. When combined with
the IF function, they provide a method for locating errors in formulas.

SYNTAX:

ISNUMBER(value)

Value is the value you want tested. 

Value can be a blank (empty cell), error, logical, text, number, or reference value, or a name
referring to any of these, that you want to test.

Function Returns TRUE if

ISNUMBER Value refers to a number.

Examples:

1. 

=ISNUMBER(4) Checks whether 4 is a number (TRUE).

2. If the data given data in A2:A6 is Gold, Region1, #REF!, 330.92, #N/A, the result is as follows:

=ISNUMBER(A5) Checks whether 330.92 is a number (TRUE).

5.4.11.38 ISREF

The function ISREF is part of the IS functions. This section describes the nine worksheet functions
used for testing the type of a value or reference.

Each of these functions, referred to collectively as the IS functions, checks the type of value and
returns TRUE or FALSE depending on the outcome. For example, the ISBLANK function returns the
logical value TRUE if value is a reference to an empty cell; otherwise it returns FALSE.
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The value arguments of the IS functions are not converted. For example, in most other functions
where a number is required, the text value "19" is converted to the number 19. However, in the
formula ISNUMBER("19"), "19" is not converted from a text value, and the ISNUMBER function
returns FALSE. 

The IS functions are useful in formulas for testing the outcome of a calculation. When combined with
the IF function, they provide a method for locating errors in formulas.

SYNTAX:

ISREF(value)

Value is the value you want tested. 

Value can be a blank (empty cell), error, logical, text, number, or reference value, or a name
referring to any of these, that you want to test.

Function Returns TRUE if

ISREF Value refers to a reference.

Examples:

See function "ISBLANK".

5.4.11.39 ISTEXT

The function ISTEXT is part of the IS functions. This section describes the nine worksheet functions
used for testing the type of a value or reference.

Each of these functions, referred to collectively as the IS functions, checks the type of value and
returns TRUE or FALSE depending on the outcome. For example, the ISBLANK function returns the
logical value TRUE if value is a reference to an empty cell; otherwise it returns FALSE.

The value arguments of the IS functions are not converted. For example, in most other functions
where a number is required, the text value "19" is converted to the number 19. However, in the
formula ISNUMBER("19"), "19" is not converted from a text value, and the ISNUMBER function
returns FALSE. 

The IS functions are useful in formulas for testing the outcome of a calculation. When combined with
the IF function, they provide a method for locating errors in formulas.

SYNTAX:

ISTEXT(value)
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Value is the value you want tested. 

Value can be a blank (empty cell), error, logical, text, number, or reference value, or a name
referring to any of these, that you want to test.

Function Returns TRUE if

ISNONTEXT
Value refers to any item that is not text. (Note that this function returns TRUE if
value refers to a blank cell.)

Examples:

1. 
=ISNUMBER(4) Checks whether 4 is a number (TRUE).

2. 

If the data given in A2:A6 is Gold, Region1, #REF!, 330.92, #N/A, the result is as follows:

=ISTEXT(A3) Checks whether Region1 is text (TRUE).

5.4.11.40 LEFT

The function LEFT returns the first character or characters in a text string, based on the number of
characters you specify.

Num_chars must be greater than or equal to zero. 

If num_chars is greater than the length of text, LEFT returns all of text. 

If num_chars is omitted, it is assumed to be 1.

SYNTAX:

LEFT(text,num_chars)

Text is the text string that contains the characters you want to extract.

Num_chars specifies the number of characters you want LEFT to extract.

Example:

If the data given in A2:A3 is Sales Price, Sweden, the result is as follows:

=LEFT(A2,4) First four characters in the first string (Sale).
=LEFT(A3) First character in the second string (S).
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5.4.11.41 LEN

The function LEN returns the number of characters in a text string.

SYNTAX:

LEN(text)

Text is the text whose length you want to find. Spaces count as characters.

Example: 

If the data given is A2:A4 is Phoenix, AZ, the result is as follows:

=LEN(A2) Length of the first string (11).

=LEN(A3) Length of the second string (0).

=LEN(A4) Length of the third string, which includes 5 spaces (8).

5.4.11.42 LN

The function LN returns the natural logarithm of a number. Natural logarithms are based on the
constant e (2.71828182845904).

SYNTAX: 

LN(number)

Number is the positive real number for which you want the natural logarithm.

Examples:

=LN(86) Natural logarithm of 86 (4.454347).

=LN(2.7182818) Natural logarithm of the value of the constant e (1).

=LN(EXP(3)) Natural logarithm of e raised to the power of 3 (3).
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5.4.11.43 LOG

The function LOG returns the logarithm of a number to the base you specify.

SYNTAX:

LOG(number,base)

Number is the positive real number for which you want the logarithm.

Base is the base of the logarithm. If base is omitted, it is assumed to be 10.

Examples:

=LOG(10) Logarithm of 10 (1).

=LOG(8, 2) Logarithm of 8 with base 2 (3).

=LOG(86, 2.7182818) Logarithm of 86 with base e (4.454347).

5.4.11.44 LOG10

The function LOG10 returns the base-10 logarithm of a number.

SYNTAX:

LOG10(number)

Number is the positive real number for which you want the base-10 logarithm.

Examples:

=LOG10(86) Base-10 logarithm of 86 (1.934498451).

=LOG10(10) Base-10 logarithm of 10 (1).

=LOG10(1E5) Base-10 logarithm of 1E5 (5).

=LOG10(10 5̂) Base-10 logarithm of 10 5̂ (5).
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5.4.11.45 LOWER

The function LOWER converts all uppercase letters in a text string to lowercase.

SYNTAX:

LOWER(text)

Text is the text you want to convert to lowercase. LOWER does not change characters in text that
are not letters.

Example:

If the data given is E.E.Cummings, Apt. 2B, the result is as follows:

=LOWER(A2) Lower case of first string (e. e. cummings).

=LOWER(A3) Lower case of last string (apt. 2b).

5.4.11.46 MAX

The function MAX returns the largest value in a set of values.

You can specify arguments that are numbers, empty cells, logical values, or text representations of
numbers. Arguments that are error values or text that cannot be translated into numbers cause
errors. 

If the arguments contain no numbers, MAX returns 0 (zero). 

SYNTAX:

MAX(number1,number2,...)

Number1, number2, ... are 1 to 30 numbers for which you want to find the maximum value.

Example:

If the area A1:A5 contain the numbers 10, 7, 9, 27 and 2, the results are as follows:

MAX(A1:A5) equals 27.

MAX(A1:A5;30) equals 30.

5.4.11.47 MEDIAN

The function MEDIAN returns the median of the given numbers. The median is the number in the
middle of a set of numbers; that is, half the numbers have values that are greater than the median,
and half have values that are less.
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The arguments should be either numbers or names, arrays, or references that contain numbers.
Microsoft Excel examines all the numbers in each reference or array argument. 

If an array or reference argument contains text, logical values, or empty cells, those values are
ignored; however, cells with the value zero are included. 

If there is an even number of numbers in the set, then MEDIAN calculates the average of the two
numbers in the middle. See the second formula in the example.

SYNTAX:

MEDIAN(number1,number2,...)

Number1, number2, ... are 1 to 30 numbers for which you would like the median.

Examples:

MEDIAN(1; 2; 3; 4; 5) equals 3.

MEDIAN(1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6) equals 3,5. It is the median of 3 and 4.

5.4.11.48 MID

The function MID returns a specific number of characters from a text string, starting at the position
you specify, based on the number of characters you specify.

If start_num is greater than the length of text, MID returns "" (empty text).

If start_num is less than the length of text, but start_num plus num_chars exceeds the length of
text, MID returns the characters up to the end of text. 

If start_num is less than 1, MID returns the #VALUE! error value. 

If num_chars is negative, MID returns the #VALUE! error value.

SYNTAX:

MID(text,start_num,num_chars)

Text is the text string containing the characters you want to extract.

Start_num is the position of the first character you want to extract in text. The first character in text
has start_num 1, and so on.

Num_chars specifies the number of characters you want MID to return from text.

Example:
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If the data given is Fluid Flow (A2), the result is as follows:

=MID(A2,1,5) Five characters from the string above, starting at the first character (Fluid).

=MID(A2,7,20) Twenty characters from the string above, starting at the seventh (Flow).

=MID(A2,20,5)
Because the starting point is greater than the length of the string, empty text is
returned ().

5.4.11.49 MIN

The function MIN returns the smallest number in a set of values.

You can specify arguments that are numbers, empty cells, logical values, or text representations of
numbers. Arguments that are error values or text that cannot be translated into numbers cause
errors. 

If the arguments contain no numbers, MIN returns 0. 

SYNTAX:

MIN(number1,number2,...)

Number1, number2, ... are 1 to 30 numbers for which you want to find the minimum value.

Example:

If the area A2:A6 contains the numbers 10, 7, 9, 27 and 2, the result is as follows:

=MIN(A2:A6) Smallest of the numbers above (2).
=MIN(A2:A6,0) Smallest of the numbers above and 0 (0).

5.4.11.50 MINUTE

The function MINUTE returns the minutes of a time value. The minute is given as an integer, ranging
from 0 to 59.

SYNTAX:

MINUTE(serial_number)

Serial_number is the time that contains the minute you want to find. Times may be entered as text
strings within quotation marks (for example, "6:45 PM"), as decimal numbers (for example, 0.78125,
which represents 6:45 PM), or as results of other formulas or functions (for example, TIMEVALUE
("6:45 PM")).
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Examples:

If the data given is 4:48:00 PM, the result is as follows:

=MINUTE(A2) Minutes of the time above (48).

5.4.11.51 MOD

The function MOD returns the remainder after number is divided by divisor. The result has the same
sign as divisor.

If divisor is 0, MOD returns the #DIV/0! error value.

The MOD function can be expressed in terms of the INT function:

MOD(n, d) = n - d*INT(n/d)

SYNTAX:

MOD(number,divisor)

Number is the number for which you want to find the remainder.

Divisor is the number by which you want to divide number.

Examples:

=MOD(3, 2) Remainder of 3/2 (1)

=MOD(-3, 2) Remainder of -3/2. The sign is the same as divisor (1)

=MOD(3, -2) Remainder of 3/-2. The sign is the same as divisor (-1)

=MOD(-3, -2) Remainder of -3/-2. The sign is the same as divisor (-1)

5.4.11.52 MODE

The function MODE returns the most frequently occurring, or repetitive, value in an array or range of
data. Like MEDIAN, MODE is a location measure.

The arguments should be numbers, names, arrays, or references that contain numbers. 

If an array or reference argument contains text, logical values, or empty cells, those values are
ignored; however, cells with the value zero are included. 

If the data set contains no duplicate data points, MODE returns the #N/A error value. 
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SYNTAX:

MODE(number1,number2,...)

Number1, number2, ... are 1 to 30 arguments for which you want to calculate the mode. You can
also use a single array or a reference to an array instead of arguments separated by commas.

Example:

If the data in A2:A7 is 5.6, 4, 4, 3, 2, 4, the result is as follows:

=MODE(A2:A7) Mode, or most frequently occurring number above (4).

5.4.11.53 MONTH

The function MONTH returns the month of a date represented by a serial number. The month is given
as an integer, ranging from 1 (January) to 12 (December).

SYNTAX:

MONTH(serial_number)

Serial_number is the date of the month you are trying to find. Dates should be entered by using
the DATE function, or as results of other formulas or functions. For example, use DATE(2008,5,23)
for the 23rd day of May, 2008. 

Example:

If the given data is 15-Apr-2008, the result is as follows:
=MONTH(A2) Month of the date above (4).

5.4.11.54 NOT

The function NOT reverses the value of its argument. Use NOT when you want to make sure a value
is not equal to one particular value.

SYNTAX:

NOT(logical)

Logical is a value or expression that can be evaluated to TRUE or FALSE.

Examples:
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=NOT(FALSE) Reverses FALSE (TRUE).
=NOT(1+1=2) Reverses an equation that evaluates to TRUE (FALSE).

5.4.11.55 NOW

The function NOW returns the serial number of the current date and time. 

If the cell format was General before the function was entered, the result is formatted as a date.

SYNTAX:

NOW( )

5.4.11.56 NPER

The function NPER returns the number of periods for an investment based on periodic, constant
payments and a constant interest rate.

SYNTAX:

NPER(rate, pmt, pv, fv, type)

For a more complete description of the arguments in NPER and for more information about annuity
functions, see PV.

Rate is the interest rate per period.

Pmt is the payment made each period; it cannot change over the life of the annuity. Typically, pmt
contains principal and interest but no other fees or taxes.

Pv is the present value, or the lump-sum amount that a series of future payments is worth right now.

Fv is the future value, or a cash balance you want to attain after the last payment is made. If fv is
omitted, it is assumed to be 0 (the future value of a loan, for example, is 0).

Type is the number 0 or 1 and indicates when payments are due.

Example:

If the data given is:

A2 12% Annual interest rate

A3 -100 Payment made each period

A4 -1000 Present value

A5 10000 Future value

A6 1 Payment is due at the beginning of the period

the result is as follows: 
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=NPER(A2/12, A3, A4, A5, 1) Periods for the investment with the above terms (60).

=NPER(A2/12, A3, A4, A5)
Periods for the investment with the above terms, except payments
are made at the beginning of the period (60).

=NPER(A2/12, A3, A4)
Periods for the investment with the above terms, except with a
future value of 0 (-9.578).

5.4.11.57 ODD

The function ODD returns number rounded up to the nearest odd integer.

If number is nonnumeric, ODD returns the #VALUE! error value. 

Regardless of the sign of number, a value is rounded up when adjusted away from zero. If number is
an odd integer, no rounding occurs. 

SYNTAX: 

ODD(number)

Number is the value to round.

Examples:

=ODD(1.5) Rounds 1.5 up to the nearest odd integer (3).

=ODD(3) Rounds 3 up to the nearest odd integer (3).

=ODD(2) Rounds 2 up to the nearest odd integer (3).

=ODD(-1) Rounds -1 up to the nearest odd integer (-1).

=ODD(-2) Rounds -2 up to the nearest odd integer (-3).

5.4.11.58 OR

The function OR returns TRUE if any argument is TRUE; returns FALSE if all arguments are FALSE.

The arguments must evaluate to logical values such as TRUE or FALSE, or in arrays or references
that contain logical values. 

If an array or reference argument contains text or empty cells, those values are ignored. 
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If the specified range contains no logical values, OR returns the #VALUE! error value. 

You can use an OR array formula to see if a value occurs in an array. To enter an array formula,
press CTRL+SHIFT+ENTER. 

SYNTAX:

OR(logical1,logical2,...)

Logical1,logical2,... are 1 to 30 conditions you want to test that can be either TRUE or FALSE.

Examples:

=OR(TRUE) One argument is TRUE (TRUE).

=OR(1+1=1,2+2=5) All arguments evaluate to FALSE (FALSE).

=OR(TRUE,FALSE,TRUE) At least one argument is TRUE (TRUE).

5.4.11.59 PERMUT

The function PERMUT returns the number of permutations for a given number of objects that can be
selected from number objects. A permutation is any set or subset of objects or events where internal
order is significant. Permutations are different from combinations, for which the internal order is not
significant. Use this function for lottery-style probability calculations.

Both arguments are truncated to integers. 

If number or number_chosen is nonnumeric, PERMUT returns the #VALUE! error value. 

If number = 0 or if number_chosen < 0, PERMUT returns the #NUM! error value. 

If number < number_chosen, PERMUT returns the #NUM! error value. 

SYNTAX:

PERMUT(number,number_chosen)

Number is an integer that describes the number of objects.

Number_chosen is an integer that describes the number of objects in each permutation.

Examples:

If the data given is:

A2 100 Number of objects

A3 3 Number of objects in each permutation

the result is as follows:
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=PERMUT(A2,A3) Permutations possible for the terms above (970200).

5.4.11.60 PI

The function PI returns the number 3.14159265358979, the mathematical constant pi, accurate to 15
digits.

SYNTAX:

PI( )

Example:

If the data given in A2 is 3 (Radius), the result is as follows:

=PI() Pi (3.14159265358979).

=PI()/2 Pi/2 (1.570796327).

=PI()*(A2 2̂) Area of a circle, with the radius above (28.27433388).

5.4.11.61 POWER

The function POWER returns the result of a number raised to a power.

The " "̂ operator can be used instead of POWER to indicate to what power the base number is to be
raised, such as in 5 2̂.

SYNTAX:

POWER(number,power)

Number is the base number. It can be any real number.

Power is the exponent to which the base number is raised.

Examples:

=POWER(5,2) 5 squared (25).

=POWER(98.6,3.2) 98.6 raised to the power of 3.2 (2401077).

=POWER(4,5/4) 4 raised to the power of 5/4 (5.656854).
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5.4.11.62 PRODUCT

The function PRODUCT multiplies all the numbers given as arguments and returns the product.

Arguments that are numbers, logical values, or text representations of numbers are counted;
arguments that are error values or text that cannot be translated into numbers cause errors. 

If an argument is an array or reference, only numbers in the array or reference are counted. Empty
cells, logical values, text, or error values in the array or reference are ignored. 

SYNTAX:

PRODUCT(number1,number2,...)

Number1, number2, ... are 1 to 30 numbers that you want to multiply.

Examples:

If the data in A2:A4 is 2, 15, 30, the result is as follows:

=PRODUCT(A2:A4) Multiplies the numbers above (2250).

=PRODUCT(A2:A4, 2) Multiplies the numbers above and 2 (4500).

5.4.11.63 PROPER

The function PROPER capitalizes the first letter in a text string and any other letters in text that
follow any character other than a letter. Converts all other letters to lowercase letters.

SYNTAX:

PROPER(text)

Text is text enclosed in quotation marks, a formula that returns text, or a reference to a cell
containing the text you want to partially capitalize.

Examples:

If the data in A2:A4 is this is title, 2 cent's worth, 76BudGet, the result is as follows:

=PROPER(A2) Proper case of first string (This Is A Title).

=PROPER(A3) Proper case of second string (2-Cent's Worth).

=PROPER(A4) Proper case of third string (76Budget).
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5.4.11.64 PV

The function PV returns the present value of an investment. The present value is the total amount
that a series of future payments is worth now. For example, when you borrow money, the loan
amount is the present value to the lender.

SYNTAX:

PV(rate,nper,pmt,fv,type)

Rate is the interest rate per period. For example, if you obtain an automobile loan at a 10 percent
annual interest rate and make monthly payments, your interest rate per month is 10%/12, or 0.83%.
You would enter 10%/12, or 0.83%, or 0.0083, into the formula as the rate.

Nper is the total number of payment periods in an annuity. For example, if you get a four-year car
loan and make monthly payments, your loan has 4*12 (or 48) periods. You would enter 48 into the
formula for nper.

Pmt is the payment made each period and cannot change over the life of the annuity. Typically, pmt
includes principal and interest but no other fees or taxes. For example, the monthly payments on a
$10,000, four-year car loan at 12 percent are $263.33. You would enter -263.33 into the formula as
the pmt. If pmt is omitted, you must include the fv argument.

Fv is the future value, or a cash balance you want to attain after the last payment is made. If fv is
omitted, it is assumed to be 0 (the future value of a loan, for example, is 0). For example, if you want
to save $50,000 to pay for a special project in 18 years, then $50,000 is the future value. You could
then make a conservative guess at an interest rate and determine how much you must save each
month. If fv is omitted, you must include the pmt argument.

Type is the number 0 or 1 and indicates when payments are due.

Examples:

Let's say you pay an insurance 500 Dollars out of an insurance annuity at the end of every month.
This will last for 20 years with an 8% interest rate:

PV(0,08/12; 12*20; 500;0; 0) equals -59.777,15 Dollars.

The result is negative because it represents money that you would pay, an outgoing cash flow. If you
are asked to pay (60,000) for the annuity, you would determine this would not be a good investment
because the present value of the annuity (59,777.15) is less than what you are asked to pay.

5.4.11.65 RADIANS

The function RADIANS converts degrees to radians.

SYNTAX:

RADIANS(angle)
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Angle is an angle in degrees that you want to convert.

Example:

=RADIANS(270) 270 degrees as radians (4.712389 or 3π /2 radians)

5.4.11.66 RAND

The function RAND returns an evenly distributed random number greater than or equal to 0 and less
than 1. A new random number is returned every time the worksheet is calculated.

To generate a random real number between a and b, use: 

RAND()*(b-a)+a

If you want to use RAND to generate a random number, but don't want the numbers to change every
time the cell is calculated, you can enter =RAND() in the formula bar, and then press F9 to change
the formula to a random number.
 

SYNTAX:

RAND( )

Examples:

=RAND() A random number between 0 and 1 (varies).

=RAND()*100 A random number equal to 0 but less than 100 (varies).

5.4.11.67 RANK

The function RANK returns the rank of a number in a list of numbers. The rank of a number is its
size relative to other values in a list. (If you were to sort the list, the rank of the number would be its
position.)

RANK gives duplicate numbers the same rank. However, the presence of duplicate numbers affects
the ranks of subsequent numbers. For example, in a list of integers sorted in ascending order, if the
number 10 appears twice and has a rank of 5, then 11 would have a rank of 7 (no number would have
a rank of 6).

For some purposes one might want to use a definition of rank that takes ties into account. In the
previous example, one would want a revised rank of 5.5 for the number 10. This can be done by
adding the following correction factor to the value returned by RANK. This correction factor is
appropriate both for the case where rank is computed in descending order (order = 0 or omitted) or
ascending order (order = nonzero value).

Correction factor for tied ranks=[COUNT(ref) + 1 – RANK(number, ref, 0) – RANK(number, ref, 1)]/2.
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SYNTAX:

RANK(number,ref,order)

Number is the number whose rank you want to find.

Ref is an array of, or a reference to, a list of numbers. Nonnumeric values in ref are ignored.

Order is a number specifying how to rank number.

Examples:

If the data in A2:A6 is 7, 3.5, 3.5, 1, 2, the result is as follows:

=RANK(A3,A2:A6,1) Rank of 3.5 in the list above (3).

=RANK(A2,A2:A6,1) Rank of 7 in the list above (5).

5.4.11.68 REPLACE

The function REPLACE replaces part of a text string, based on the number of characters you
specify, with a different text string.

SYNTAX:

REPLACE(old_text,start_num,num_chars,new_text)

Old_text is text in which you want to replace some characters.

Start_num is the position of the character in old_text that you want to replace with new_text.

Num_chars is the number of characters in old_text that you want REPLACE to replace with
new_text.

New_text is the text that will replace characters in old_text.

Examples:

=REPLACE(A2,6,5,"*") Replaces five characters, starting with the sixth character
(abcde*k).
=REPLACE(A3,3,2,"10") Replaces the last two digits of 2009 with 10 (2010).
=REPLACE(A4,1,3,"@") Replaces the first three characters with @ (@456).

5.4.11.69 REPT

The function REPT repeats text a given number of times. Use REPT to fill a cell with a number of
instances of a text string.
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If number_times is 0 (zero), REPT returns "" (empty text).

If number_times is not an integer, it is truncated.

The result of the REPT function cannot be longer than 32,767 characters, or REPT returns #VALUE!.

SYNTAX:

REPT(text,number_times)

Text is the text you want to repeat.

Number_times is a positive number specifying the number of times to repeat text.

Examples:

=REPT("*-", 3) Displays the string 3 times (*-*-*-).

=REPT("-",10) Displays a dash 10 times (----------).

5.4.11.70 RIGHT

The function RIGHT returns the last character or characters in a text string, based on the number of
characters you specify.

SYNTAX:

RIGHT(text,num_chars)

Text is the text string containing the characters you want to extract.

Num_chars specifies the number of characters you want RIGHT to extract.

Examples:

If the data given in A2:A3 is the Sale Price, Stock Number, the result is as follows:

=RIGHT(A2,5) Last 5 characters of the first string (Price).

=RIGHT(A3) Last character of the second string (r).

5.4.11.71 ROUND

The function ROUND rounds a number to a specified number of digits.

If num_digits is greater than 0 (zero), then number is rounded to the specified number of decimal
places. 
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If num_digits is 0, then number is rounded to the nearest integer. 

If num_digits is less than 0, then number is rounded to the left of the decimal point. 

SYNTAX

ROUND(number,num_digits)

Number is the number you want to round.

Num_digits specifies the number of digits to which you want to round number.

Examples:

=ROUND(2.15, 1) Rounds 2.15 to one decimal place (2.2).
=ROUND(2.149, 1) Rounds 2.149 to one decimal place (2.1).
=ROUND(-1.475, 2) Rounds -1.475 to two decimal places (-1.48).
=ROUND(21.5, -1) Rounds 21.5 to one decimal place to the left of the decimal point (20).

5.4.11.72 ROUNDDOWN

The function ROUNDDOWN rounds a number down, toward zero.

ROUNDDOWN behaves like ROUND, except that it always rounds a number down. 

If num_digits is greater than 0 (zero), then number is rounded down to the specified number of
decimal places.

 

If num_digits is 0, then number is rounded down to the nearest integer. 

If num_digits is less than 0, then number is rounded down to the left of the decimal point. 

SYNTAX:

ROUNDDOWN(number,num_digits)

Number is any real number that you want rounded down.

Num_digits is the number of digits to which you want to round number.

Examples:

ROUNDDOWN(4,2; 0) equals 4.
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ROUNDDOWN(53,9;0) equals 53.

ROUNDDOWN(6,14159; 3) equals 6,141.

ROUNDDOWN(-6,14159; 1) equals -6,1.

ROUNDDOWN(23415,92654; -2) equals 23.400.

5.4.11.73 ROUNDUP

The function ROUNDUP rounds a number up, away from 0 (zero).

ROUNDUP behaves like ROUND, except that it always rounds a number up. 

If num_digits is greater than 0 (zero), then number is rounded up to the specified number of decimal
places.

If num_digits is 0, then number is rounded up to the nearest integer.

If num_digits is less than 0, then number is rounded up to the left of the decimal point.

SYNTAX:

ROUNDUP(number,num_digits)

Number is any real number that you want rounded up.

Num_digits is the number of digits to which you want to round number.

Examples:

=ROUNDUP(3.2,0) Rounds 3.2 up to zero decimal places (4).
=ROUNDUP(76.9,0) Rounds 76.9 up to zero decimal places (77).
=ROUNDUP(3.14159, 3) Rounds 3.14159 up to three decimal places (3.142).
=ROUNDUP(-3.14159, 1) Rounds -3.14159 up to one decimal place (-3.2).
=ROUNDUP(31415.92654, -2) Rounds 31415.92654 up to 2 decimal places to the left of the
decimal (31500).

5.4.11.74 SECOND

The function SECOND returns the seconds of a time value. The second is given as an integer in the
range 0 (zero) to 59.

SYNTAX:

SECOND(serial_number)

Serial_number is the time that contains the seconds you want to find. Times may be entered as
text strings within quotation marks (for example, "6:45 PM"), as decimal numbers (for example,
0.78125, which represents 6:45 PM), or as results of other formulas or functions (for example,
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TIMEVALUE("6:45 PM")).

Example:

If the data given in A2:A4 is 4:48:18 PM, 4:48 PM, the result is as follows:

=SECOND(A2) Seconds in the first time (18).
=SECOND(A3) Seconds in the second time (0).

5.4.11.75 SIGN

The function SIGN determines the sign of a number. Returns 1 if the number is positive, zero (0) if
the number is 0, and -1 if the number is negative.

SYNTAX:

SIGN(number)

Number is any real number.

Examples:

=SIGN(10) Sign of a positive number (1).
=SIGN(4-4) Sign of zero (0).
=SIGN(-0.00001) Sign of a negative number (-1).

5.4.11.76 SIN

The function SIN returns the sine of the given angle.

SYNTAX:

SIN(number)

Number is the angle in radians for which you want the sine.

Examples: 

=SIN(PI()) Sine of pi radians (0, approximately).
=SIN(PI()/2) Sine of pi/2 radians (1).
=SIN(30*PI()/180) Sine of 30 degrees (0.5). 
=SIN(RADIANS(30)) Sine of 30 degrees (0.5).
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5.4.11.77 SINH

The function SINH returns the hyperbolic sine of a number.

SYNTAX:

SINH(number)

Number is any real number.

Examples:

1.

=SINH(1) Hyperbolic sine of 1 (1.175201194).
=SINH(-1) Hyperbolic sine of -1 (-1.175201194).

2.

You can use the hyperbolic sine function to approximate a cumulative probability distribution.
Suppose a laboratory test value varies between 0 and 10 seconds. An empirical analysis of the
collected history of experiments shows that the probability of obtaining a result, x, of less than t
seconds is approximated by the following equation:

P(x<t) = 2.868 * SINH(0.0342 * t), where 0<t<10

To calculate the probability of obtaining a result of less than 1.03 seconds, substitute 1.03 for t.

The result given is: 

=2.868*SINH(0.0342*1.03) Probability of obtaining a result of less than 1.03 seconds
(0.101049063)

5.4.11.78 SLN

The function SLN returns the straight-line depreciation of an asset for one period.

SYNTAX:

SLN(cost,salvage,life)

Cost is the initial cost of the asset.

Salvage is the value at the end of the depreciation (sometimes called the salvage value of the
asset).

Life is the number of periods over which the asset is depreciated (sometimes called the useful life of
the asset).

Examples:
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If the data given in A2:A5 and B2:B5 is 30,000 = Cost,  7,500 = Salvage value, 10 = Years of useful
life, the result is as follows:

=SLN(A2, A3, A4) The depreciation allowance for each year (2,250).

5.4.11.79 SQRT

The function SQRT returns a positive square root.

If number is negative, SQRT returns the #NUM! error value.

SYNTAX:

SQRT(number)

Number is the number for which you want the square root.

Example:

If the data given in A2 is 16, the result is as follows:

=SQRT(16) Square root of 16 (4).
=SQRT(A2) Square root of the number above. Because the number is negative, an error
is returned (#NUM!). 
=SQRT(ABS(A2)) Square root of the absolute value of the number above (4).

5.4.11.80 STDEV

The function STDEV estimates standard deviation based on a sample. The standard deviation is a
measure of how widely values are dispersed from the average value (the mean).

STDEV assumes that its arguments are a sample of the population.

The function STDEV is used if your data represents the entire population. Then compute the
standard deviation using STDEVP. The standard deviation is calculated using the "unbiased" or "n-1"
method. 

Logical values such as TRUE and FALSE and text are ignored. If logical values and text must not be
ignored, use the STDEVA worksheet function.

SYNTAX:

STDEV(number1,number2,...)

Number1, number2, ... are 1 to 30 number arguments corresponding to a sample of a population.
You can also use a single array or a reference to an array instead of arguments separated by
commas.
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Example:

If the data given in A2:A11 (A1=Strength) is 1345, 1301, 1368, 1322, 1310, 1370, 1318, 1350, 1303,
1299, the result is as follows:

=STDEV(A2:A11) Standard deviation of breaking strength (27.46391572).

5.4.11.81 STDEVP

The function STDEVP calculates standard deviation based on the entire population given as
arguments. The standard deviation is a measure of how widely values are dispersed from the average
value (the mean).

SYNTAX:

STDEVP(number1,number2,...)

Number1, number2, ... are 1 to 30 number arguments corresponding to a population. You can also
use a single array or a reference to an array instead of arguments separated by commas.

Text and logical values such as TRUE and FALSE are ignored. If logical values and text must not be
ignored, use the STDEVPA worksheet function.

Example:

If the data given in A2:A11 (A1=Strength) is 1345, 1301, 1368, 1322, 1310, 1370, 1318, 1350, 1303,
1299, the result is as follows:

=STDEVP(A2:A11) Standard deviation of breaking strength, assuming only 10 tools are
produced (26.05455814).

5.4.11.82 SUBSTITUTE

The function SUBSTITUTE substitutes new_text for old_text in a text string. 

Use SUBSTITUTE when you want to replace specific text in a text string; use REPLACE when you
want to replace any text that occurs in a specific location in a text string.

SYNTAX:

SUBSTITUTE(text,old_text,new_text,instance_num)

Text is the text or the reference to a cell containing text for which you want to substitute characters.

Old_text is the text you want to replace.

New_text is the text you want to replace old_text with.
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Instance_num specifies which occurrence of old_text you want to replace with new_text. If you
specify instance_num, only that instance of old_text is replaced. Otherwise, every occurrence of
old_text in text is changed to new_text.

Example:

If the data given in A2:A4 is Sales Data, Quarter 1 2008, Quarter 1 20011, the result is as follows:

=SUBSTITUTE(A2, "Sales", "Cost") Substitutes Cost for Sales (Cost Data).
=SUBSTITUTE(A3, "1", "2", 1) Substitutes first instance of "1" with "2" (Quarter 2, 2008).
=SUBSTITUTE(A4, "1", "2", 3) Substitutes third instance of "1" with "2" (Quarter 1, 2012).

5.4.11.83 SUM

The function SUM adds all the numbers in a range of cells.

Numbers, logical values, and text representations of numbers that you type directly into the list of
arguments are counted. See the first and second examples following. 

If an argument is an array or reference, only numbers in that array or reference are counted. Empty
cells, logical values, text, or error values in the array or reference are ignored. See the third example
following. 

Arguments that are error values or text that cannot be translated into numbers cause errors. 

SYNTAX:

SUM(number1,number2, ...)

Number1, number2, ... are 1 to 30 arguments for which you want the total value or sum.

Examples:

If the data given in A2:A6 is -5, 15, 30, ' 5 , TRUE, the result is as follows:

=SUM(3, 2) Adds 3 and 2 (5).
=SUM("5", 15, TRUE) Adds 5, 15 and 1, because the text values are translated into numbers, and
the logical value TRUE is translated into the number 1 (21).
=SUM(A2:A4) Adds the first three numbers in the column above (40).
=SUM(A2:A4, 15) Adds the first three numbers in the column above, and 15 (55).
=SUM(A5,A6, 2) Adds the values in the last two rows above, and 2. Because non-numeric
values in references are not translated, the values in the
column above are ignored (2).
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5.4.11.84 SUMSQ

The function SUMSQ returns the sum of the squares of the arguments.

SYNTAX:

SUMSQ(number1,number2, ...)

Number1, number2, ... are 1 to 30 arguments for which you want the sum of the squares. You can
also use a single array or a reference to an array instead of arguments separated by commas.

Example:

=SUMSQ(3, 4) Sum of the squares of 3 and 4 (25).

5.4.11.85 SYD

The function SYD returns the sum-of-years' digits depreciation of an asset for a specified period.

SYNTAX:

SYD(cost,salvage,life,per)

Cost is the initial cost of the asset.

Salvage is the value at the end of the depreciation (sometimes called the salvage value of the
asset).

Life is the number of periods over which the asset is depreciated (sometimes called the useful life of
the asset).

Per is the period and must use the same units as life.

Examples:

If the data given in A2:A4 and B2:B4 is 30,000 = Initial Cost, 7,500 = Salvage value, 10 = Lifespan in
years, the result is as follows:

=SYD(A2,A3,A4,1) Yearly depreciation allowance for the first year (4,090.91).

=SYD(A2,A3,A4,10) Yearly depreciation allowance for the tenth year (409.09).
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5.4.11.86 TAN

The function TAN returns the tangent of the given angle.

SYNTAX:

TAN(number)

Number is the angle in radians for which you want the tangent.

Examples:

=TAN(0.785) Tangent of 0.785 radians (0.99920).

=TAN(45*PI()/180) Tangent of 45 degrees (1) =TAN(RADIANS(45)) Tangent of 45 degrees (1).

5.4.11.87 TANH

The function TANH returns the hyperbolic tangent of a number.

SYNTAX:

TANH(number)

Number is any real number

Examples:

=TANH(-2) Hyperbolic tangent of -2 (-0.96403).

=TANH(0) Hyperbolic tangent of 0 (0).

=TANH(0.5) Hyperbolic tangent of 0.5 (0.462117).

5.4.11.88 TIME

The function TIME returns the decimal number for a particular time. If the cell format was General
before the function was entered, the result is formatted as a date.

The decimal number returned by TIME is a value ranging from 0 (zero) to 0.99999999, representing
the times from 0:00:00 (12:00:00 AM) to 23:59:59 (11:59:59 P.M.).

SYNTAX:

TIME(hour,minute,second)

Hour is a number from 0 (zero) to 32767 representing the hour. Any value greater than 23 will be
divided by 24 and the remainder will be treated as the hour value. For example, TIME(27,0,0) = TIME
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(3,0,0) = .125 or 3:00 AM.

Minute is a number from 0 to 32767 representing the minute. Any value greater than 59 will be
converted to hours and minutes. For example, TIME(0,750,0) = TIME(12,30,0) = .520833 or 12:30
PM.

Second is a number from 0 to 32767 representing the second. Any value greater than 59 will be
converted to hours, minutes, and seconds. For example, TIME(0,0,2000) = TIME(0,33,22) = .023148
or 12:33:20 AM.

Example:

If the data given in A2:A3 (Hour), B2:B3 (Minute) and C2:C3 (Second), the result is as follows:

=TIME(A2,B2,C2) Decimal part of a day, for the first time above (0.5).

=TIME(A3,B3,C3) Decimal part of a day, for the second time above (0.700115741).

5.4.11.89 TODAY

The function TODAY returns the serial number of the current date. The serial number is the date-time
code used by Microsoft Excel for date and time calculations. If the cell format was General before
the function was entered, the result is formatted as a date.

SYNTAX:

TODAY( )

5.4.11.90 TRIM

The function TRIM returns a text value with the leading and trailing spaces removed.

SYNTAX:
Trim(text)

Text is the text value to remove the leading and trailing spaces from.

Examples:

=Trim(A1) returns "Tech on the Net". 

=Trim(A2) returns "1234".

=Trim(A3) would return "alphabet soup".

=Trim(" apples ") would return "apples".
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5.4.11.91 TRUE

The function TRUE returns the logical value TRUE.

You can enter the value TRUE directly into cells and formulas without using this function. The TRUE
function is provided primarily for compatibility with other spreadsheet programs.

SYNTAX:

TRUE( )

5.4.11.92 TRUNC

The function TRUNC truncates a number to an integer by removing the fractional part of the number.

TRUNC and INT are similar in that both return integers. TRUNC removes the fractional part of the
number. INT rounds numbers down to the nearest integer based on the value of the fractional part of
the number. INT and TRUNC are different only when using negative numbers: TRUNC(-4.3) returns -
4, but INT(-4.3) returns -5 because -5 is the lower number.

SYNTAX:

TRUNC(number,num_digits)

Number is the number you want to truncate.

Num_digits is a number specifying the precision of the truncation. The default value for num_digits is
0 (zero).

Example:

=TRUNC(8.9) Integer part of 8.9 (8).

=TRUNC(-8.9) Integer part of -8.9 (-8).

=TRUNC(PI()) Integer part of pi (3).
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5.4.11.93 UPPER

The function UPPER converts text to uppercase.

SYNTAX:

UPPER(text)

Text is the text you want converted to uppercase. 

Text can be a reference or text string.

Example:

If the data given in A2:A3 is total, yield, the result is as follows: 

=UPPER(A2) Upper case of first string (TOTAL).

=UPPER(A3) Upper case of second string (YIELD)

5.4.11.94 VAR

The function VAR estimates variance based on a sample.

SYNTAX:

VAR(number1,number2,...)

Number1, number2, ... are 1 to 30 number arguments corresponding to a sample of a population.

Examples:

Suppose 10 tools stamped from the same machine during a production run are collected as a
random sample and measured for breaking strength.

If the data given in A2:A11 is 1345, 1301, 1368, 1322, 1310, 1370, 1318, 1350, 1303, 1299, the
result is as follows:

=VAR(A2:A11) Variance for the breaking strength of the tools (754.2666667).

5.4.11.95 VARP

The function VARP calculates variance based on the entire population.

SYNTAX:

VARP(number1,number2,...)

Number1, number2, ... are 1 to 30 number arguments corresponding to a population.
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Examples:

Suppose all 10 tools stamped from the same machine during a production run are collected and
measured for breaking strength.

If the data given in A2:A11 is 1345, 1301, 1368, 1322, 1310, 1370, 1318, 1350, 1303, 1299, the
result is as follows:

=VARP(A2:A11) Variance of breaking strengths for all the tools, assuming that only 10 tools
are produced (678.84).

5.4.11.96 WEEKDAY

The function WEEKDAY returns the day of the week corresponding to a date. The day is given as an
integer, ranging from 1 (Sunday) to 7 (Saturday), by default.

SYNTAX:

WEEKDAY(serial_number,return_type)

Serial_number is a sequential number that represents the date of the day you are trying to find.
Dates should be entered by using the DATE function, or as results of other formulas or functions.
For example, use DATE(2008,5,23) for the 23rd day of May, 2008. Problems can occur if dates are
entered as text.

Return_type is a number that determines the type of return value.

Return_type Number returned

1 or omitted Numbers 1 (Sunday) through 7 (Saturday).

2 Numbers 1 (Monday) through 7 (Sunday).

3 Numbers 0 (Monday) through 6 (Sunday).

Examples:

If the data given in A2 is 2/14/2008, the result is as follows:

=WEEKDAY(A2) Day of the week, with numbers 1 (Sunday) through 7 (Saturday)
(5).

=WEEKDAY(A2,2) Day of the week, with numbers 1 (Monday) through 7 (Sunday) (4).

=WEEKDAY(A2,3) Day of the week, with numbers 0 (Monday) through 6 (Sunday) (3).
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5.4.11.97 YEAR

The function YEAR returns the year corresponding to a date. The year is returned as an integer in
the range 1900-9999.

SYNTAX:

YEAR(serial_number)

Serial_number is the date of the year you want to find. Dates should be entered by using the
DATE function, or as results of other formulas or functions. For example, use DATE(2008,5,23) for
the 23rd day of May, 2008. Problems can occur if dates are entered as text.

Examples:

If the data given in A2:A3 is 7/5/2008, 7/5/10, the result is as follows:

=YEAR(A2) Year of the first date (2008).

=YEAR(A3) Year of the second date (2010).

5.5 Code Memo

In Code Memos you may save code sniped in various programming languages, e.g. HTML. A Code
Memo is represented as an element by the icon   in the tree.

In a selected Code Memo the saved code lines with appropriate automatic formatting and numbering
is displayed in the detailed view.

Drag & Drop allows you to move the Memo in another folder in the tree.

SYNTAX/SUFFIX

For the selection of a programming language, please click on the selection arrow next to "Syntax".
The suffix of the programming language will automatically be chosen.

PROPERTIES/METHODS

By clicking on the button  or via the key combination Ctrl+J, the methods as well as the
properties according to the chosen language syntax are displayed in a selection menu.

You may transfer the needed properties or methods for the code from the selection menu by double-
clicking on it.
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For further information, please go to:

Open Memos

Create New Memo

Memo Expiration Date

Memo Password Protection

5.6 Use Tax Calculator

MemoMaster offers a tax calculator as a tool. It allows you to display the tax (value in percent), the
corresponding cross or net amount of any number or any sum of several numbers.

1. To display the tax calculator, you need to select a text passage with a numeric value in a Text
Memo or in a Calculation Memo you have to select one ore more cells first.

2. Thereafter, please select "Tax Calculator" by clicking on the selectable option in the context
menu (via the button "Tools" in the menu bar).
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The tax calculator will transfer the selected numeric value.

Numeric Value = Gross Amount

Choose the option "Gross>>> Net" by clicking on it. There the transferred numeric value will be
displayed as gross amount; also the tax amount as well as the net amount will be displayed.

Numeric Value = Net of Tax Amount

The option "Gross of Tax" is the transferred numeric value of the tax amount; also, the corresponding
net and gross amount will be displayed.

Numeric Value = Net Amount

The option "Net>>> Gross" is the transferred numeric value of the net amount; also the
corresponding tax and gross amount will be displayed.

You may change the percentage of the tax amount in the top field directly or also preset it (see also 
Options/General).

By clicking on <OK>, the tax calculator may be closed.

For further information, please go to:

Text Memo

Calculation Memo

5.7 Memo Expiration Date

You can set an expiration date for a Memo. On this expiration date the Memo will be dropped in the
recycle bin automatically or may be deleted directly.
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ADD EXPIRATION DATE TO MEMO

1. Click on the Memo which you would like to add an expiration date to.

2. Click on "Edit" in the menu bar and on the selectable option "Expiration Date of Memo".

3. In the following window, please enter the expiration date or choose it via the selection arrow.

4. Thereafter, by clicking on the selection arrow you may choose the way the Memo shall be
deleted: either by dropping it in the recycle bin or by deleting it irrevocably.

5. The optional comment field allows you to enter a comment.

6. To save the entries, click on "OK".

DELETE EXPIRATION DATE OF MEMO

1. Click on the Memo you would like to delete the existing expiration date from.

2. Click on "Edit" in the menu bar and on the selectable option "Expiration Date of Memo".

3. Below "Expiration Date:", please click on the button  and delete the comment if necessary.

4. Save by clicking on "OK".

For further information, please go to:

Text Memo

Calculation Memo

Context Menü

5.8 Memo Password Protection

To secure a Memo of unauthorized access, you can protect the Memo with a password until your
next access. The Memo Password Protection is available for the Small-Business- and Professional-
Edition.

CREATE MEMO PASSWORD 

1. Via "Tools" in the menu bar, please select the option "Memo Password Protection".

2. In the appearing window, please enter the password in the top line. To confirm it, you need to
enter it again in the line below. Then, click on <OK>.

Please note that this Memo can only be opened again with this password. A password protected
Memo will be equipped with a key.

OPEN PASSWORD PROTECTED MEMO OR DELETE PASSWORD

1. Click on the password protected Memo with a key.

2. In the password protection window, click on the blue underlined link.
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3. Thereafter, enter the password and confirm by clicking on "OK".

The Memo is no longer protected by a password.

For further information, please go to:

Options

5.9 Monitor Clipboard

If the Monitor Clipboard option is turned on, you may copy texts, elements from other applications,
e.g. Microsoft Word* or Outlook* may directly be applied as a new Memo in your opened
MemoMaster.

What do you need help with?

Turn On Monitor Clipboard

Copy Texts/Elements and Create as New Memo

Turn Off Monitor Clipboard

TURN ON MONITOR CLIPBOARD

1. By clicking on the button  , you may turn on the Monitor Clipboard.

2. Confirm the displaying message that you wish to continue to monitor the clipboard by clicking on
"Yes".

3. In order not to display this message again next time, please check the box on the bottom left.

The function Monitor Clipboard is active as long as you disable it again by clicking on the top button.

COPY TEXTS/ELEMENTS AND CREATE AS NEW MEMO

While the Clipboard Monitor is turned on, please choose any texts/elements in MemoMaster or a
different open application  (e.g. Microsoft Word*). There, please click on the button "Copy" or use
the key combination Ctrl+C.
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The chosen texts/elements are copied on the clipboard. If these texts/elements shall be content of a
new Memo, confirm the next appearing message by clicking on "Yes".

By choosing "No", the recently copied texts/elements won't be transferred as a new Memo.

To turn off the Monitor Clipboard for all further actions, you may click on "Cancel".

Since you have chosen that the chosen texts and elements shall be
transferred to MemoMaster by clicking on "Yes", a new folder gets
created in MemoMaster. It is located below the one you have selected
(see illustration on the left).

The content of the new Memo - the copied and chosen texts/elements
- are displayed in the page view of the Memo.

TURN OFF CLIPBOARD MONITOR
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The function Monitor Clipboard is active as long as you disable it by clicking on the button  again.

To turn off the Monitor Clipboard for further actions while working with another application, please
click on "Cancel" during another copy process in the form field "Would you like to create a new
Memo?".

   *Microsoft Word and Microsoft Outlook are registered trademarks of Microsoft.

For further information, please go to:

Tree

Import

5.10 Templates

In MemoMaster once created Memos may be saved as templates to be able to create further new
Memos. This possibility allows you to use the same construction of a once created Memo, e.g.
headers, tables or entry forms over and over again. 

The tab  on the left under the tree allows you to open the list of templates. 

On top, the list of templates contains the information how many templates you have saved. On the

right, next to this information, you will find the "Close" button . It allows you to close the list of
templates and to return to the tree.

One line below, you may use the buttons to add, delete and rename a template as well as to open
the detailed information.

Under the list of templates you have the possibility to sort by type, group or alphabetical ascending
or descending.

What do you need help with?

Save Memo as Template

Delete Template

Edit Details/Group

New Memo from Template

Sort

SAVE MEMO AS TEMPLATE

1. Select the Memo you wish the save by clicking on the element in the tree.
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2. Open the list of templates via the tab  on the left below the tree.

3. Click on the button  via the list of templates.

4. Thereafter, a window opens, in which you may enter a name for the template. You may also
assign the template to a certain group (see also Sort by Type).

5. Confirm your entry by clicking on <OK> or pressing <ENTER>.

DELETE TEMPLATE

1. Open the list of templates via the tab  on the left below the tree.

2. Click on the template which you would like to delete from the list of templates.

3. Click on the button  via the list of templates.

4. To delete the template, confirm the following query with "Yes". If you don't wish to delete the
template, click on "No". 

EDIT DETAILS/GROUP

In the detailed view of a template, the template content is displayed in text view.

You may change the name of the template in the detailed view, assign it to another group, may
delete the template or create a new Memo from this template.

Change Name of Template

1. To change the name of a template, click on the button "Details" .

2. The text field "Name of Template" allows you to change the entry.

3. After the change, please click on the button "Save" on the top left. The detailed view will close and
the new name of the templates will be transferred.

Change Group

You may reassign a template to a certain group or change the group name.

1. To change the group of a template, please click on the button "Details" .

2. The text field "Group of Template" allows you to change the name of the group or you may choose
another group by clicking on the selection arrow.

3. After the change, please click on "Save" on the top left. The detailed view will be closed and the
new group of the template will be transferred (see also Sort by Group).

CREATE NEW MEMO FROM TEMPLATE

In the List of Templates

To create a new Memo from a certain template, please either click on the button "New Memo from
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Template"  via the list of templates or simply  double-click on the appropriate template.

Thereafter, the tree opens and a new Memo was created by the template. The cursor blinks in its
name. Now you may name the new Memo. 

The Memo content was transferred from the template and may be edited.

Via button "New Memo"

Additionally, you may choose a new category via the option "New Memo from Template" by using

the selection arrow and the button  in the toolbar.

Next to it, the subordinate selectable templates will be displayed in an additional selection menu. by
clicking, you may simply take over the desired template as a new Memo in your tree.

SORT TEMPLATE

Sort: by... 

1. The tab "Templates"  on the left next to the tree allows you to open the list of templates.

2. The selection arrow of the field "Sort:" allows you to choose whether you would like to sort "by
Group", "by Type" or "None":

by Group All templates that are assigned to a certain group during the saving process, are
displayed vertically (see also Change Group).

by Type All templates of an element type (folder, Text Memo, Calculation Memo) are displayed
vertically.

None All templates without sorting are displayed vertically.

Sort Templates Ascending/Descending

The list of templates may additionally each be sorted ascending/descending.

Sort Ascending: In order to sort the templates ascending, please click on the button  below the
view.

Sort Descending: In order to sort the templates descending, please click on the button  below
the view.
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For further information, please go to: 

Tree

Memo Search

Tags

Favorites

Background Color

5.11 Memo-Details

On the vertical button "memo details" on the right side of the screen, you have to open a sidebar.

If it’s necessary you can show the sidebar, lock or hide again - in which a short description,
comments about an item or keywords is entered.

OPEN MEMO-DETAILS

Click on the vertical sidebar “Memo Details”.

The sidebar is displayed. If you click outside the side bar it will automatically close.

MEMO-DETAILS-SIDEBAR-FIX/SOLVE

If the sidebar appears to remain fixed, click ...To resolve the identified sidebar again, click the icon
again.

DATABASE TAB IN THE MEMO DETAILS SIDEBAR

In the open sidebar " Memo Details" click on the appropriate tab index for detecting a short
description, add keywords and create, read or edit comments.

   Attention When using the professional edition, you can also add comments to a memo, which
you have only read permission.

Please note that you can´t edit the memo, to which you have read access, and not
the associated keywords and the summary.

For further information, please go to:

Keywords

Description

Comments
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5.11.1 Keywords

What do you need help with?

Add keywords

Keyword edit/delete

To assign keyword

Remove keyword

Search keyword

ADD KEYWORDS

1. Click on the sidebar “Memo Details”. (see also memo-details), then click ”keywords” and then
click “edit keyword list”.

2. To add a new keyword to the keyword list, click “Manage keywords”.

3. Click ”Add” to enter the new “keyword”.

4. Confirm your new entry with <ENTER>.

KEYWORD EDIT/DELETE

1. Click on the vertical sidebar “Memo Details” (see also memo-details), then click “keywords” and
then click “Edit keyword list”.

2. To edit a keyword from the keyword-list, click “Manage keywords”.

3. Click on the keyword, which you like to edit.

4. Click on “Rename”, change the name of the keyword and then click <ENTER>.

5. To remove a keyword, click on this, and then click “Delete”.

TO ASSIGN KEYWORD

1. Click on the vertical sidebar ”Memo Details” (see also memo-details), then on “keywords” and
then on “Edit keyword list”.

2. Under the tab ”Assignment”, click on the keyword under “Available keywords”, which you want to
assign to the memo.

3. Click “Add”.

4. With “Reset” you make all changes reverse.

5. With “Close” you finish the keyword-assignment.

REMOVE KEYWORD

1. Click on the vertical sidebar “Memo Details” (see also memo-details), then on “keywords” and
then on “Edit keyword list”.

2. Under the open tab "Assignment" click on the keyword in the right list "Assigned keywords"
which you want to remove from the document.
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3. Click on “Remove”

4. With “Reset” you make all changes reverse.

5. With “Close” you finish the keyword-assignment.

Search Keyword

To search a keyword in the list, click "search filter" and enter the requested letters.

To remove the search filter, clear the box.

For further information, please go to:

Memo-Details

5.11.2 Description

You can add an item a brief description, you can search for its content (see search assistant)

SHORT DESCRIPTION FOR ELEMENT DEPOSIT

1. Click on the vertical sidebar “Memo Details” on the right screen and then on “Description”.

2. Click in the text box and enter/change your description.

3. Finally click on “Save”.

For further information, please go to:

Memo-Details

5.11.3 Comments

You can save an item comments that other users can read and for their content they can search
(see search assistant)

CAPTURE COMMENT FOR MEMO

1. Click on the vertical sidebar “Memo Details” on the right screen and then on “Comments”.

2. Click on “Add” to enter/change your comment.

3. Finally click on “Save”.

   Indicatio
n

Comments can also be made by users who own the professional edition only access
for the item.
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EDIT/DELETE COMMENTS

Edit comment

1. To edit, click on the comment you want to change and then on...

2. Change the comment and click finally on “Save” button.

Delete comment

1. For delete click on the comment you want to delete and then on...

2. To confirm the deletion by clicking “Yes”.

For further information, please go to:

Memo-Details
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6 Context Menu

It is possible to edit a Memo via the context menu (by using the right mouse button), besides using
the detailed view and/or the tree.

What do you need help with?

Context Menu in Text Memo

Context Menu in Calculation Memo

Context Menu of Inserted Picture/Graphic

Context Menu in Tree

6.1 Context Menu Text Memo

In order to use the context menu for a Text Memo, please follow these instructions:

1. Select the appropriate text or place the cursor at the desired text passage.

2. To open the context menu, please push the right mouse button.

3. Now select the desired option by clicking on it. Those options that have an arrow next to them on
the right offer additional editing possibilities.

Selectable Options Context Menu of Text Memo:

Cut, Copy, Paste

Table

Hyperlink

Font

Tax Calculator

Search in Google and Wikipedia

Synonyms

MS-Word Spellcheck

Select All/Select None

CUT, COPY, PASTE

Previously selected text may be cut, copied, pasted and inserted again to the cursor position via the
appropriate options. 

TABLE

"Table" in the context menu allows you to insert a table (AutoFormat) to the Text Memo (see also 
Insert Table). You may edit the table via the selection arrow with more options, e.g. insert (additional
tables, columns, rows), delete (tables, columns, rows) and select (table, column, cell).
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Also, the option "Split Table" allows you to split the table at the cursor position.

Via "Hide Grids" you may hide the table grid lines and if necessary you may unhide them again.

The option "Table Properties..." (in the context menu "Table") allows you to define the border,
background color, size and formats of the table.

HYPERLINK

Via the context menu, different hyperlinks can be created, e.g. links for e-mails, files and folders
(see also Create Hyperlinks). You may insert a web address as hyperlink, may make a mental note
of one/several Memo Links and insert in another Memo (see also Memo Link) or may place a
shortcut on your desktop (see also Desktop Shortcut).

FONT

Via the selectable option "Font" in the context menu, font, font size, stylistic features, position and
color of a selected text can be chosen.

SEARCH IN GOOGLE AND WIKIPEDIA

Further, the context menu allows you to search for selected words in Google and Wikipedia.

SYNONYMS

The context menu allows you to search for synonyms of selected words (see also Thesaurus).

MS-WORD SPELLCHECK

The context menu allows you to check your spelling of a previously selected text of a Text Memo via
Microsoft Word* Spellcheck.

You can use the corrected suggestion of the word by clicking on "Change". If you don't wish to apply
the suggestion, click on "Ignore Once" or "Ignore All". If you choose "Ignore All", no other suggestion
of the same word will be made.

On the bottom, the progress of the spell check for the selected text will be displayed in percent.

SELECT ALL/SELECT NONE

"Select All" allows you to select the whole content. "Select None" allows you to neutralize the
selection.

    *Microsoft Word is a registered trademark of Microsoft.
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For further information, please go to:

Context Menu Calculation Memo

Context Menu Code Memo

Context Menu Picture/Graphic

Context Menu Tree

6.2 Context Menu Calculation Memo

In order to use the context menu for a Calculation Memo, please follow these instructions:

1. Click in the cell or the selected cell area you wish to edit.

2. To open the context menu, please push the right mouse button.

3. Now select the desired option by clicking on it. Those options that have an arrow next to them on
the right offer additional editing possibilities.

Selectable Options:

Cut, Copy, Paste

Insert Rows/Columns

Delete

Insert Comment

Hyperlink

Font

Tax Calculator

Search in Google and Wikipedia

Synonyms

INSERT ROWS/COLUMNS

Via the context menu of the Calculation Memo the two options "Insert Rows" and "Insert Columns"
are available.

By clicking on "Insert Rows", a new cells is inserted above the cursor position.

By clicking on "Insert Columns", you may insert a new column before the column where the cursor
is located.

DELETE

"Delete" allows you to delete rows, columns, cell formats as well as all contents and formats.
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For further information, please go to:

Context Menu Text Memo

Context Menu Code Memo

Context Menu Picture/Graphic

Context Menu Tree

6.3 Context Menu Code Memo

In order to use the context menu for a Code Memo, please follow these instructions:

1. Select the appropriate content or place the cursor at the desired code position.

2. To open the context menu, please push the right mouse button.

3. Now select the desired option by clicking on it. Those options that have an arrow next to them on
the right offer additional     editing possibilities.

Selectable Options Context Menu Code Memo

Cut, Copy, Paste

Search in Google and Wikipedia

Synonyms

Select All

For further information, please go to:

Context Menu Text Memo

Context Menu Calculation Memo

Context Menu Picture/Graphic

Context Menu Tree

6.4 Context Menu Picture/Graphic

USE THE CONTEXT MENU FOR INSERTED GRAPHIC/PICTURE

1. Click on the picture/graphic.

2. Push the right mouse button and select the appropriate option.
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Selectable Options:

Cut, Copy, Paste

Open in Viewer

Save as

Size and Properties

OPEN IN VIEWER

This option allows you to open the Viewer.

The viewer allows you to execute the following operations:

Browse through the pictures in the folder. 

Enhance or reduce the size of the viewer.

Display a picture in its original size or in the optimal size for the program window.

Administration of picture files and prints; save, delete or change file specifications.

Display a slide show of all available pictures or selection of a subset of pictures that shall be
displayed via a slide show.

Optional: open picture in a processing program. Note that in this case the Windows Picture or Fax
View will be closed.

Rotate pictures in a 90 degree angle to the left or to the right.

SAVE AS

This selectable option in the context menu allows you to save the picture/graphic to any location of
your system.

1. Click on the picture/graphic which you wish to save to another location of your system.

2. Click on the option "Save as...".

3. Choose the data path.

4. Choose the file type.

5. Enter a name.

6. Click on "Save".

SIZE AND PROPERTIES

This option allows you to set/adjust the picture/graphic properties, such as layout and position, size
and distance as well as storage options of the picture/graphic.

1. Click on the picture/graphic which properties you wish to adjust.

2. Click on the option "Size and Properties...".

3. Click on the tab which you would like to apply the changes in.
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4. After the entry of your modifications, save these by clicking on <OK>.

For further information, please go to: 

Context Menu Text Memo

Context Menu Calculation Memo

Context Menu Code Memo

Context Menu Tree

6.5 Context Menu Tree

In order to use the context menu for the tree (tree elements), please follow these instructions:

1. Click on the tree or on a tree element directly.

2. To open the context menu, please push the right mouse button.

3. Now select the desired option by clicking on it. Those options that have an arrow next to them on
the right offer additional editing possibilities.

Selectable Options:

New Memo Item

New Folder 

View

Rename

Delete

Expiration Date of Memo

Reserve Memo Link

Create Desktop Shortcut

Import

Export

Copy/Move to Folder

Send as E-mail

Create Microsoft Outlook Item

Open During Next Work Session

Add to Favorites

Tag

Background Color

Memo Password Protection

User and Group Permission
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SEND AS E-MAIL

The context menu of the tree allows you to send the selected Memo via E-mail as a message or as
a Word, Rich Text Format (RTF), PDF or Memo attachment.

You may also send/export the text of the Memo via e-mail (see also Export/Send as E-mail).

For further information, please go to: 

Context Menu Text Memo

Context Menu Calculation Memo

Context Menu Code Memo

Context Menu Picture/Graphic
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7 Search

The Memo Search allows you to search for a certain word in the folders and Memos of the whole
Memo database. All found Memos that contain the searched word in their content are displayed in a
list.

Also, you have the possibility to display only the Memos that contain the searched word in their
titles.

Further, MemoMaster offers you a text search tool for the text view. This allows you to search for a
word or word strings in the content of a Text Memo.

Take advantage of using a particular search wizard to search by date, description, keywords or
comments.

For further information, please go to:

Memo Search

Search Result

Search Wizard

Text Search

7.1 Memo Search

You may enter a word to be searched into the field "Memo Search" in the tree. To start the search,
press <ENTER>.

All Memos that contain the searched term in their content or in the title of the Memo, will be shown
in the Memo Search Result List vertically (see also Memo Search Result List). The detailed Match
List of the search is located below the Memo Search Result List.

What do you need help with?

Enhanced Search

What would you like to search

Search Wizard

Search History

End Search

ENHANCED SEARCH

You may use the following symbols for the enhanced Memo search: 

" Quotation Those Memos will be shown as results that contain the exact searched group of
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marks words.

~ for OR searchThose Memos will be shown as results that contain a minimum of one of the entered
search terms.

+ for AND
search

Those Memos will be shown as results that contain all of the entered search terms.

- for "Not
included"

Those Memos will be shown as results that do not contain any of the entered search
terms.

By entering several search items only divided by one space each, those Memos will be shown as
results that contain each of the entered search items. A space is regarded as a + (AND Search).

Entries in the field "Memo Search" will automatically be transferred to the Wizard "Enhanced

Search" if opened via the button   .

WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEARCH?

You have the opportunity to choose whether you want to search the Full Tree, in the current item, in
the item title, just in memo contents, only in certain types of memo or only in form fields.

1. Click on the Tree right next to „Memo Search“ on the arrow next to the button.

2. Choose in the displayed menu by clicking the desired search-location, e.g. search in: title
element.

SEARCH HISTORY

The search history of the previously searched terms will be shown vie the selection arrow  next to
the text field "Memo Search". From this list may also also start the search for an item again by
simply clicking on it.

END SEARCH

After the Memo Search you can leave or go back to the tree and the Memo search result list via the

button  or by clicking on  .

For further information, please go to:

Search Wizard
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Search Result

Text Search

7.2 Search Wizard

The button  will open the search wizard. Using the search options in the search wizard you can
search for keywords, that are either all, or at least one are not included. You can also search for
creation and modification date.

1. Please choice a search wizard (..and/..or/...not/changed.../created...)

2. Then type in the "search wizard" one or more search terms. If multiple search terms, separated
by spaces are entered, this phrase is searched for, e.g. "The apple". In the result, all documents
that contain this exact phrase will be shown.

3. Please click on “add search criterion”.

4. If you add more search terms, choose once again a search option, enter the broader term and
click again on "Add search criteria", etc.

5. To define further your search, you can search for keywords, if the Memo element you previously
assigned a keyword. (See also keywords). Select a keyword in the search wizard by clicking it. A
multiple selection is possible with hold down the CTRL key.

6. A further narrowing of your search is possible with entries in the fields "description", "comment"
and / or file name or comment on trailers. Use the Professional Edition; you can also search the
contents of archived documents.

7. Do you have selected any criteria for your search; start your search by clicking on "Apply".

   Attention Please note that either all selected search terms must be included in the document,
or only one of them or none.

As a concept are phrases that have been placed in quotation marks.

In the search wizard, the search criteria "keywords", "description", "comment" and
"file name and comment on trailers" and in the professional edition "contents of
archive files" are only used with the and-search.

Do you have selected keywords or entries in the fields "description", "comment" or
"file name or comment in annexes" made, these must be equally contained in looking
memo item to find them.

For further information, please go to:
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Memo Search

Search Result

Text Search

7.3 Search Result

What do you need help with?

Memo search result list

Match list

Filter or Limit Search Result

Sort Search Result By Date, Type or Ascending/Descending

MEMO SEARCH RESULT LIST

All found elements of your search are displayed in the Memo Search Result List. Below the Memo
Search Result List you will find the Match List of the search in which matches of the corresponding
elements of the Memo Search Result List are listed. 

The matches in the Memos are highlighted in black.

You may filter the Memo Search Result List by choosing whether you would like to search in the full
tree, the current element, the element title, the Memo content, in Text Memos, in Calculation
Memos or in entry forms.

You may sort the search result by date ascending or descending. Also, you may change the
grouping by type.

The tab  on the left below the tree allows you to change to the Memo Search Result List. After
the Memo Search you can leave or return to the tree and the Memo search result list via the button 

 or by clicking on  .

MATCH LIST

Left under the „Memo search results“ a hit list is detailed for the selected item. The selected
reference in the hit list is marked in black.

References in the result

1. After clicking on the appropriate line in the hit list, the curser jumps in the „memo content“ to the
corresponding reference.

2. With the „up down keys“ on your keyboard, you can get in the hit list to each top or bottom entry.

3. With the „alt-arrow-bottom“ you can switch between „Memo-search-results“ and hit list.
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FILTER OR LIMIT SEARCH RESULT

1. Please open the Memo Search Result List by clicking on the tab  on the left below the tree.

2. The selection arrow next to the selection field "Search in:", once you click on above mentioned
tab, allows you to choose a possible filter, which limits your search result:

Full Tree: Searches for the entered search term in the full tree

Current Element: Searches in a currently open Memo of the tree

Element Title: Searches for the element in the titles of the elements only

Memo Contents: Searches for the item in the contents of the elements only

Text Memos: Searches in all Text Memos of the tree only

Calculation Memos:Searches in all Calculation Memos of the tree only

Entry Forms: Searches the entry forms of all Text Memos of the tree only

SEARCH RESULT BY DATE, TYPE, ASCENDING OR DESCENDING

1. Please open the Memo Search Result List via the tab   on the left below the tree.

2. The selection arrow next to the selection field "Sort" below the via the Memo Search Result List
allows you to sort your search result.

None: no sorting - all elements are displayed vertically, as found.

by Type: All found Text Memos, Calculation Memos and folders are displayed one by
one vertically.

by Date Created: All elements are displayed one by one vertically regarding date created.

by Date Modified: All elements are displayed one by one vertically regarding date modified.

For the additional ascending sorting, please click on the button . By clicking on  again, you
may sort descending.
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For further information, please go to:

Memo Search

Search Wizard

Text Search

7.4 Text Search

The Text Search is located in the menu bar all the way to the right.

This search allows you to search the content of Memos by items, character strings or word
combinations.

What do you need help with?

Search for entered term

Use history search terms

Continue searching

Go back to the last reference

match list for text view

Replace text

SEARCH FOR ENTERED TERM 

Please enter the search term for the text search. 

While entering a string of characters in the field of the test search, the current entry will always be
searched for first and the first found position in the text will be highlighted. When adding any letters,
each new string of characters is searched and highlighted.

If you select a certain word in a Text Memo and click on the field "Text Search", it will automatically
be transferred to the text search.

If the searched string of characters shows no matches in the text, the red symbol "Continue

Searching..."  appears nest to the search field. It indicates that the searched term could not be
found contained in the Memo.

USE HISTORY SEARCH TERMS

Last used search terms may be found in the history via the selection arrow. One word at a time can
be transferred to the text search field by clicking on it. 

CONTINUE SEARCHING 

By clicking on the above shown icon with the green arrow pointing to the right, you may search for a
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term in additional text.

GO BACK TO THE LAST REFERENCE 

Clicking this button you can have a reference in the text to jump back.

MATCH LIST FOR TEXT VIEW 

1. Click on the button, Open next to the detail view, the result with the list of matches for the entered
text in the search text.

2. After clicking on an entry in the hit list, the cursor jumps in the „memo content“ to the requested
reference which is marked in black.

3. With the „Up down keys“ on your keyboard you can get in the hit list for each top or bottom entry.

REPLACE TEXT 

You may replace text by clicking on "Edit" and the selectable option "Replace...".

1. To replace a term, please enter the text you wish to have replaced into the line that says "Find
what:", and enter the new term in the field "Replace with:".

2. Regarding Calculation Memos, please also select whether you would like to search/replace in
rows or columns.

3. You may also consider the caption by checking the box in front of it.

4. Shall the searched text be equivalent to the whole cell content in a Calculation Memo, check the
mark accordingly.

Start Search

After entering the search term, please click on "Continue Searching...". Each additional click on
"Continue Searching..." allows you to search the Memo for the search term again. The highlighting
shows each match.

Replace

In order to replace a highlighted match with a new term, please click on "Replace" (via "Edit").

Replace All

In order to replace all matches of the whole Memo, please click on "Replace All". If you choose this
option, you will be told how many matches were being replaced.

For further information, please go to:

Search
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8 Links & Attachments

In a Memo various links, e.g. to text passages, other Memos or Memo folders (also from other
Memo databases)  can be inserted. Internet and e-mail addresses may be linked or file or folder
links may be inserted.

The links will be displayed as Hyperlinks.

E-mails are displayed in blue, Memo links in green.

If you move the mouse pointer over the inserted hyperlink, it will be displayed whether the hyperlink
is an e-mail address, a web address, a file or folder shortcut or a Memo link to the local opened
Memo database or an external Memo database.

By clicking on the hyperlink, you may open the linked Memo, the Internet page, e-mail, the file or file
folder. Further, shortcuts to Memos can be placed on the desktop.

You can add attachments to a Memo. The attachments are displayed via the Attachment View
(below the text view). They can be opened by clicking on them. The Attachment View can be
displayed or hidden.

The Professional-Edition allows you to save the attached documents in the Document Archive.
These documents can be viewed and edited by all users (see also Professional-Edition/Document
Archive).

For further information, please go to:

Create Link

Memo Link

Desktop Shortcut

View Attachments

Hyperlinks

Send as E-mail

8.1 Create Link

Please open the Memo in which you would like to insert the link or in which you would like to reserve
or create a link. 

Please click on the selection arrow of the button  in the toolbar or open it by clicking on the
context menu (open it with the right mouse button); select the option "Hyperlink" and choose
whether you would like to insert a/an

Web Address Link;
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E-mail Link;

File Link;

Folder Link;

or in a Text Memo, whether you would like to:

Reserve a Memo Link;

Create a Shortcut.

While inserting a link to a web address an e-mail address or a file, a window will open, in which the
web address or the e-mail address may be entered or the data path may be selected.

Additionally, please enter the name/title of the hyperlink and confirm your entries with "OK".

Hyperlinks for Memos are underlined in green.

REMOVE LINKS 

Please place the cursor on the link, then click on the selection arrow of the above shown button and
select the option "Remove Link".

For further information, please go to:

Memo Link

Desktop Shortcut

View Attachments

Hyperlinks

8.2 Memo Link

You may reserve the selected content of a Memo as Memo link in order to insert it in another Memo
- or also a different Memo database - as green hyperlink at a later time.

By clicking on the hyperlink, the linked text of the previous Memo is displayed.

Also, you may reserve one Memo or a folder in the tree as Memo link.

This allows you to reserve several Memo links (text, whole Memo, whole folder) in order to be able to
choose it from a list at a later time to insert them in any Memos - also different Memo databases - to
text positions each as hyperlinks.
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RESERVE MEMO LINK

1. Select the text or click on the Memo or the folder in the tree that shall be displayed via the later
hyperlink in the Destination Memo.

2. Via the selection arrow select the button  or click on the selectable option "Reserve Memo
Link" via the context menu or via "Insert" in the menu bar and the selectable option "Hyperlink...".

A note was made of the selected text, the Memo or the folder. It is reserved until linked and is
displayed in the Memo-Link-Wizard (see Memo-Link-Assistant).

It is possible to choose additional texts or elements now that may be reserved or immediately insert
the reserved Memo Link to the desired text position as hyperlink.

INSERT RESERVED MEMO LINK

Please go to the Target Memo and place the cursor at the desired text position where the hyperlink
of the selected text of the previous Memo or the reserved element may be inserted.

In the Memo-Link-Assistant, please click on the reserved entry which you would like to insert as
Memo link (see also Memo-Link-Assistant).

Allows you to insert selected entry to the Memo-Link-Assistant at the cursor position of the
destination Memo.The reserved Memo Link will be deleted from the assistant.

Allows you to insert the selected entry to the Memo-Link-Assistant at the cursor position of the
destination Memo. The reserved Memo Link will further be displayed in the assistant and may be
inserted at a different position again.

Enter the title of the hyperlink that shall be read in the text, and confirm with "OK".

For further information, please go to:

Memo-Link-Assistant

Send as E-mail

Create Link

Desktop Shortcut

View Attachments

Hyperlinks
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8.2.1 Memo-Link-Assistant

After you have selected Reserve a Memo Link, the following options are displayed in the Memo-Link-
Assistant.

Integrate Memo-Link-Assistant

By double-clicking on the title bar of the Memo-Link-Assistant, it gets integrated on the (external)
right of MemoMaster.

After double-clicking again, the Memo-Link-Assistant will open in an individual window again.

Insert Reserved Memo Link (and Continue to Reserve)

Allows you to insert selected entry in the Memo-Link-Assistant at the cursor position in the
destination Memo.The reserved Memo Link will be deleted from the assistant.

Allows you to insert the selected entry in the Memo-Link-Assistant at the cursor position in the
destination Memo. The reserved Memo Link will further be displayed in the assistant and may be
inserted at a different position again.

Remove Reserved Memo Link

Allows you to remove the selected entry from the Memo-Link-Assistant.

Go to Reserved Memo Link

Allows you to go the original Memo of the selected entry in the Memo-Link-Assistant.

Close Memo-Link-Assistant

To close the Memo-Link-Assistant, please click on the close button.

Show/Hide Memo-Link-Assistant or Position

To position the integrated Memo-Link-Assistant, click on . If you would like to hide the Memo-Link-
Assistant, release by clicking on .

For further information, please go to:

Memo Link

Hyperlinks
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8.3 Desktop Shortcut

This allows you to place shortcuts on your desktop.

1. Please select the desired text or click on the Memo or the folder.

2. Via the selection arrow select the button  or click on the selectable option "Create Shortcut"
via the context menu or via "Insert" in the menu bar and the selectable option "Hyperlink...".

The shortcut is placed on your desktop with the icon of MemoMaster. By clicking on the shortcut,
you can get to the selected text directly.

CREATE MEMO DATABASE AS DESKTOP SHORTCUT

You may also place a whole Memo database, also from the SQL Server, on your desktop.

In order to place a whole Memo database on your desktop, please simply click on the top element of
the tree (first knot).

By using the right mouse button, you may select the option "Create Shortcut". By clicking on the
shortcut, the Memo database gets opened now.

For further information, please go to:

Create Shortcut

Memo Link

View Attachments

Hyperlinks

8.4 View Attachments

The option "Attachments..." allows you to view all added documents of an open Memo in a vertical
order.

SHOW/HIDE ATTACHMENT

You may select "Show/Hide Attachment" to view attachments enlarged in the text view. It's
accessible via the menu button "View" by clicking on "Show/Hide Attachment".

ADD/REMOVE ATTACHMENT 

To add an attachment to the Memo, please click on the above shown button in the top toolbar, and
choose the desired file by double-clicking on it.
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Also, you may delete the attached selected document from the attachment option again, by
choosing the option "Remove Attachment" via the little arrow pointing down next to above shown
button.

A selected attachment may also be deleted by pressing the key "Delete" on your keyboard.

OPEN ATTACHMENT

By double-clicking, the desired attachment can be opened easily.

COMMENT

It is possible to insert a comment to an added attachment.

1. Please click on the attachment and then on the right mouse button. In the context menu, please
choose "Comment on Attachment". (There are two other options: "Add Attachment" and "Remove
Attachment".)

2. Thereafter, please enter the desired text and confirm your entry with "OK".

For further information, please go to:

Text Memo

Import

Links & Attachments

Professional-Edition/Document Archive (SQL)

8.5 Hyperlinks

Hyperlinks for webpages and e-mail addresses are highlighted in a underlined blue font. Hyperlinks
for Memos are underlined in green. By moving the mouse pointer over the hyperlink, the pointer will
change into a hand.

A hyperlink is a reference. By clicking on the lettering, the deposited webpage, the e-mail form with
the specified e-mail address, the linked Memo, the file or the folder will open for the user.

For further information, please go to:
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Links & Attachments
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9 Sharing Data

The Import Wizard is available to import data. It allows you to import several files of various formats
to MemoMaster. Additionally, you can create a new Memo from the content of an external file, and
import a file as a new element to MemoMaster directly.

You can export Memos and e.g. reports, presentations or websites with one mouse click.

Also, elements can be copied within databases.

   *Microsoft Word is a registered trademark of Microsoft.

For further information, please go to:

Import

Export

Copy Database Comprehensively

9.1 Import

The information content of your Memo database can be increased by importing external content.

You may create a new Memo from the content of an external file. It is also possible to import a
single external file, where its file name appears as a new element in MemoMaster (Import Single File
). 

Hereby, the following formats are supported:

Rich Text Documents;

*Microsoft Word Documents;

*Microsoft Excel Workbooks;

Text Documents;

Web Documents (HTML);

MemoMaster Documents.

Further, you may import several files of various formats to MemoMaster. The Import Wizard is
available to help you do so. If importing with the Import Wizard, only Text Memos will be created.

IMPORT/EXPORT VIA DRAG & DROP

Simply select the text you wish to insert, e.g. in your Word document or your open e-mail. Then,
drag it to the desired text field of MemoMaster while keeping the mouse button pushed (Drag &
Drop).
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Drag & Drop also allows you to move text to *Microsoft Word or to other external applications.

    *Microsoft Word and *Microsoft Excel are registered trademarks of Microsoft.

For further information, please go to:

Import Wizard

Import Single File

Export

9.1.1 Import Wizard

If you would like to import several files of different formats to MemoMaster, simply use the Import
Wizard to do so. The documents are displayed individually as Text Memos or Code Memos after
their import.

To import Excel files to Calculation Memos, please use the import option Import Single File.

Before starting the Import Wizard, please open the Memo database which you would like to import
your documents to; and by clicking select the folder in which the imported documents shall be
stored (destination folder).

The Import Wizard can be opened via the button "File" in the menu bar and the selectable option
"Import"/"Import Wizard".

Step-by-step, this Wizard will guide you through the process of importing documents of various
formats. Click on "Next" each time you would like to get to the next step.

STEP 1 OF 3: SELECTION OF IMPORT FORMATS

Please make a selection which formats you wish to import to MemoMaster. Rich Text documents,
Microsoft Word documents, text documents, and web pages (HTML documents) are supported.
Please make a selection by checking off the appropriate control box with a mouse click.

Please note, that only the choice of HTML-documents or code documents is possible.

STEP 2 OF 3: SELECTION OF FOLDERS AND DOCUMENTS

You may import single documents or whole folders and sub-folders. The folder structure from the first
importable document will be imported to MemoMaster.

On the left next to the selection arrow, you may choose the desired disk drive the documents you
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wish to import are located.

The folder structure of the selected drive is displayed below the above shown window. You can
display the sub-folders and documents of a folder by clicking on the plus symbol  .

1. By clicking you can check off the folder, sub-folder or the document you wish to import.

2. If you check off an ordinate folder, all containing documents are selected as well. With an
additional click, the checks of individual documents can be deleted. The documents without a
check will not be imported.

3. After your selection, please click on "Next".

STEP 3 OF 3: SUMMARY

1. Finally, please verify the type and amount of the documents you wish to import as well as the
target folder in MemoMaster.

2. If all selections are correct, click on "Finish" to execute the import.

3. After the successful completion of the import, click on "Close" to exit the Wizard.

For further information, please go to:

Import Single File

Export

9.1.2 Import Single File

To import a single external file to a new Memo, please click on the button "File" in the menu bar.
Clicking on "Import" allows you to select the option "Import Single File".

1. Thereafter, please select the desired file and transfer it to MemoMaster either via double-click or
via "Open".

2. A new Memo with the title of the imported file is inserted into the tree. The content of the file was
transferred as Memo content.

3. Drag & Drop allows you to move the Memo to a different folder.

4. You can rename the Memo via "Edit" in the menu bar and the option "Rename".

CREATE NEW MEMO FROM EXTERNAL FILE

1. To create a new Memo from an external file, please click on the selection arrow of the button
"New Memo"; and select the option "Create New Memo from External File".

2. Thereafter, please choose the desired file and transfer it to MemoMaster by double-clicking.
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3. A new Memo is inserted into the tree. The content of the external file was transferred to the
Memo.

4. The cursor will appear in the title field of the Memo so that you can enter a title/name for the
Memo immediately.

5. Drag & Drop allows you to move the Memo to a different folder.

6. You can rename the created Memo via "Edit" in the menu bar and the selectable option
"Rename".

IMPORT FILES VIA DRAG & DROP

1. If necessary, create a new folder in MemoMaster your files shall be imported to. You may also
import files to an already existing folder.

2. Besides opening MemoMaster, please also open *Microsoft Word or *Microsoft Excel.

3. Locate the two program windows next to each other by minimizing the size of the program

windows. To do so, click on the button  on the very top of the title bar.

4. To move the program windows on your screen, click on the title bar of each window with the
mouse.

5. While keeping the mouse button pushed, you may drag the window to the desired position of your
screen now, e.g.  *Microsoft Word or *Microsoft Excel to the right and MemoMaster to the left so
that the tree view won't be covered by MemoMaster.

6. Click on the file you wish to import and keep the mouse button pushed.

7. Move the mouse to the folder in MemoMaster the file shall be imported to, while keeping the
mouse button pushed.

8. If the mouse pointer is located on the Memo folder, it is highlighted in blue.

9. You may release the pushed mouse button now.

  *Microsoft Word and *Microsoft Excel are registered trademarks of Microsoft.

For further information, please go to:

Import Wizard

Export

9.1.3 Import E-Mails

You can import single or several e-mails to MemoMaster from Microsoft Outlook* via Drag & Drop.

A separate Memo with the title of the e-mail subject (line) is created for each imported e-mail.

Additionally, an icon gets assigned to each imported e-mail. They differ in  "E-mail Received" and

 "E-mail Sent".

The e-mail content of MemoMaster is transferred in the detailed view of MemoMaster. Additionally, a
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header is inserted above the e-mail content with the information "Subject", "From", "To" and "Sent".

Example:

The Professional-Edition also allows you to import the attachments of e-mails.The option that e-
mails are imported with attachment can be activated in the Professional-Edition via Tools/Options/
General.

What do you need help with?

Prepare E-Mail Import

Import Single E-Mail

Import Several Individually Selected E-Mails

Import Several E-Mails Located in a Vertical Block

PREPARE E-MAIL IMPORT

1. If necessary, create a new folder in MemoMaster in which your files shall be imported. You may
also import them to an already existing folder.

2. Besides opening MemoMaster, please also open Microsoft Outlook*.

3. Locate the two program windows next to each other by minimizing the size of the program

windows. To do so, click on  on the very top of the title bar.

4. To move the program windows on your screen, click on the title bar of each window with the
mouse while keeping the mouse button pushed.

5. While keeping the mouse button pushed, you may move the window to the desired position of
your screen now, e.g.  Microsoft Outlook* to the right and MemoMaster to the left so that
Microsoft Outlook* won't be covered by MemoMaster.

IMPORT SINGLE E-MAIL

1. If you have positioned both programs - MemoMaster and Microsoft Outlook* - next to each other
on your screen, (see also Prepare E-Mail Import), please click on the e-mail you wish to import to
the e-mail list of the Outlook* folder.

2. While keeping your left mouse button pushed, move the mouse over the folder in MemoMaster
which the e-mail shall be transferred to.

3. If the mouse pointer is located over the Memo folder, it is marked in blue (see also Figure 1).

4. You may release the pushed mouse button (see also Figure 2).
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IMPORT SEVERAL INDIVIDUALLY SELECTED E-MAILS

1. If you have positioned both programs - MemoMaster and Microsoft Outlook* - next to each other
on your screen, (see also Prepare E-Mail Import), please click on the e-mail you wish to import in
the e-mail list of the Outlook* folder, while keeping your mouse button pushed.

2. Push the key Ctrl and keep it pushed.

3. Now, click on each additional e-mail you wish to import.

4. If you have selected all e-mails you wish to import, you may release the Ctrl key and select the e-
mail by clicking on it.

5. While keeping your left mouse button pushed, move the mouse over the folder in MemoMaster the
e-mail shall be transferred to.

6. If the mouse pointer is located over the Memo folder, it is highlighted in blue.

Figure 1

7. You may release the pushed mouse button now.

Figure 2
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8. Individual Memos were created for each imported e-mail. The title of the Memo is the subject (line)
of the e-mail.

IMPORT SEVERAL E-MAILS LOCATED IN A VERTICAL BLOCK

1. If you have positioned both programs - MemoMaster and Microsoft Outlook* - next to each other
on your screen, (see also Prepare E-Mail Import), please click on the e-mail you wish to import in
the e-mail list of the Outlook* folder, while keeping your mouse button pushed.

2. Push the key Shift and keep it pushed.

3. Now, click on the last e-mail in the e-mail list of your Outlook* folder you wish to import.

4. After all e-mails (form the first to the last) have been selected, you may release the Ctrl key and
click on a selected e-mail.

5. While keeping the left mouse button pushed, move the mouse on the folder in MemoMaster the e-
mails shall be imported to.

6. If the mouse pointer is located over the Memo folder, it is highlighted in blue (see also Figure 1).

7. You may release the pushed mouse button (see also Figure 2).

  *Microsoft Outlook is a registered trademark of Microsoft.

For further information, please go to:

Import

Print

Tags
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9.1.4 Text Import for PDF Document

Please note, that protected or compressed PDF documents may not be imported.

Execute Text Import of a PDF Document 

1. Please click on the button "File" in the menu bar.

2. Please move the mouse pointer over "Import" and click on the selectable option "Import Single
File".

3. Thereafter, please select the desired PDF document and transfer it either by double-clicking or via
"Open" to MemoMaster.

A new Memo with the name of the imported file is inserted in the tree. The text content of the PDF
document was transferred as Memo content.

Drag & Drop allows you to move the Memo to a different folder.

You can rename the Memo via "Edit" in the menu bar and the selectable option "Rename".

For further information, please go to:

Import Single File

Import Wizard

Export

9.2 Export

You can export Memos to *Microsoft Word and other external applications with only one mouse
click. Also, you may create reports, presentations, websites, Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) systems and a lot more.

    *Microsoft Word is a registered trademark of Microsoft.

For further information, please go to:

Export Wizard

Export of Text Memos

Export of Calculation Memos

Create Microsoft Outlook Item

Save as Website

Save as Text File

Send as E-mail
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Save as Memo File

9.2.1 Export Wizard

If you would like to export several files of different formats to MemoMaster, simply use the Export
Wizard to do so.

Before starting the Export Wizard, please open the Memo database in which you would like to
export your documents to; and by clicking select the folder in which the documents to be exported
are stored.

The Export Wizard opens via the button "File" in the menu bar and the selectable option
"Export"/"Export Wizard".

This Wizard will guide you through the process of a successful document export of various formats
step-by-step. Click on "Next" each time to get to the next step.

STEP 1 OF 4 : SELECT EXPORT TYPE

1. First, please select the export type by clicking on it.

2. If you would like to export Text Memos only, you may select "Report Export". All Text Memos will
be exported together in one document.

3. When selecting "Structured Export", all Memos will be exported in individual documents. Memo
titles are transferred as file names.

STEP 2 OF 4: SELECT MEMOS

By clicking in the box of the ordinate folder, all containing folders and Memos are selected to be
exported automatically.

If you don't like to export a Memo displayed in the tree, please click in the box next to the
corresponding Memo. The check gets deleted and the Memo won't be exported.

STEP 3 OF 4: SELECT FILE AND OUTPUT FORMAT

To select the export destination directory, please click on  . Then, choose the destination
folder and confirm with "OK".

The output formats are preset. For Text Memos the output format is *Microsoft Word Version 97-
2003, for Calculation Memos it's *Microsoft Excel Work Folder, and for Code Memos the preset
format is the ANSI-Source Code File. If you would  like to change the output format, please click on
the desired output format pro Memo-Art.
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STEP 4 OF 4: SUMMARY

Finally, please verify all information in the summary. If you would like to make any adjustments, you
may use the button "Back" to get to each of the previous steps.

If all information are correct, click on "Finish" to execute the export.

    *Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel are registered trademarks of Microsoft.

For further information, please go to:

Import Single File

Export

9.2.2 Export Text Memos

You can transfer single Text Memos directly to Microsoft Word* (MS-Word).

Further, Text Memos may be saved as Word, Rich Text, PDF document, web page, text file or
Memo file as well as sent as an e-mail.

You may also save all Text Memos contained in a folder as Word, Rich Text, PDF document, web
page or text file. Therefore, you may choose whether you would like to export the files with a table of
contents and page numbers.

    *Microsoft Word is a registered trademark of Microsoft.

For further information, please go to:

Direct Transfer to MS-Word

Save as Word Document

Save as Rich Text Document

Save as PDF Document

PDF Export Security Settings

Create Microsoft Outlook Item

Save as Web Page

Save as Text File

Send as E-Mail

Save as Memo File

Export Wizard

9.2.2.1 Direct Transfer to MS-Word

To directly export the content of an open Text Memo to MS-Word*, please click on the button "File"
in the menu bar first. Move the mouse pointer on "Export" and then click on the selectable option
"Direct Transfer to MS-Word*".
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MS-Word will automatically open and the content (including its format) of the open Memo gets
inserted in a new MS-Word document. It may be saved now.

    *Microsoft Word is a registered trademark of Microsoft.

For further information, please go to:

Save as Word Document

Save as Rich Text Document

Save as PDF Document

PDF Export Security Settings

Save as Web Page

Save as Text File

Send as E-Mail

Save as Memo File

Export Wizard

9.2.2.2 Save as Word Document

SAVE TEXT MEMO CONTENT AS WORD DOCUMENT

The whole content of a Text Memo can be saved as Word document.

Please the select the desired Memo by clicking on it. Via the button "File"/"Export" and the
selectable option "Save as Word Document". The whole content of a Text Memo may be saved in a
Word document after entering a file name.

SAVE FOLDER CONTENT AS WORD DOCUMENT

You can also save all Text Memos of a folder as Word document. Calculation Memos that may be
contained will not be taken into consideration.

Please click on the folder which Memos shall be saved in a Word document.
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Click on the button "File" in menu bar, on "Export" and then on the selectable option "Save as Word
Document".

By clicking in the control box of the ordinate folder, all checked folders and Memos are automatically
selected for the export. If you wish not to export individual Memos from the displayed tree, please
click in the control box again located next to the appropriate Memo. The check gets deleted and the
Memo will not be exported.

Via the selection arrow on the top left you may also select whether you would like to export a table
of contents. You may choose between a formal, classic, elegant or simple table of contents.

On the top right you may enable whether the Word document shall contain page numbers or whether
all Memos shall be transferred to Word continuously. Check off or delete the check by clicking on
the check next to the appropriate option.

By clicking on the button "Export", you may save the selected Memos with its desired settings now.

    *Microsoft Word is a registered trademark of Microsoft.

For further information, please go to:

Direct Transfer to MS-Word
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Save as Rich Text Document

Save as PDF Document

PDF Export Security Settings

Save as Web Page

Save as Text File

Send as E-Mail

Save as Memo File

Export Wizard

9.2.2.3 Save as RTF Document

SAVE TEXT MEMO CONTENT AS RICH TEXT DOCUMENT

The whole content of a Text Memo can be saved as Rich Text document.

Please the select the desired Memo by clicking on it. Via "File"/"Export" and the selectable option
"Save as Rich Text Document", you may save the whole content of a Text Memo in a Rich Text
document after entering a file name.

SAVE FOLDER CONTENT AS RICH TEXT DOCUMENT

You can also save all Text Memos of a folder as a Rich Text document. Calculation Memos that
may be contained will not be taken into consideration.

Please click on the folder which Memos shall be saved in a Rich Text document.

Click on the button "File" in menu bar, on "Export" and then on the selectable option "Save as Rich
Text Document*".
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By clicking in the control box of the ordinate folder, all checked folders and Memos are automatically
selected for the export. If you do not wish to export an individual Memo from the displayed tree,
please click in the control box again located next to the appropriate Memo. The check gets deleted
and the Memo will not get exported.

Via the selection arrow on the top left you may also select whether you would to export a table of
contents. You may choose between a formal, classic, elegant or simple table of contents.

On the top right you may enable whether the Rich Text document shall contain page numbers or
whether all Memos shall be transferred to be saved as a Rich Text document continuously. Check
off or delete the check by clicking on the check next to the appropriate option.

By clicking on the button "Export", you may save the selected Memos with its desired settings now.

For further information, please go to:

Direct Transfer to MS-Word

Save as Word Document

Save as PDF Document

PDF Export Security Settings

Save as Web Page

Save as Text File

Send as E-Mail

Save as Memo File

Export Wizard

9.2.2.4 Save as PDF Document (Acrobat Reader)

SAVE TEXT MEMO CONTENT AS PDF DOCUMENT

The whole content of a Text Memo can be saved as PDF document.

Please the select the desired Memo by clicking on it. 
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Via "File"/"Export" and the selectable option "Save as PDF Document", you will be asked if the PDF
document shall be access protected.

To protect the PDF document with a password, confirm the message by clicking on "Yes" (see also 
PDF Export Security Settings). If a Memo is exported as a PDF with a protection, it will be
encrypted with 128 Bit.

SAVE FOLDER CONTENT AS PDF DOCUMENT

You can also save all Text Memos of a folder as PDF document. Calculation Memos that may be
contained will not be taken into consideration.

Please click on the folder which Memos shall be saved in a PDF document.

Click on the button "File" in menu bar, on "Export" and then on the selectable option "Save as PDF
Document*".

By clicking in the control box of the ordinate folder, all checked folders and Memos are automatically
selected for the export. If you do not wish to export an individual Memo from the displayed tree,
please click in the control box again located next to the appropriate Memo. The check gets deleted
and the Memo will not get exported.

Via the selection arrow on the top left you may also select whether you would to export a table of
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contents. You may choose between a formal, classic, elegant or simple table of contents.

On the top right you may enable whether the PDF document shall contain page numbers or whether
all Memos shall be transferred to be saved as a PDF document continuously. Check off or delete the
check by clicking on the check next to the appropriate option.

By clicking on the button "Export", you may save the selected Memos with its desired settings now.
After the export you will be asked again whether you would like to protect the PDF document with a
password.

To protect the PDF document with a password, confirm the message by clicking on "Yes" (see also 
PDF Export Security Settings). If a Memo is exported as a PDF with a protection, it will be
encrypted with 128 Bit.

   *Acrobat Reader is a registered trademark of  Adobe Systems, Inc.

For further information, please go to:

Direct Transfer to MS-Word

Save as Word Document

Save as Rich Text Document

PDF Export Security Settings

Save as Web Page

Save as Text File

Send as E-Mail

Save as Memo File

Export Wizard

9.2.2.5 Folder Contents

By clicking in the control box of the top element, all sub-ordinate folders and Text Memos are
selected to be exported. Calculation Memos that may be contained will not be taken into
consideration.

If you do not wish to export an individual element from the selection, please click in the control box
again located next to the appropriate element.

Via the selection arrow on the top right you may also select whether you would to insert a table of
contents.

Also, by adding or deleting a check, you may enable or disable page numbers.
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NOTE The setting of the table of contents and the display of the page numbering are not
possible for text formats and web pages.

You can only start the export by clicking on "Export" AND thereafter select the elements you wish
to export. 

9.2.2.5.1  PDF Export Security Settings

If you confirmed the message with "Yes" that the Text Memo as PDF document shall be protected
with a password, the window with the security settings will open.

On the top you may check off whether a password shall be required to open the PDF document. To
do so, please click in the control box.

Is a password required to open the PDF document, please enter the password in the text field (after
"Authorization password:").

Further, the following security settings are available:

You may check off whether a password needs to be entered in order to limit the printing and
editing of the PDF document or its security settings. If so, please enter the authorization
password in the text field.

If a Memo is exported as a PDF protected by a password, it will be encrypted with 128 Bit.

Additionally, via the selection arrow you may choose whether the users that have access are
allowed to print out the document in low or high resolution.

Next, you may select whether you would like to allow changes.

Also, you may check off whether to enable the copying of text, pictures, and other content as well
as the text access for visually impaired.

If you have selected all security settings, please click on "OK". The e-mail form will open and the
PDF document gets attached. The only thing necessary to send out the e-mail is the entering of the
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addressee's address.

For further information, please go to:

Save as PDF Document

9.2.3 Export Calculation Memos

You can transfer single Calculation Memos directly to Microsoft Excel* (MS-Excel).

Further, Calculation Memos may be saved as Excel Workbook, XML file, web page, text file or
Memo file as well as sent as e-mail.

   *Microsoft Excel is a registered trademark of Microsoft.

For further information, please go to:

Direct Transfer to MS-Excel

Save as Excel Workbook

Save as XML File

Create Microsoft Outlook Item

Save as Web Page

Save as Text File

Send as E-Mail

Save as Memo File

Export Wizard

9.2.3.1 Direct Transfer to MS-Excel

To insert the content of an open Calculation Memo into a MS-Excel* table directly, please click on
the menu bar button "File" first. Move the mouse pointer on "Export" and then click on the selectable
option "Direct Transfer to MS-Excel*".

MS-Excel* will open automatically and the content (including its format) of the open Calculation
Memo gets inserted in a new MS-Excel Workbook. It may be saved now.

   *Microsoft Excel is a registered trademark of Microsoft.

For further information, please go to:

Save as Word Document

Save as Rich Text Document

Save as PDF Document

Save as Web Page
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Save as Text File

Send as E-Mail

Save as Memo File

Export Wizard

9.2.3.2 Save as Excel Worksheet

The content of a Calculation Memo can be saved as a new Excel* Workbook.

Please select the desired Calculation Memo by clicking on it. Via the button "File"/"Export" and the
selectable option "Save as Excel Workbook", you may save the Calculation Memo as an Excel
Workbook after entering a file name.

   *Microsoft Excel is a registered trademark of Microsoft.

For further information, please go to: 

Direct Transfer to MS-Excel

Save as XML File

Save as Web Page

Save as Text File

Send as E-Mail

Export Wizard

9.2.3.3 Save as XML File

The content of a Calculation Memo can be saved as a XML file.

Please select the desired Calculation Memo by clicking on it. Via the button "File"/"Export" and the
selectable option "Save as XML File", you may save the Calculation Memo as a XML file after
entering a file name.

For further information, please go to:

Direct Transfer to MS-Excel

Save as Excel Workbook

Save as Web Page

Save as Text File

Send as E-Mail

Export Wizard
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9.2.4 Create Microsoft Outlook Item

Single Memos or whole Memo folders can be saved as Microsoft Outlook* Item; and therefore may
either be transferred as task or as appointment to Microsoft Outlook.

CREATE MEMO APPOINTMENT

1. By clicking, select the Memo or the Memo folder which you would like to create as an
appointment.

2. Next, please click on the button "Tools".

3. Move the mouse pointer over the selectable option "Create Microsoft Outlook Item".

4. Thereafter, please click on "Create Memo Appointment".

By double-clicking, the MemoMaster file may be opened at all times; all information is accessible
directly.

CREATE MEMO TASK

1. By clicking, select the Memo or the Memo folder which you would like to create as a Memo task.

2. Next, please click on the button "Tools".

3. Move the mouse pointer over the selectable option "Create Memo Task".

4. Thereafter, please click on "Create Memo Task".

The MemoMaster file gets inserted in an open task form of Microsoft Outlook*. "Subject" is the title
of the Memo element. The only things that needs to be done is the setting of the desired fields, such
as status, priority and the reminder.

By double-clicking, the MemoMaster file of the task may be opened at all times; all information is
accessible directly.

   *Microsoft Outlook is a registered trademark of Microsoft.

For further information, please go to:

Export of Text Memos

Export of Calculation Memos

Save as Web Page

Save as Text File

Send as E-Mail

Save as Memo File
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9.2.5 Save as Web Page (HTML)

SAVE MEMO CONTENT AS WEB PAGE

The whole content of a Memo may be saved as a web page (HTML document).

Please the select the desired Memo by clicking on it. 

Via "File"/"Export" and the selectable option "Save as Web Page", you may save the whole content
of the Memo as a HTML document after entering a file name.

SAVE FOLDER CONTENT AS WEB PAGE

You may also save all Text Memos of a folder as web page. Calculation Memos that may be
contained will not be taken into consideration.

Please click on the folder which Text Memos shall be saved as a web page.

Click on the menu bar button "File", on "Export" and then on the selectable option "Save as Web
Page".

By clicking in the control box of the ordinate folder, all checked folders and Text Memos are
selected for the export automatically. If you do not wish to export a Text Memo from the displayed
tree, please click in the control box again located next to the appropriate Memo. The check gets
deleted and the Text Memo will not get exported.
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On the top right you may additionally choose whether a new page shall be created for each Memo or
whether all Memos shall be transferred continuously. Enable or disable the option "Page Break after
each Memo" you checking off the box or not.

By clicking on the button "Export", you may save the selected Memos continuously as web page.

For further information, please go to:

Export of Text Memos

Export of Calculation Memos

Create Microsoft Outlook Item

Save as Text File

Send as E-Mail

Save as Memo File

Export Wizard

Import

9.2.6 Save as Text File

SAVE MEMO CONTENT AS TEXT FILE

The whole content of a Memo can be saved as Text File.

Please the select the desired Memo by clicking on it. 

Via "File"/"Export" and the selectable option "Save as Text File", you may save the whole content of
the Memo as a Text File document after entering a file name.

SAVE FOLDER CONTENT AS TEXT FILE

You may also save all Text Memos of a folder as text file. Calculation Memos that may be contained
will not be taken into consideration.

Please click on the folder which Text Memos shall be saved as a text file.
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Click on the menu bar button "File", on "Export" and then on the selectable option "Save as Text
File".

By clicking in the control box of the ordinate folder, all checked folders and Text Memos are
selected for the export automatically. If you do not wish to export a Text Memo from the displayed
tree, please click in the control box again located next to the appropriate Memo. The check gets
deleted and the Text Memo will not get exported.

On the top right you may additionally choose whether a new page shall be created for each Memo or
whether all Memos shall be transferred continuously. Enable or disable the option "Page Break after
each Memo" you checking off the box or not.

By clicking on the button "Export", you may save the selected Text Memos continuously as text file.

For further information, please go to:

Export of Text Memos

Export of Calculation Memos

Create Microsoft Outlook Item

Save as Web Page

Send as E-Mail

Save as Memo File

Export Wizard
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9.2.7 Save as Memo File

SAVE MEMO CONTENT AS MEMO FILE (.MMO)

The whole content of a Memo can be saved as Memo file with the extension .mmo. To open the file
directly as Memo in MemoMaster, please click on it.

Please select the desired Memo by clicking on it now.

Via "File"/"Export" and the selectable option "Save as Memo File", you may save the whole content
of the Memo as a Text File after entering a file name.

For further information, please go to:

Export of Text Memos

Export of Calculation Memos

Create Microsoft Outlook Item

Save as Web Page

Save as Text File

Send as E-Mail

Export Wizard

9.3 Copy MM Database Comprehensively

Memos or whole folder structures can be copied from one database to another.

The button "Edit" in the menu bar and the option "Copy to Folder..." in the context menu as well as

the button  "Copy to folder..." in the tree allow you to copy elements (Memos, individual folders
or whole folder structures) from the tree to another folder and to another destination database.

1. Please click on the button "Copy to Folder ..." in the context menu or clicking on the button .
In the form that opens, please select one of the open databases under "Destination Database:".

2. Then, under "Destination Folder:" click on the folder the previously selected item (Memo or folder)
shall be copied to. 

Thereafter, click on the button <OK>.

COPY VIA DRAG & DROP

In order to copy Memos or also whole folder structures from one database to another via Drag &
Drop, please follow these instructions:
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1. First, please open the source or target database, split it via the menu bar button "Window" and
the selectable option "New Horizontal Group" or "New Vertical Group“. Please note that the button
"Window" is only visible if a minimum of two databases are open.

2. Take the desired element of the source (original) database by keeping the left mouse button
pushed; drag it to the destination database and release the mouse button at the desired position.

In order to display only one database again, either close one database from the horizontal or vertical
group via the close symbol. It is also possible, while keeping the mouse button pushed on the tab of
the database, to drag it to the top again into the bar of all open databases.

 

For further information, please go to:

Copy/Move to Folder
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10 Print

What do you need help with?

Page Setup

Print

Print Memos of Folder

Print Preview

PAGE SETUP

Prior to printing, you can setup/adjust the page of a Memo.

1. Please click on the button "File" in the menu bar and select "Page Setup".

2. You may adjust paper size, alignment and page borders.

3. By clicking on "OK", your modifications are saved.

PRINT

Print a Memo

Select the Memo you wish to print by clicking on it.

To print, click on the button  in the toolbar or choose the command "Print" via the button "File" in
the menu bar. 

NOTE Attachments that were attached to a Memo will not be printed.

Print Memos of Folder

1. Please click on the folder you would like to print items from. Calculation Memos will not be
considered when printing the folder.

2. By clicking on the button  in the toolbar, you may open the dialog window "Print Folder
Content".

3. By clicking in the control box of the top element, all items for the print job are selected
automatically.

4. To exclude an item, click in the control box again to remove the check.

5. In the window "Print Folder Content" on the top right, you may select whether you would like to
print out a table of contents as well. You may select between a formal, classical, elegant or
simple table of contents.

6. By clicking on the command "Print", you may print the selected Memos with the desired table of
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contents, including page numbers continuously.

10.1 Print Preview

Prior printing, you can view items you wish to print in the Print Preview. In the print preview text
borders, tables, columns and text fields are displayed in their actual positions.

In the print preview you may also display several pages of a document in reduced size or you may
display the page reduced or enlarged. You may also switch to the next or previous page.

In the print preview of the folder you wish to print you may inter alia copy the pages to the clipboard
or transfer to a *Microsoft Word document.

1. Please click on the folder of which you would like to display items in the print preview.

2. By clicking on the button  in the toolbar, you may open the dialog window "Print Folder
Content".

3. By clicking in the control box of the top element, all items are selected automatically.

4. To exclude an item, click in the control box again to remove the check.

5. In the window "Print Folder Content" on the top right, you may select whether you would like to
print out a table of contents as well. You may select between a formal, classical, elegant or
simple table of contents.

6. By clicking on the button "Print Preview" you may display the selected Memos with the desired
table of contents, including the page numbers in the print preview.

7. The print preview also allows you to print the document directly by clicking on the button "Print" in
the menu bar.
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11 Options

This allows you to setup program behavior, startup, files and directories as well as the Memo Editor.

For further information, please go to:

Password Protection

Compact & Repair Database

General

Startup

Save

Memo Editor

Licensing

11.1 Set Database Password

To protect your Memo database against unauthorized access, it may be protected with a password
and encryption.

SET DATABASE PASSWORD...

1. Click on the button "Tools" in the menu bar and select "Set Database Password...".

2. Please enter the password in the top line of the opening window. To confirm it, please reenter it in
the line below; then, click on "OK".

Please note that the Memo database can only be reopened with the password.

Encrypt Database

After you have specified a password, you may additionally encrypt the database.

By clicking on "Yes", the database gets encrypted. In case of an unauthorized access, the
database will only be displayed encrypted from then on.

The Memo database will open again if you click on "OK" .

Please note that an encrypted database needs more storage space. Therefore, the program will
operate more slowly.

DELETE DATABASE PASSWORD

To delete the specified password of the open database again, please click on the button "Tools" in
the menu bar and select "Delete Database Password".
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Please enter the present password and confirm it by pressing "ENTER" or clicking on "OK".

Decrypt Database

If you would like your data not to be encrypted any longer, you will have to decrypt your database.
Please click on "Yes".

By clicking on "OK", the Memo database will open again.

For further information, please go to:

Options

11.2 Memo Password Protection

To protect a Memo against unauthorized access, it may be protected with a password until its next
opening.

CREATE MEMO PASSWORD

1. Click on the button "Tools" in the menu bar and select "Memo Password Protection".

2. Please enter the password in the top line of the opening window, to confirm it, please reenter it in
the line below; click on "OK".

Please note that the Memo database may only be reopened with the password. A password
protected Memo is equipped with a lock.

OPEN MEMO WITH PASSWORD

1. Click on the password protected Memo with the lock.

2. In the window password protection, please click on the blue underlined link.

3. Then, please enter the password and confirm with "OK".

DELETE MEMO PASSWORD PROTECTION

1. Click on the password protected Memo with the lock symbol.
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2. In the window password protection, please click on the blue underlined link.

3. Then, enter the password and confirm by clicking on "OK".

4. To remove the Memo password protection, click on the password protected item in the tree with
the right mouse button.

5. In the context menu, please click on "Memo Password Protection".

6. Please leave the fields "Password" and "Confirm" blank and click on "OK".

For further information, please go to:

Options

11.3 Compact & Repair Database

As a result of the frequent usage of your database by adding and deleting of data sets, more and
more "garbage files" are collected which make the database larger and larger.

Compacting your database optimizes its stability and performance. The database needs less
memory and is able to work more sufficiently.

Like a fixed hard disk, a database shall be compacted and repaired from time to time.

Therefore, use the option "Compact & Repair" to compact the database to get rid of unnecessary
occupied disk space or to remove small errors. The option is located in the context menu via the
button "Tools" in the menu bar. 

BACKUP DATABASE

Via the button "Tools" in menu bar and the selectable option "Compact & Repair" a backup of the
database is being created automatically (see also Backup Database).

 NOTE Compact & Repair your Memo database regularly to increase its performance and to
remove small errors.

Therefore, your database is secured and if data gets lost, it may easily be accessed
via the backup.

For further information, please go to:

Backup Database
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11.4 General

To adjust general settings, please follow these instructions:

1. Click on the button "Tools" in the menu bar.

2. Select the option "Options".

3. Click on the category "General".

What do you need help with?

Check for Updates Once a Month

<F12> Minimizes as Icon in System Tray

Always Minimize as Icon in Taskbar

File Association for .mmr and .mmo File Extensions

Clear Recycle Bin at the End of Program

To use MAPI instead of Microsoft Outlook

Action when Double-Clicking in the Memo-Link-Wizard

Specify File Types for Plain Text Import with Import Wizard

Tags Aligned-Right

Always Display Folder and Memo Titles Single-Rowed

Save Automatically when Switching between Memos

Add Info Line to E-Mail with Memo Attachment

Unhide Grid when Sending Calculation Memo E-Mail

(After Export) Ask to Open Exported File Now

Move Deleted Items to Recycle Bin

Percentage for Tax Calculator

APPLICATION

Check for Updates Once a Month

When enabling, you will be asked once a month whether your program version is still current and
whether you would like to execute a check for updates automatically.

Hereby, you may choose whether you would like to execute the check for updates now, in one week
or in one month or whether you would like to be asked again in one month; or whether you would like
to disable this reminder.

You need an Internet connection to check for updates.

<F12> Minimizes as Icon in System Tray

When enabling, you may minimize MemoMaster directly to the system tray by clicking on the key
F12.

By clicking on the minimized system tray symbol, MemoMaster and the last opened Memo will
open again.
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Always Minimize as Icon in Taskbar

If this option is enabled, MemoMaster will always be minimized to the taskbar. It may be opened by
clicking on it. This ensures more space for other open program windows in the system tray.

File Association for .mmr- and .mmo File Extentions

File extensions may be changed through other applications. The activations of this option always
enables the correct setting of the file extensions .mmr(MemoMaster-Datenbank) and .mmo
(MemoMaster Memo) so that the can be opened as usual.

Clear Recycle Bin at the End of Program

By clicking, you may adjust that the recycle bin gets automatically emptied at the end of the
program so that all containing elements are deleted irrevocably.

To use MAPI instead of Microsoft Outlook

If you have installed next to Microsoft Outlook, other E-Mail clients, it may happen, that the
connection on the standard-mail-client cannot be made.

Please use in this case the option to send via MAPI and put a check mark by clicking.

Action when Double-Clicking in the Memo-Link-Wizard

Via the selection arrow, you may adjust which action gets executed regarding the reserved entry in
the Memo-Link-Wizard by double-clicking.

The reserved Memo link gets either inserted in the target Memo at the cursor position directly and
gets deleted in the Memo-Link-Wizard or the inserted Memo link remains in the Memo-Link-Wizard.
A further possible setting is, when double-clicking on the entry in the Memo-Link-Wizard, you may
be transferred to the original element.

Specify File Types for Plain Text Import with the Import Wizard

You may specify the possible file extensions separated by a semicolon for text import with the
Import Wizard.

FOLDERS AND MEMOS

Tags Aligned-Right

MemoMaster offers a selection of tags for elements in the tree (see also Tags).

The tag symbols are pre-adjusted and located on the left before the Memo title/name.

When enabling this option, tag symbols are displayed aligned-right, i.e. after the Memo title/name.
For the change to become effective, MemoMaster needs to be restarted.

Always Display Folder and Memo Title Single-Rowed

When enabling this option, the folder and Memo titles are always displayed single-rowed without a
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break.

Save Automatically When Switching between Memos

If this option is enabled, the Memos get saved automatically when leaving.

If this option is disabled, when leaving a Memo, you will always be asked whether you would like to
save changes.

You may also enable the automatic saving in the message window by checking off the option "Save
Future Changes Automatically".

Add Info Line to E-Mail with Memo Attachment

If enabling this option, an info line gets inserted to the e-mail automatically when an e-mail is sent.
This ensures that the file attachment is presented in a MemoMaster format and that it may be
opened via the free Private-Edition, which may be downloaded at JBSoftware.

Unhide Grid when Sending a Calculation Memo E-Mail

If this option is enabled, grids are displayed in the table of the Calculation Memo of the E-Mail.

(After Export) Ask to Open the exported File Now

If you have checked off this option with a green check, you are always asked whether you would like
to open the exported file after its export. 

Move Deleted Elements to Recycle Bin

If you would like to move deleted elements to the recycle bin automatically, please check off this
option by clicking in the corresponding box.

Percentage for Tax Calculator

You may enter the valid tax rate manually that shall be used in the tax calculator. The tax calculator
also allows you to individually change the tax rate for each calculation. (see also Use Tax Calculator
).

For further information, please go to:

Options

11.5 Startup

To adjust settings of the startup, please follow these instructions:

1. Please click on the button "Tools" in the menu bar.

2. Select the option "Options".

3. Then click on the category "Startup".

http://www.JBSoftware.org
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Startup with Windows
(as an icon in the
taskbar notification area)

When enabling, MemoMaster will automatically be booted along with
Windows, and minimized as an icon in the taskbar.

Splash screen at startup By clicking, you may select whether you would like to see a welcome
screen at the startup.

For multi monitor usage:
 open MemoMaster in
the monitor where the
mouse pointer is located

If you are working with two screen, you may adjust here that
MemoMaster always opens on the screen in which the mouse pointer is
presently located.

Open subsequent Memo
databases at startup
automatically

You may search and add Memo databases that shall be opened
automatically at the start of MemoMaster ("Search and Add...").

Additionally, you may simply add the just opened Memo database: Click
on "Add Current Database".

If you would like to remove a Memo database from the startup, please
select it by clicking on it and confirm your entry with an additional click
on the button "Remove from Startup".

For further information, please go to:

Options

11.5.1 Save

To adjust settings of storage locations, please follow these instructions:

1. Please click on the button "Tools" in the menu bar.

2. Select the option "Options".

3. Then click on the category "Save".

What do you need help with?

Default Directories

Relative Path to Save File Attachments

Internal Document Storage Format

Clear Search History

DEFAULT DIRECTORIES

This allows you to deposit default directories (paths) for Memo databases, Memo templates,
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document import and export. After clicking on the link, e.g. 

you may search for the directory to
change it. Thereafter, each time select the new desired directory.

Program Settings Personal program settings are saved in this directory, e.g. column position in
the detailed view of a folder or the layout.

This setting is not adjustable.

Default Location The Memo databases are saved at default locations.

User Templates Personally created templates are saved in this directory (see also Templates
).

Default Import
Directory

You may select a file path for the import.

Default Export
Directory

You may select a file path for the export.

RELATIVE PATH TO SAVE FILE ATTACHMENTS

Path specifications may be absolute, i.e. they orient themselves with the root of the file system.
Relative paths emanate from a certain position in the administration structure of the file system.

For example, if your would like to administer a Memo database from two computers (e.g. a local
computer as well as on a USB stick) the root of the file changes inevitably. Memo attachment
wouldn't be found in absolute path specifications. If the setting "Relative path to save file
attachments" is enabled, the file path will adapt to the current database directory.

In order to use a relative path for file attachments, please place check off the box in the opened
"Options" and to use a relative path for file attachments, please check off the box "Relative path to
save file attachments".

This setting does not apply to the Professional-Edition.

INTERNAL DOCUMENT STORAGE FORMAT

"Tools" (in the menu bar)/"Options" and the category "Save" allows you to select "Unicode" as a
storage format. This allows you to use character sets of other languages, e.g. from far eastern
regions.
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You may switch between two storage formats:

ANSI ANSI is standard and covers conventional computer character sets. After the reduction of
the control elements, are 96 elements displayable in ASCII and 192 to 224 elements are
displayable in the 8 Bit ISO character sets as font and symbols.

Unicode Unicode is an international standard in which a digital code is configured in the long run
for each rational font character or text element of all known scriptures and character sets.

The usage of different and incompatible coding in various countries or cultural regions are
removed and it becomse possible to use elements of different scriptures and therefore
different languages in the same text.

NOTE Due to the increasing amount of character sets in Unicode, the double amount of
storage space is used. This effects the performance.

CLEAR SEARCH HISTORY

"Tools"/"Options" and the category "Save" allows you to delete entries in the history of your Memo
search.

To do so, please click on the option "Clear Search History".

For further information, please go to:

Options

11.6 Archive

To adjust settings for the archive, please follow these instructions:

1. Please click on the button "Tools" in the  menu bar.

2. Select the option "Options".

3. Then click on the category "Archive".

CHECK-IN DOCUMENTS

"Tools"/"Options" and the category "Archive" allows you to adjust whether you would like to create
an archive directory when checking-in a document in the Professional-Edition (see Edit Documents
(SQL)) so that the content of the checked-in document is searched as well.
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You may adjust that the archive directory shall be created automatically for each check-in process,
after a message appears, or not at all.

This setting is only possible in connection to a file archive of Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, Rich
Text, a web page, a text file and a PDF file.

E-MAIL IMPORT FROM MICROSOFT OUTLOOK

"Tools"/"Options" and the category "Archive" allows you to enable when e-mails are imported via
drag & drop that the related e-mail attachments get archived as well. Please check it off accordingly.

If this function is disabled, meaning no green check is present, e-mails are imported without
attachments.

The import of e-mail attachments is only possible with the Professional-Edition.

For further information, please go to:

Options

11.7 Format

To make adjustments of the format, please follow these instructions:

1. Please click on the menu bar button "Tools".

2. Select the option "Options".

3. Then click on "Format".

What do you need help with?

Display (Colors, Font, Code Syntax)

Bullets and numbering

Date and Time Format

DISPLAY

Color

"Tools"/"Options", the category "Format" and the option "Display" allows you to choose a "Color" via
the selectable option. The following layouts are available to display your MemoMaster:

Standard Layout;

Classic Layout;

Office 2003 Layout;
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Ocean Fresh Layout;

Safari Layout;

Silvermine Layout

dark blue

scenic.

Please restart MemoMaster for your changes to become effective.

Fonts

The selection arrow allows you to select the font and font size for the tree, Text Memos, Calculation
Memos and for Code Memos. Please restart MemoMaster for your changes to become effective.

Syntax for Code Memos

"Tools"/"Options" and the category "Format" allows you to adjust the Standard-Code-Syntax with
the Standard-Code-Extension for Code Memos which will directly be transferred when new Code
Memos are created. The following Code Syntaxes are available:

Code-Syntax Extension

Basic bas

C++ cpp

HTML htm

INI ini

JScript js

Lua lua

Pascal pas

Python py

SQL sql

VBScript vbs

XML xml

BULLETS AND NUMBERING

Here you can set these for the use of numbered and bulleted lists into text messages.

DATE AND TIME FORMAT

You may insert the current date and the present time to any text positions by either using the

buttons  for date and  for time or by using the keys Ctrl+D and Ctrl+U for the current date as
well as the present time.
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The desired format for date and time may be adjusted via "Tools"/"Options" and the category
"Format".

For further information, please go to:

Options

11.8 Memo Editor

To adjust settings of the Memo Editor, please follow these instructions:

1. Please click on the button "Tools" in the menu bar.

2. Select the option "Options".

3. Then click on the category "Memo Editor".

What do you need help with?

Default Title

Used Fonts

Scroll Bar Position and Selection

DEFAULT TITLE

"Tools"/"Options" and the category "Memo Editor" allows you to specify a default title for new
folders, Memos Clipboard text by clicking, e.g. the user name or the date.

Preset are each new folder, new Text Memo, new calculation, new Code Memo and for the clipboard
text %Autotitle% is preset.

Further default titles are selectable. In default titles with the date the following characters are used:

y = year

m = month

d = day

h = hour

n = minute

s = second

Examples for Default Titles:

%Username% Sandra Miller

%yyyy-mm-dd
hh.nn%

2009-10-13 16.32

%yyyy-mm-dd% 2009-10-13
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%d-mmm-yyyy% 13.Oct.2009

%dd-mm-yyyy% 13.10.2009

%hh-nn-ss% 16.32.15

&hh-nn% 16.32

Default Title for the Clipboard Text

To select a default title for the creation of a new element on the clipboard, i.e. %Autotitle% is
available.

If you have selected this default title, the first words from a text content to the first sentence
punctuation are used as title, when creating a new element on the clipboard in the tree.

USED FONTS

"Tools"/"Options" and the category "Format" allows you to directly select fonts that you would like to
use in MemoMaster permanently. During the editing of the Memos the list of the font selection
becomes more clearly.

The usage of all contained fonts is preset.

To change the setting, please remove the check before "All Fonts". By clicking you may then check
off the fonts you would like to use in MemoMaster permanently.

If you would like to use all fonts again, again check off the option "All Fonts". The previous selected
fonts remains. It may be activated again by removing the check.

Use format styles for text messages

For the use of format styles set in the „Options“ under „Tools“ under the category „Memo Editor“ a
check mark before „Use format styles for Text Memos“.

SCROLL BAR POSITION AND SELECTION

"Tools"/"Options" and the category "Memo Editor" allows you to specify that MemoMaster
remembers the MemoMaster scroll position, the text selection in a Text Memo and/or the cell
selection in a Calculation Memo, when switching between Memos.

The remembering of the scroll bar position and selection is preset (default).

For further information, please go to:

Options
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11.9 Licensing

To receive information regarding licensing, for further details, the order process or how to open the
licensing file, please follow these instructions:

1. Please click on the button "Tools" in the menu bar.

2. Select the option "Options".

3. Then click on the category "Licensing".

LICENSE INFORMATION

You may view here what license you work with and who is registered for this MemoMaster license.

FURTHER DETAILS ONLINE

The link "Further details online..." allows you to open the Internet page of JBSoftware. On this site
you can read about information concerning MemoMaster.

ORDER NOW

If you work with the Freeware-Version, you may easily order MemoMaster's full version via this
button.

After a registration, all of your collected data up to this point surely remains usable.

The Wizard guides you through the completion of the ordering form. Please click on "Next" each
time and follow the instructions.

OPEN LICENSING FILE

This allows you to open the previously sent licensing file from JBSoftware, which shall have been
saved on your computer. You may execute the licensing now.

You will receive further information on how to work with your licensing file, after you have placed an
order via e-mail.

For further information, please go to:

Options
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12 Professional-Edition

The Professional-Edition contains all functions, plus a User and Permission Administration tool as
well as a server-based Document Archive (to check-in and check-out any file attachments) with
history and document lock.

The Professional-Edition also supports the usage of the Microsoft SQL Server (as well as the free
Express-Edition). Therefore, several thousand users may work with MemoMaster simultaneously.
The Professional-Edition is highly scalable, flexible, offers a great performance and is ideal to work in
a team professionally.

This allows you to open Memo databases of other users, in which you may read, change, newly
create or delete Memos.

COMMON EDITING OF MEMOS

You can open in the Professional Edition memo databases of other users, read memos, modify,
create or delete-if you have permission.

Does it happen that you want to edit memo, which is being edited by another user - than it is locked.

This is indicated by a message that is displayed as long until the other user has saved their
changes.
Then again you have write access to make your own changes.

If the last session of the editor has not been properly terminated, e.g. by failures, the Memo will be
released within a few seconds for processing.

The features and user rights management and document archives are not available in the free-and
single-user version.

The features User (and Permissions) Administration as well as the Document Archive are not
available in the Freeware and Standalone Version.

   *Microsoft SQL-Server is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

For further information, please go to:

New Memo Database (SQL)

Open Memo Database (SQL)

Document Archive (SQL)
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Edit Documents (SQL)

What is Check-In/Check-Out?

User/Permissions Administration

12.1 Open Memo Database (SQL)

The Professional-Edition allows you to open, edit and create new Memo databases on the SQL
database.

Please note that there are different permissions. The user settings and permissions may be adjusted
in the separate administration tool (see Permission Levels).

What do you need help with?

Display Existing Memo Databases on SQL Server

Which Memo Database Would You Like to Open?

Open Selected Memo Database

Edit Properties/Set or Change Password

Public Memo Database

Private Memo Database

Delete Memo Database

Further Information

DISPLAY EXISTING MEMO DATABASE ON SQL SERVER

To open a created Memo database on the SQL server, please click on the button  or go to "File"
in the menu bar and select "Open/Create Memo Database on SQL Server".

Thereafter, a selection window will open with an overview of all existing Memo Databases. The
databases are structured in "Personal Memo Databases" and "Public Memo Databases".
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WHICH MEMO DATABASE WOULD YOU LIKE TO OPEN?

The tab "Memo Databases" gives you an overview that displays title, owner, password protection,
date created and time created of the Memo database.

OPEN SELECTED MEMO DATABASE

By clicking on the button "Open", you may open the selected Memo database in your open
MemoMaster.

EDIT PROPERTIES/SET OR CHANGE PASSWORD

The tab "Details" allows you to edit properties of the selected Memo database.

You may edit the title and create a password.

Also, you may change the type of the Memo database by clicking on it.

Public Memo Database

A Public Memo Database is accessible to all users that are part of the same user groups of the
Memo database creator.
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Personal Memo Database

A Personal Memo Database is user-related and not accessible to other users.

Please click on the button "Save Changes" for your changes to become effective.

DELETE MEMO DATABASE

The tab "Details" also allows you to delete the selected Memo database if you have the permission
to do so. The user permissions, to create and delete a Memo database, can be adjusted via the
separate administration tool.

If you have the permission to delete a Memo database, confirm your deletion with "Yes". Thereafter,
the Memo database is deleted irrevocably - including all containing elements.

CLOSE

This allows you to close the window "Memo Databases on SQL Server".

For further information, please go to:

New Memo Database (SQL)

Document Archive (SQL)

Edit Documents (SQL)

What is Check-In/Check-Out?

User/Permissions Administration

User and Group Permissions
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12.2 Document Archive (SQL)

The Professional-Edition allows you to open, personal or public Memo databases from the SQL
database. You can also edit Memos or attached documents.

Please note that there are different permissions. The user settings and permissions can be adjusted
in the separate administration tool (see Permission Levels).

MemoMaster saves the checked-in documents in the AES Rijndael Algorithmus, 128 Bit encrypted
in a central Document Archive automatically.

In 2001, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) specified the encryption standard
AES. It offers a high amount of cryptographic security, speed and efficiency.

Please note that there are different permissions. The user settings and permissions may be adjusted
in a separate Administration tool (see Permission Levels).

What do you need help with?

Access Document Archive (SQL)

What is a Document Archive?

Archive a Document in MemoMaster

Open Archived Document

Save Archived Document As

Send Archived Document as E-mail

Remove Document from Archive

Details of Archived Document

Further Information

ACCESS DOCUMENT ARCHIVE

To open a Memo database from the SQL Server, please click on the button  or go to "File" and
select "Open/Create Memo Database on SQL Server".

Thereafter, a selection window opens with an overview of all existing Memo Databases. The
databases are structured in "Personal Memo Databases" and "Public Memo Databases" (see Open
Memo Database (SQL) ).

After opening the Memo database from the SQL Server, you have access to the document archive
and may archive documents, save, send as e-mail, check-out for editing, remove the document from
the archive or may view details of the archived document.

What is a Document Archive?
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The Document Archive supports you with the administration and the collective work of electronic
documents.

To archive documents, a authentication system is required - the User Administration (of the
administration) - which administers access to single documents and business processes.

NOTE If you don't have access to the Document Archive, please contact the administrator
who may adjust your user settings in the separate User/Permissions Administration.

ARCHIVE, OPEN, SAVE, SEND, EDIT DOCUMENTS

After you have opened a Memo database from the SQL Server, the button  for "Attachments"

changes to the button  "Archiving". It allows you to add a document to an open Memo which
gets archived on the SQL Server.

If you have added a document to the attachment of a Memo and selected it by clicking on it, the

following selection menu opens via the selection button  : 

Archive Document in MemoMaster

This allows you to archive an external document in the Document Archive of MemoMaster .

1. To do so, please click on the button  and select "Archive Document in MemoMaster".

2. Then, please select the file path and the document. By double-clicking on the document you wish
to archive or by double-clicking on "Open", the documents get archived and are added to the open
Memo as file attachment.

Open Archived Document

The button  and the selectable option "Open Archived Document" allows you to open the
selected document in the file attachment.
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Save an Archived Document...

The button  and the selectable option "Save an Archived Document..." allows you to save the
selected document from the file attachment outside MemoMaster. Select the data medium, the
folder, if desired change the file name and click on "Save".

Send Archived Document as E-mail

This allows you to send the selected document as an e-mail. The button  and the selectable
option "Send Archived Document as E-mail" allows you to attach the selected document from the
file attachment to an e-mail. Simply enter the address of the addressee and complete subject line
and text if necessary.

Remove Document from Archive

The button  and the selectable option "Remove Document from Archive" allows you to remove
the document from the document archive/Memo attachment. Please confirm the message with
"Yes".

Details about Archived Document

The button  and the selectable option "Details about Archived Document" allows you to display
the properties of the selected document.

Besides title of database and Memo description, you may display the date created, time created of
the archive, the status (Check-In/Check-Out), the file type, file size and the user that has archived
the document.

For further information, please go to:

New Memo Database (SQL)

Open Memo Database (SQL)

Edit Documents (SQL)

What is Check-In/Check-Out?

User/Permissions Administration

User and Group Permissions

12.3 Edit Documents (SQL)

The Professional-Edition allows you to open, personal or public Memo databases from the SQL
database; and you may edit Memos or attached documents.

Please note that there are different permissions. The user settings and permissions may be adjusted
via the separate administration tool (see Permission Levels).
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What do you need help with?

Open Memo Database from SQL Server

Check-Out Archived Document for Editing

Check-In/Update Archived Document

Discard Check-Out Process

Further Information

OPEN MEMO DATABASE FROM SQL SERVER

To open a Memo database from SQL Server, please click on the button  in the toolbar or go to
"File" and select "SQL Database...".

Thereafter, a selection window will open with an overview of all existing Memo Databases. The
databases are structured in "Personal Memo Databases" and "Public Memo Databases" (see Open
Memo Database (SQL) ).

After opening the Memo database from the SQL Server, you have access to the document archive
and may archive documents, save, send as e-mail, check-out for editing, remove the document from
the archive or may view details of the archived document (for further information, go to Document
Archive (SQL)).

CHECK-OUT ARCHIVED DOCUMENT FOR EDITING

Before you can edit the selected document, you have to check it out. Other users may still display
the document, but will not be able to make changes at the same time.

The button  and the selectable option "Check-Out/Edit Archived Document" allows you to
check-out the selected document of the open Memos's file attachment.

If the status of the document is "Checked-Out",  the user name will appear in the column of the view
of attachments of the open Memo.

CHECK-IN/UPDATE ARCHIVED DOCUMENT

After editing the document, you can check it in again so that the changes become visible to all
users. The check-in allows to make the file accessible for other users again, which they can check-
out and edit now.

The menu button  and the selectable option "Check-In/Update Archived Document" allows you
to upload the document again.
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DISCARD CHECK-OUT PROCESS

If you discard the check-out process, all changes that were made in the document will be lost.

The button  and the selectable option "Discard Check-Out Process" allows you to check-in the
document without taker over changes. The file is accessible for other users that may check it out or
edit it again.

Please confirm the message with "Yes".

For further information, please go to:

New Memo Database (SQL)

Open Memo Database (SQL)

Document Archive (SQL)

What is Check-In/Check-Out?

User/Permissions Administration

User and Group Permissions

12.4 What is Check-In/Check-Out?

In teams it often occurs that several people work on attached documents of Memos.

Imagine one employee is editing an attached document of a Memo and is saving it. At the same
time another employee is working with this document and saves its content one second later. The
result is that the changes of the employee who has saved it previously, may be lost unknowably due
to the fact that the changes of the employee that did the later changes over-wrote the other changes.

The Check-In/Check-Out concept solves this problem. A Check-Out copies the file into a local work
area, in which the user may edit the data. Before you are able to work on an attached document of a
Memo, it needs to be checked out. This means that the document is temporarily in your possession
and you are able to edit it as long as you check it in again. Other users may be able to access and
view the document, but may not be able to make any changes until the document is checked in
again.

If another employee wants to access the document, a message will appear. The tag of the document
gets also displayed as locked for other employees. For the employee that checked out the
document, it is accessible.

As soon as you are done with your work, you may upload it again including the changes. Simply
select "Check-In" so that the changes become visible to all users.

As mentioned previously, the Check-In allows to make the file accessible for other users again. They
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are able to check it out and edit the file.

You may also choose to keep the document which you uploaded, checked out. This feature doesn't
allow other users to make changes to the file before you have finished your work. Other users may
not check out the file, but may display your last uploaded version.

Or, you may decide to decline the changes and may check in the document in its previous state so
that the document is accessible for editing.

For further information, please go to:

New Memo Database (SQL)

Open Memo Database (SQL)

Document Archive (SQL)

Edit Documents (SQL)

User/Permissions Administration

User and Group Permissions

12.5 User/Permissions Administration

A User/Permissions Administration is necessary, due to the fact that several thousand users can
work with MemoMaster's Professional-Edition at the same time.

User/Permissions Administration is an independent administration tool.

Before you will be able to work with MemoMaster's Professional-Edition, the administrator needs to
adjust the settings for user accounts in the User/Permissions Administration.

Only then, it is possible that users may be logon at their workstations.

Please note that there are different permissions. It may be possible that some functions are not
accessible and therefore disabled (displayed in grey).

(VARIOUS) PERMISSIONS TO CREATE AND DELETE MEMO DATABASES:

1. You have full permissions and may add, open and delete personal and public Memo databases.

2. You may create and open, but not delete personal and/or public Memo databases.

3. You only have the permission to create, open and delete either personal or public Memo
databases.

4. You only have permission to create and open, but not to open either personal or public Memo
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databases.

5. You have no permission to add personal or public Memo databases or open or delete existing
personal or public Memo databases.

For further information, please go to the Online Help of the User/Permissions Administration.

For further information, please go to:

New Memo Database (SQL)

Open Memo Database (SQL)

Document Archive (SQL)

Edit Documents (SQL)

What is Check-In/Check-Out?

User and Group Permissions

12.5.1 User/Group Permissions

The Professional-Edition allows you to occupy single items with access permission for individual
users and/or user groups. I.e. whoever is permitted to read, edit or delete the item and who is
permitted to print, export, may change permissions and may use drag & drop.

In addition you can drag a whole database or parts of the memo-database etc. folders or items for
individual users or entire department to set on read only. That means the elements are read only, but
cannot be changed. It can`t also create any memos or subfolders.

If there is no assigned access permission for the item, all users have full access.

User groups adjust access permissions in an independent administration tool of the Professional-
Edition: the User/Permissions Administration.

What do you need help with?

Assign Access Permission for Element

Search Users or Groups

Reset Settings/Delete Access Permissions

Delete Single Access Permissions

Define Access Permission for Assigned (Users)

Take over access rights for subordinated elements

Info about the own user name and group membership

What Is Your Access Permission for the Element?
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ASSIGN ACCESS PERMISSION FOR ELEMENT

1. In the tree click on the element for which you would like to define an access permission.

2. By clicking on the right mouse button, open the context menu for the element and click on "User
and Group Permissions".

3. By clicking on an user or a group in the list of existing "Users and Groups", you may select
accordingly. Then click on "Add".

4. If you would like additional users to have permission for an element, also add them.

5. To save your settings, please click on "Apply". If you would like to save and exit, please click on
"OK" directly.

If you (yourself) would like to keep the access permission for the element, you may simply add
yourself to the list by clicking on "Myself".

Search Users or Groups

The list of the existing "Users and Groups" in the open User and Group Permissions, allows you to
limit the display of the list with a search filter. To do so, enter the searched user or user group into
the text field of the search filter.

Below the search filter you may, by clicking, select whether you would like to display "Users and
Groups", "Only Users" or "Only Groups" of the existing list "Users and Groups".

You may sort the lists "Users and Groups" and "Assigned" descending or ascending. Click on the
header to sort accordingly. The arrow indicates the sorting direction.

Reset Settings/Delete Access Permissions

If you would like to delete the set access permissions for an element, in the context menu for the
element, click on "Users and Groups". 

By clicking on "Reset" in the window "Access Permissions for Element" all settings will be reset
completely so that all users will have full access to the element.

Delete Single Access Permission

1. In the tree, please click on the element in which you would like to delete the access permission.

2. By clicking on the right mouse button, open the context menu for the element and click on "Users
and Groups".

3. By clicking on an user or a group in the existing list "Users and Groups" you may select
accordingly. Then click on "Delete".

4. To save your settings, click on "Apply". If you would like to save and exit, please click on "OK
directly.
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DEFINE ACCESS PERMISSION FOR ASSIGNED (USERS) 

1. In the tree, please click on the element for which you would like to define an access permission.

2. By clicking on the right mouse button, open the context menu for the element and click on "Users
and Groups".

3. If you have assigned users or groups or yourself for the access permission, select an assigned
(user) whose access permission you would like to define by clicking on him/her.

4. "Full Access" is default. By clicking, delete the check next to "Full Access" below the list of the
assigned (users).

5. You may select now what the user is permitted to do with the element. Please check off the box
next to what he shall be allowed to do. The full access contains all selectable items.

6. Shall the subordinate elements (in case of a folder) also be transferred for defined access
permissions of the assigned. If so, please check it off.

7. To save your settings, click on "Apply". If you would like to save and exit, please click on "OK
directly.

Apply items for subordinated elements

If the defined access of a folder-element for a user or a user group and for all subordinated elements
of the folder element also made in the future apply-please put additional by clicking a check mark
taking for access rights for subordinated elements.

INFO OWN USER NAME AND GROUP MEMBERSHIP

To see for yourself what user name you logged in, click on an item, open with right-click the
contextual menu, and click on "user and group permissions" and on the register tab "Info".

WHAT IS YOUR ACCESS PERMISSION FOR THE ELEMENT?

The access permissions for the selected element are displayed in the status bar on the very bottom.

The access permissions are represented by the following icons:

Access permission: Read

Access permission: Edit

Access permission: Delete

Access permission: Export/Print/Drag & Drop

Access permission: Change Permission

Icons displayed in gray indicate that there is no assigned access permission.

For further information, please go to:

New Memo Database (SQL)
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Open Memo Database (SQL)

Document Archive (SQL)

Edit Documents (SQL)

What is Check-In/Check-Out?

User/Permissions Administration
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13 Hot Keys

F1 Opens Online Help

Ctrl+N Creates new folder

Alt+N Creates new folder

Ctrl+M Creates new Memo

Alt+M Creates new Memo

Ctrl+D Inserts date

Ctrl+T Inserts time

Alt+Z Inserts time

Ctrl+P Prints

Ctrl+A Selects all

Ctrl+C Copies

Ctrl+V Inserts

Ctrl+X Cuts

Shift+Alt+D Insert date

Shift+Alt+T Insert time

Ctrl+Back Key Deletes last word

Ctrl+Arrow Key to
Left

Jumps one word to the left

Ctrl+Arrow Key to
Right

Jumps one word to the right
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Ctrl+Home Jumps to the beginning of the text

Ctrl+End Jumps to the end of the text

Delete Deletes the selected element in the tree

Ctrl+J (or Ctrl+Space
Bar)

Displays settings/methods in Code Memos

HOT KEYS FOR
TABLES:

Ctrl+Enter Splits table below the cursor position
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14 Licensing, Update and Contact

You can rely on a professional programming, continuous program maintainance and automatic
updates.

It is our obligation to deliver products free of errors. If you should encounter a problem, you may
contact our support via e-mail.

TIP In order to ensure against great damage due to data loss, it is strongly recommended
to save your data on external data mediums (e.g. streamer, an external  hard drive or
an external USB memory stick).

For further information, please go to:

Backup Database

Compact & Repair Database

14.1 Licensing

MemoMaster is free of charge for private use, but the additional available editions offer advanced
functions.

What do you need help with?

Private-Edition

Small-Business-Edition

Professional-Edition

PRIVATE-EDITION

The Private-Edition - as well as the Freeware Version - is usable for non-commercial  purposes only.

When purchasing the Private-Edition, the info line you see during the opening of each Memo
database, is deleted.

The automatic download of product updates is possible via the Auto-Update function. Additionally,
you support the development of MemoMaster and therefore receive free support.
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SMALL-BUSINESS-EDITION

The Small-Business-Edition contains many other useful functions, which are not integrated in the
Private-Edition.

These are i.e. network support for up to 15 users, import and export of  i.e. Microsoft Word or the
export for Adobe Acrobat, the usage of entry forms, password protection, the creation of PDF
documents, the transfer to and from Microsoft Word as well as the creation and usage of own
document templates.

You may open and work on several MemoMaster databases at the same time. Memos may directly
be sent via e-mail. There is a print preview available for printout.  You may research for words in
Google or Wikipedia for Memo text passages. This edition also offers web link support and
expanded search options.

Further, the Small-Business-Edition allows the usage of Drag & Drop.

PROFESSIONAL-EDITION

The Professional-Edition contains all functions of the Small-Business-Edition and additionally
supports the usage of Microsoft SQL Server as well as MSDE. Several thousand users can work on/
with MemoMaster at the same time. The Professional-Edition is highly scalable, flexible and offers
great performance; and is ideal to work in a team professionally (Professional-Edition).

If  you use MemoMaster commercially, you need to purchase the Small-Business- or the Professional-Edition.

The user right of the Sharew are/Test Version ends w ith the expiration of the test phase.

14.2 Update

After clicking on the button ? in the menu bar and selecting the option "Check for Online Updates",
MemoMaster will search for product updates. This update feature is a Web-based service that helps
you to keep MemoMaster current at all times.

The service helps you to:

Detect product updates for MemoMaster;

Display information of product news;

Install available updates automatically.

We recommend you to check for online updates frequently.
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During each update, you receive old updates that have not yet been downloaded automatically.

RUN ONLINE UPDATES

Please make sure that you are connected to the Internet; then click on "Available Updates" to check
whether there are any current updates available.

After the update search is run, a message gets displayed whether there are any new available
updates/versions.

If there is a new update/version, you may access history information, i.e. you may read what was
improved or what function was inserted or changed.

To do so, simply click on the hyperlink "here".

To download the available update, please click on the button "Update Now".

For further information, you may also go to the help tool of the MemoMaster Administration.

14.3 Contact & Support

General Product Inquiries: Mail@JBSoftware.org

Customer Support: Support@JBSoftware.org

Please understand that we may not be able to respond to every e-mail when working with the
Freeware/Trial-Version.

You may access further product information via our JBSoftware-Website.

http://www.JBSoftware.de
mailto:Mail@JBSoftware.org
mailto:Support@JBSoftware.org
http://www.JBSoftware.org
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Index

- A -
About MemoMaster     31

ABS     74, 83

Absolute Value of Number     74

Accept Changes     226

Accept Changes for Document     226

Access children elements     230

Access Document Archive (SQL)     224

Access Permission for Element     230

Access Permissions for Element     39

Access Protection for Databases     205

Access Protection for PDF Document     189

Access Rejected     230

ACOS     84

ACOSH     84

Activation     238

Add a comment     77, 149

Add a description     149

Add Attachments     172

Add comment     77, 149

Add Decimal     37

Add Info Line to E-Mail with Memo Attachment     208

Add MemoMaster to startup     10

Add tags     148

Add to AutoStartup     10

Add/Delete Attachments     43

Addition in Calculation Memo     74

Adjust Cell Format     61

Adjust Cell Height     65

Adjust Column Width     66

Adjust Date Format     214

Adjust Default Title     216

Adjust Font     214

Adjust Font of Tree     214

Adjust Format for Code-Memo     214

Adjust Margins of the Page     25

Adjust Page Margins     25

Adjust Row Height     66

Adjust Settings for User Accounts     229

Adjust Settings of Startup     210

Adjust Settings of Storage Locations     211

Adjust Time Format     214

Adjust Word Wrap     28

Administrate Program Code     138

Alphanumeric Number Format     61

Alternative Words     42

Always Display Folder and Memo Title Single-Rowed  
  208

Always Minimize as Icon in System Tray     208

AND     84

AND Search     160

ANSI     211

Archive     213

Archive a Document in MemoMaster     224

Archive Directory during File Archiving     213

Archive Document Administration     228

Archive E-mails     179

Archive, Open, Save, Send, Edit Documents     224

Areas for the usage of MemoMaster     4

Arrange Form Fields     17

Arrangement of Screen Layout     24

Arrow next to Toolbar     32

Asian Characters     211

Asian Symbols     211

ASIN     85

ASINH     86

Ask to Open the exported File (After Export)     208

Assign a tag to a memo element     148

Assign Access Permission for Element     230

Assign tags     148

At the same time open memos     47

ATAN     86

ATAN2     86

ATANH     87

Attach sidebar     147

Attachment Show/Hide     43

Attachment View     43, 172

Attachment with Comment     43, 172

Attributes for Minimized Startup     10

Auto Delete     140

Auto Title     216

AutoFit columns to content     51

AutoFit table columns     51

Automatic Online Update     239

Automatic Text Wrap     28

Automatically Delete Content of Recycle Bin     208
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Autostart Memo Databases     210

Autostart with Windows     10, 210

Available tags     148

AVERAGE     74, 87

- B -
Back to the previous hit     165

Background color     28

Backup Memo Index     9

Backup of a Database     207

Backup of Database     9, 207

Based on style     55

Block Drag and Drop     230

Blocked Functions     230

Borders for Cells     61

Browse archived documents     162

Bullets and Numbering     28

Buy     218

- C -
Calculate MAX Value     74

Calculate maximum Value     74

Calculate Median     74

Calculate MIN Value     74

Calculate minimum Value     74

Calculate Sum     74

Calculating Functions     74

Calculation Functions     78

Calculation Memo     58

Calculation Memo Format Templates     67

Caption     50

CEILING     88

Cell Break     61

Cell Break within Cell     61

Cell Comments     77

Change Amount of Lines     28

Change Amount of Rows     28

Change Arrangement of Databases     21

Change Classical Layout     214

Change comment     149

Change Default Layout     214

Change Default Title     216

Change File Format     211

Change Font     28

Change Height/Width of Cells     65

Change Line Height     28

Change Line Height/Row Width     28

Change number of rows/columns     58

Change Order of Databases     21

Change page color     28

Change Password of Memo Database     221

Change Picture Attributes     155

Change Row Width     28

Change style     55

Change the Window     31

Change Theme     214

Change Title of Memo     25

Change Window     31

Changing Picture Attributes     155

CHAR     89

Character Map     29

Check for Online Update     239

Check for Updates Monthly     208

Check for Updates once a Month     208

Check-In     226, 228

Check-In Documents     213

Check-In/Check-Out     228

Check-In/Check-Out Archived Document     226

Check-In/Update Archived Document     226

Check-Out Archived Document for Editing     226

Check-Out Document for Editing     226

Check-Out Documents     226, 228

Children elements rights     230

Choose Layout     214

Clear Search History     211

Clipboard Monitor     142

Close a memo     47

Close a Memo Database     21, 25

Close Memo Database     21, 25

Close pinned memo     47

Close Sidebar     147

Cobination of Key Commands     235

CODE     89

Code Memo     138

code memos import     177

Code Methods     138

Code Properties     138

Code Syntax     37, 138

Code-Memo Format     214

Collapse Tree     28
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Collapse Tree Elements     28

Collapse/Expand Text Field     17

Colored Memo tab     47

Colored page     28

Columns fit to page width     51

COMBIN     89

Comment for Attachment     26, 172

Comment of  Attachment     43

Comments     149

Compact & Repair Database     9

Compact Database     9

Compact/Repair Database     9, 207

Compare Cell Values     74

Computer System Requirements     6

CONCATENATE     90

Configuration     205

Configure Administration Tool     229

Connect Cells     37, 61

Connect Databases     199

Connection default mail client     208

Connection of Cells     61

Contact & Support     31, 240

Content of Folder     48

Context Menu Calculation Memo     154

Context Menu Picture/Graphic     155

Context Menu Text Memo     152

Context Menu Tree     157

Continue Searching     40, 165

Controll Box in Calculation Memo     61

Copy     25

Copy Cells     71

Copy Comprehensively     199

Copy Data Comprehensively     199

Copy Database     199

Copy Elements     199

Copy Folder     199

Copy Memos     199

Copy Texts/Elements as Memo     142

Copy to another Database     199

Copy/Move to Folder     25

Copying Comprehensively     199

Correct Spelling     29

COS     91

COSH     91

Count Characters     29

Count Lines     29

Count Pages     29

Count Paragraphs     29

Count Words     29

Create a Desktop Shortcut     172

Create a Link     168

Create a Memo     15

Create a Memo Database     14, 25

Create a Memo Link     169

Create a Password     221

Create Appointment in Outlook     29, 195

Create Calculation Memo     15

Create Code Memo     15

Create Data Form     17

Create Database     14

Create Default Directories     211

Create Entry Form     17

Create File Paths     211

Create File Shortcut     168

Create Folder     14

Create Folder in Tree     14

Create Link     168

Create Memo     15

Create Memo Appointment     195

Create Memo Database     25

Create Memo Databases     229

Create Memo Field in Memo     17

Create Memo from Clipboard     142

Create Memo from copied Text     142

Create Memo from external File     178

Create Memo from Template     15

Create Memo Task     195

Create Microsoft Outlook Element     29, 195

Create new Folder     14

Create New Memo     15

Create new Memo from external Document     176

Create new Memo from Template     15

Create new Table     30

Create Outlook Element     29, 195

Create Password for Database     205

Create Simple Table     51

Create Storage Format     211

Create Storage Location     211

Create Table     51

Create Task in Outlook     29, 195

Create Task/Appointment in Outlook     195

Create Text Memo     15
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Creates Appointment/Task in Outlook     29

CRM-Plus as E-mail Archive     179

Customer Service     240

Customize columns     51

Customize Page     25

Customize table columns     51

Cut     25

Cut Cells     71

- D -
Data Backup     9

Data Exchange     176

Data Loss     207

Data Storage     207

Database Compact/Repair     9

Database pin     13

DATE     91

Date Format     214

DAY     92

DB     93

DDB     94

Declaration on the memo element     149

Default Directories     211

Default Export Directory     211

Default Format for Code-Memos     214

Default Import Directory     211

Default Location     211

Default mail client     208

Default Table Format     67

Default Title     216

Define a Table Format     67

Define Access Permission     230

Define Access Permission for Assigned (Users)     230

Defining style     55

DEGREES     95

Delete a Comment     77

Delete a Folder     14

Delete a Link     168

Delete a Memo Database (SQL)     221

Delete a Memo Datanase (SQL)     229

Delete Access Permission     230

Delete Cell Format     72

Delete Columns     30, 72

Delete Columns from Folder List     48

Delete Content     25

Delete Entries in the History of your Memo Search    
211

Delete Field     17

Delete Folder     14

Delete Format     25

Delete Hostory for Search     211

Delete Lines     25

Delete Memo     15, 25

Delete of Text Field     17

Delete Recycle Bin at the End of the Program     208

Delete Rows     25, 30, 72

Delete Search History     211

Delete selected Elements     48

Delete several Elements     48

Delete Table     30, 72

Delete Table/Column/Row     72

Delete Table/Row/Column     30, 51

Delete, add, move Column     48

Deleted Elements in Recycle Bin     208

Deletion Date for Memos     140

Deletion not Possible     230

Deletion of a Memo     15

Deletion of Memo     25

Deletion of several Elements     48

Deposit description     149

Deposit Source Code     138

Description not possible     147

Description of the memo element     149

Desktop Appearance     24

Desktop Shortcut     172

Detach sidebar     147

Detail search     162

Details about Archived Document     224

Details of a memo     147

Details of Archived Document     224

Details of Folder     48

Determining open memo     47

Different Permissions     229

Direct Transfer to MS-Excel     193

Direct Transfer to MS-Word     185

Directories for MemoMaster     211

Discard Check-In Process     226

Discard Check-Out Process     226

Display     214

Display belonging Tax     139

Display Element Title Single-Rowed     208
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Display Folder Title in a Single Row     208

Display Grid Lines in Calculation Memo     208

Display Grids in Calculation Memo     208

Display Matches     163

Display Titles in a Single Row     208

Distribute columns evenly     51

Distribute table columns     51

Distribute table columns evenly     51

Distribute the columns     51

Document Administration     228

Document Archive     224

Document Attachment     43, 172

Document Storage Format     211

Document tags map     148

DOCX Format     6

Don't allow to add memo elements     230

Don't use Outlook     208

Double open memo     47

Drag and Drop     176

Drag and Drop not Possible     230

Drag n' Drop     176

Drag 'n Drop     179

Drag'n Drop Import     178

- E -
Each opened memo     47

Edit (Menu Bar Button)     25

Edit a Comment     77

Edit comment     149

Edit Details of Memo Database     221

Edit Graphic Properties     155

Edit keyword list     148

Edit Memo Database Properties     221

Edit Memos or Attached Documents (SQL)     226

Edit Picture Properties     155

Edit Properties of Memo Database     221

Edit tags     148

Editing Denied     230

Editing not Possible     147, 230

Elements of Status Bar     39

Elements of the Toolbars     32

Elements of Toolbar for Detailed View     32

Elements of Toolbar for Text Search     32

Elements of Toolbar for Tree     32

E-Mail Archiving with Attachments     213

E-mail client not Outlook     208

E-Mail Import from Microsoft Outlook     213

E-mail Import with Attachments     213

E-mail Link     168

E-mail Support...     31

E-mail with Memo Attachment     208

End Memo Search     160

End MemoMaster     25

End Program     25

Enter Search Term     160

EVEN     95

EXACT     96

Excel Direct Transfer     193

Execution to the memo element     149

EXP     96

Expand Tree Elements     28

Expanded Search     160

Expiration Date     25

Expiration Date for Memos     25, 140

Expiration of Test Version     218

Explanation of the memo element     149

Export as PDF Document     183, 189

Export as Text File     197

Export as Web Page     196

Export Denied     230

Export Documents     184

Export in RTF Document     188

Export not Possible     230

Export of Calculation Memos     193

Export Selection     191

Export several Memos     184

Export Text Memos     185

Export to Word Document     186

Export various Formats     184

Export Wizard     184

- F -
FACT     97

FALSE     97

Favorites     7

Field Selection in Folder List     48

File (Menu Bar Button)     25

File Association for .mmr- and .mmo File Extentions  
  208

File Extensions Memo File     199
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File Name     15

File Title     15

Fill Color for Cells     61

Filter Memo Search Result List     163

Filter Search Result     163

FIND     97

Find File Attach     162

Find File Attach-comment     162

First page different     54

Fit columns to content     51

Fit columns to page width     51

Fixed templates for formats     55

FLOOR     99

Folder comments     149

Folder Content     48, 191, 202

Folder Contents     191

Folder details     147

Folder Link     168

Folder List     48

Font of other Languages     211

Font of Tree Structure     214

Font style     55

Footer     54

Footnote     54

For Multi Monitor Usage     210

Format (Menu Bar Button)     28

Format a Table     30

Format Calculation Memo     37

Format Cells     61

Format Code Memo     37

Format content     55

Format headings     55

Format Painter     32, 67

Format Styles     55

Format Templates for Tables     51, 67

Format text     55

Format Text Memo     36

Found Elements     163

Freeware     238

Freeze Lines     28

Freeze Pane     73

Freeze Pane at Cursor Position     73

Freeze Rows     28

Freeze Rows or Columns     73

Freeze Rows/Columns     73

Freezing Lines/Rows     28

Full Access to Element     230

Functions     78

Functions Calculation Memo     74

FV     99

- G -
Go to Default Table Format     67

Google Search     29, 152

Green Hyperlink     168, 173

Grid Form Fields     17

Grid Lines Form Fields     17

Group Permissions     230

- H -
Header     54

Header / footer options     54

Help     7

Help (Menu Bar Button)     31

Help finding     162

Hide (Help Topics)     7

Hide Attachments     172

Hide Lines     28

Hide Lines/Rows     28

Hide Rows     73

Hide Rows/Columns     73

Hide sidebar     147

Highlight Cells     60

Highlight Columns     60

Highlight Rows     60

Highlight Text (in Text Memo)     36

Highlighter in Text Memo     36

History of Search     165

Horizontal Line     26

Horizontal View     31

Hot Keys     235

Hot Keys for Tables     235

HOUR     100

How to order?     218

HYPERLINK     101

Hyperlink in green Font     168, 173

- I -
IF     102
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Import     176, 177

Import as Memo     176

Import Attachment of E-mail     179

Import Attachments     213

Import Content of E-mail     179

Import Document as Memo     176

Import Documents     177

Import documents with code     177

Import E-mail from Outlook     179

Import E-mails     179

Import File via Drag and Drop     178

Import HTML Documents     177

Import Memo     176

Import Microsoft Outlook E-mail     179

Import Outlook E-mails     179

Import PDF Document as Text     183

Import Rich Text Documents     177

Import Several E-mails     179

Import Single File     178

Import source code     177

Import Text     176

Import Text Documents     177

Import various Documents     177

Import via  Drag and Drop     176

Import via Drag and Drop     178

Import via Drag'n Drop     178

Import Wizard     177

Import Word Documents     176, 177

Import/Export Text via Drag and Drop     176

Important Symbols     32

Importing E-mails     179

Increase Performance     207

Index during Check-In     213

Index Text Content     213

Indexing Text Content     213

Info Area Symbol in Taskbar     10

Insert     25

Insert (Menu Bar Button)     26

Insert a  Hyperlink     173

Insert a Hyperlink     168

Insert a Text Field     17

Insert a Timestamp     26

Insert Attachment     26, 43

Insert Clipboard as Memo     142

Insert Clipping     26

Insert Column     51

Insert Columns     30, 154

Insert Columns to Folder List     48

Insert contents from webpages     57

Insert Daten     26

Insert Decimal Tab     53

Insert Element     26

Insert Elements/Texts as Memo     142

Insert File     26

Insert Graphic     26, 50

Insert header / footer     54

Insert Hyperlink     26, 152, 168, 173

Insert Line     26

Insert Line Break     37

Insert Link     168

Insert Link in Memo     173

Insert Link to Memo     173

Insert new Element     26

Insert Row     26

Insert Rows     30, 71, 154

Insert Rows in Tables     51

Insert Rows/Columns in Table     71

Insert Screen Clipping     32, 50

Insert Tabs     53

Insert Text     57

Insert Text Border     26

Insert Text Field in Table     17

Insert Text Fields     17

Insert Text from External Document     176

Insert Text only     57

Insert Time     26

Insert Timestamp     26

Insert web content     57

Insert without lines/space     57

Insert without pictures     57

Inserting a Hyperlink     168

Inserting a Link     168

Inserting Clipboard as Memo     142

Instead of Outlook MAPI     208

INT     104

Internal Document Storage Format     211

Interpretation to the memo element     149

ISBLANK     104

ISNONTEXT     105

ISNUMBER     106

ISREF     106

ISTEXT     107
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Item comments     149

Item details     147

item keyword     148

- J -
JBSoftware on the Web     31

- K -
Key Combinations     235

Keywording     148

Keywords related to the element     148

Keywords to the memo element     148

- L -
Landscape     202

last database     13

Last hit     165

Last opened database     13

Last Step undo     25

Layout Setup     214

LEFT     108

Lemma     148

LEN     109

Less Fonts     214

License Full Version     218, 238

License Information     218

Licensing     218, 238

Licensing File     218

Limit Search     160

Limited Functions     238

Line in the foot     54

Line in the header     54

Link Memo Text     168

Link of a Memo     169

Link Text     168

Link to a Memo     169

Link Web Address     173

Link Web Addrress     168

List databases     13

List formats     55

List of Folder     48

List tags     148

LN     109

Lock/Unlock Field Elements     17

LOG     110

LOG10     110

Long Text Field     17

Loss of Data     9, 207

LOWER     111

- M -
Mail Archiving with Attachments     213

Mail client instead of MS-Outlook     208

Map element tags     148

Margins header / footer     54

Match list for text view     163

Match list Text search     165

MAX     111

Maximum Amount of Lines/Rows     28

Maximum number of rows/columns     58

MEDIAN     111

Memo Attachment with Info Line     208

Memo comments     149

Memo Database as Desktop Shortcut     172

Memo Database Backup     9, 207

Memo Database Password     221

Memo Database Properties     221

Memo Details     147

Memo Editor     216

memo element description     149

Memo Expiration Date     140

Memo Form     17

memo keyword     148

Memo Link     169

Memo Password Protection     206

Memo Search     160

Memo Search Result List     163

Memo Title Single-Rowed     208

Memo with table sheet     58

MemoMaster allows you to...     4

MemoMaster is...     4

Menu Bar     24

Menu Bar Button     24

Microsoft Office 2007     6

Microsoft Word Spellcheck     29

Microsoft-Outlook E-mail Import     213

MID     112

MIN     113
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Minimizes as Icon in System Tray <F12>     208

MINUTE     113

MOD     114

MODE     114

Monitor Clipboard     29, 142

MONTH     115

Monthly Update     208

More E-Mail clients     208

More memos to open     47

Move a Folder     14

Move a Form Field     17

Move Cells     71

Move Columns of Folder List     48

Move Deleted Elements to Recycle Bin     208

Move Folder     14

Move Memo Database     21

Move Memo Databases     21

Move to Recycle Bin Automatically     208

Move, Close, Position Memo Database     21

Move, cut, copy Cells     71

MS-Excel Direct Transfer     193

MS-Word Direct Transfer     185, 186

Multiple selection tags     162

- N -
Name a Cell     70

Name Cell     70

Name Field     70

Name New Element     216

Narrow the search     162

New Horizontal Group     31

New Memo Database     14, 25

New memo elements not possible     230

New Memo from Clipboard     29

New Memo from external File     178

New style     55

New tab     47

New tags     148

New Version     239

New Vertical Group     31

No Assigned Access Permission     230

No editing possible     147, 230

No Permissions     230

Normal     55

NOT     115

Not allowed Symbols     15

Not contained Search Terms     160

Not possible new memo elements     230

Note to the memo element     149

NOW     116

NPER     116

Numbering in Text Memo     36

Numeration in Text Memo     36

- O -
Ocean Fresh Layout     214

ODD     117

Office 2003 Layout     214

Office 2007 compatible     6

Online Help     7

Online Update     239

Only "ReadOnly" comments     149

Only reading possible     230

Only Table Values without Lines     67

Open a Database     13

Open a Desktop Shortcut     172

Open a Link     173

Open a Memo Database     25

Open a Memo Link     169

Open a memo twice     47

Open additional memos     47

Open an Attachment     43, 172

Open Archived Document     224

Open Database     13

Open Database from SQL Server     221

Open Databases during Startup     210

Open Databases next to each other     21, 31

Open Drawing Tablen     29

Open Example Database     13

Open Film Viewer     155

Open Licensing File     218

Open Link     168

Open Memo Database     13, 25

Open Memo Database (SQL)     221

Open Memo Database from SQL Server     226

Open Memo Databases (SQL)     221

Open Memo with Password     206

Open Memo-Details     147

Open MemoMaster at Startup     210

Open multiple memos     47
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Open next to each other     21, 31

Open per Drag & Drop     13

Open Personal or Public Memo Databases from SQL
Database     226

Open Public Memo Database     221

Open selection of memos     47

Open several memos     47

Open SQL Database     221

Open Subsequent Memo Databases at Startup
Automatically     210

Open twice     47

Open with Viewer     155

Opening of a Database     13

Opinion to the memo element     149

Options MemoMaster     205

Options/Settings MemoMaster     205

OR     117

OR Search     160

Order     218

Order MemoMaster     218
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Sort Search Result     163
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